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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

ENERGY DEMAND ELASTICITIES 

IN SOUTH AFRICA 

In this report the price elasticities of energy demand have been studied in an 

international context in general and in a South African context in particular. 

The meaning and usefulness of price elasticities have been outlined and the 

price elasticities of energy demand in South Africa have been estimated and 

been collected. In an international level, price was found to be an important 

determinant of energy demand. As far as South Africa is concerned, the 

estimated elasticities fall within the range of estimated elasticities abroad. 

Short-run elasticities found to be much smaller than long-run elasticities and 

elasticities of individual energy carriers found to be more elastic than 

aggregate energy elasticities. Finally, the long-run elasticities of 

individual fuel carriers although fairly elastic are in general smaller than 

unit. 

A variety of policy issues accrue out of these findings. Firstly, the fact 

that energy demand responds to changes in price means that pricing can be used 

as an effective instrument for energy policy. Conservation and interfuel 

substitution can be promoted and be motivated through price manipulation. 

Although the response will take some time, it is virtually unrefutable that 

price is an important instrument in the hands of policy makers. The 

importance of the pricing mechanism is particularly important in the field of 

liquid fuels in South Africa. However, legislation makes difficult the 

estimation of elasticities in this area. We suggest that much opportunity for 

further research exists in this area which however should be coupled with 

research on energy pricing - macroeconomy feedbacks. 

Secondly, the fact that energy price elasticities are different than zero 

means that models which omit price from the set of explanatory variables are 

mispecified. As the majority of models in South Africa do not use price as an 

explanatory variable and energy prices are rising forecasts overestimate the 

energy demand. This overestimation in its turn causes misallocation of 

resources in the form of excess capacity expansion. Overestimation of future 

electricity demand and of SASOL fuel will have repercussions not only for 

ESCOM and SASOL, but also for the country as a whole as precious capital and 

foreign exchange would have been spent on unused idle capacity. Analysts and 

planners in energy industry should recognise the importance of elasticities 
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and incorporate them in their forecast of future energy demand. Their job 

would be further assisted if the government made known and explicit their 

pricing energy policy in general and the pricing mechanism in particular. For 

example, for a fuel whose price is regulated the government could state that 

is interested in conservation and substitution of the particular fuel for 

others and therefore it intends to increase its real price by an x amount per 

year over an horizon of say 5 years and it relative to other fuels price by a 

y amount per year. Such an explicit policy not only would assist energy 

analysts and forecasters but could also speed up the market adjustment 

mechanism as it would influence consumers expectations. Energy consumers 

knowing that the particular fuel will be more expensive in the future will 

switch much sooner to other fuels and/ or conservation and they would not 

expect the price to reveal by itself its future direction. 

Finally, the finding that most energy carriers are price inelastic (at least 

in the short-term) creates the opportunity for the government and utilities to 

increase their revenue. This is particularly important for the current 

situation in South Africa as sanctions make capital expensive and scarce. 

Provided that research shows that an increase in the price of energy would not 

have adverse repercussions for growth, employment and other macroeconomic 

targets the government should as a matter of policy increase the price of 

energy. This will not only promote con ervation and substitution of certain 

fuels for others or other factors of production but it will also increase the 

government's revenue and therefore decrease the budget deficit. Even if there 

are philosophical objections over higher taxation, high energy taxes can be 

compensated with lower tax rates elsewhere (eg GST or general income tax) 

where lower taxes can promote higher growth. 

INTRODUCTION 

Demand elastic! ties refer to measures of the responsiveness of quantity 

demanded to changes in the determinants of demand. The own price elasticity 

of energy demand is the percentage of change in quantity demanded resulting 

from a given percentage ch.ange in the prit~e of energy, assuming all other 

factors affecting demand remain constant. 

Elasticities with respect to other prices, termed cross-elasticities, and with 

respect to income and output, termed 

similarly defined. This report is 

income and output elasticities are 

concerned mainly with the own price 
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elasticity of energy demand and unless it is otherwise mentioned the term 

'price elasticity' will refer to the own price elasticity of energy demand. 

A price elasti~ity of demand is a convenient way of summarizing how changes in 

market price or quantity consumed affect each other. A reliable measure of 

the energy elasticity would be valuable in a .wide variety of applications 

involving pricing decisions. For example, the effectiveness of an excise tax 

in reducing gasoline consumptions, or the impact of a reduction in oil imports 

on the domestic price of Sasol Oil would become readily apparent. 

Provided that elasticities are different than zero their omission from 

forecasting, energy planning and analysis can have severe repercussions. To 

mention just one example electric utilities base their decision for capacity 

expansion on long term forecasts. Omitting the effects of price on the demand 

for electricity from the forecasting model can be damaging. 

In an environment with increasing electricity prices the deficient model will 

over estimate the future demand and as a result overcapacity will be built and 

resources will be misallocated. The repercussions will be felt not only by the 

utility but by the country as a whole, as precious capital and foreign 

exchange would have been spent on an unused idle capacity. The results will 

be equally damaging in environment of decreasing electricity prices. In that 

case the model will under estimate future demand, the utility will find itself 

short of generating capacity and as a result black-outs will disturb the 

country's economic activity. Side effects will be overused existing 

generating capacity and shaken confidence on the utility's reliability. 

The importance of elasticities became profound after the oil crisis of 1973 

and a variety of studies appeared in the international journals in the 

following the crisis years. The number of studies on the subject multiplied 

with such a rate that soon the need for literature reviews become obvious. In 

1975 Taylor (1975) reviewed selectively 13 studies. In 1977 the British 

Department of Energy (1977) reviewed 42 studies. Bohi (1981) reviewed more 

than 47 studies in 1981 and in 1984 he updated (Bohi et al 1984) his review 

by examining another 40 studies. 

A common characteristic of the studies reviewed is that they use data mainly 

from the United States and Britain and when cross-section studies require data 

from many different countries, data from the industrialized countries are 

used. This selective coverage stems out of the lack of energy data from 

underdeveloped and developing countries and out of the lack of energy 
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specialists in these countries. As a result the countries that most need an 

appropriate energy policy have to use educated guesses or to assume that 

demand is price neutral. 

South Africa belongs to this latter category. A recent review (Pouris 1986) 

on the demand for electricity in South Africa was unable to identify any study 

taking into account the effect of price changes on the demand for electricity. 

The present report purports to cover this gap by outlining the current state 

of the art on the subject of energy elasticities as it springs out of an 

international literature review and to estimate the energy elasticities in 

South Africa. It is envisaged that the study will answer the following four 

questions: 

1. Are the long-run energy demand elasticities statistically different from 

zero? 

2. Is price an effective energy policy instrument? Can energy conservation 

be promoted through price manipulation? 

3. What is the size of the energy demand elasticities? 

4. What modifications are necessary on the energy forecasts which assume zero 

price elasticity? 

DEFINITIONS 

The term elasticity was first defined and used by Alfred Marshall (1885,1890) 

and refers to the percentage change in quantity demanded (A /q) divided by the 
q 

percentage change in price (A /p)• 
p 

e 
p 

= % change in quantity 

% change in price 

Prior to Marshall, there has been no generally accepted terminology or measure 

of the relationship between price and quantity, although concepts similar to 

elas tici t.y had been suggested. Mill ( 1848) compared percentage changes in 
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price and quantity, but he did not divide the two to get what we ~all 

elasticity. Similarly Cournot ( 1838) showed the relationship between the 

ratio of the change in quantity demanded to the change in price (~ lA ) and 
q p 

the ratio of quantity demanded to price (q/p), but he did not suggest dividing 

the two ratios to measure elasticity. 

The price elasticity of demand is derived from the demand curve, which shows 

the absolute quantity demanded as a function of price. Since the rate of 

demand rises if the price falls, and vice versa, the elasticity of demand is 

actually negative. By definition, demand is inelastic if the elasticity is 

less than one and is elastic if the elasticity is greater than one. An 

elasticity of one is called unit, or unitary elasticity. If demand is 

elastic, a given percentage increase in price causes a larger percentage 

decline in the quantity demanded, or a given percentage reduction in price 

causes a larger percentage increase in quantity demanded. In the case of 

perfectly (indefinitely) elastic demand any increase in price, however small, 

will cause the quantity demanded to decline to zero, and any reduction in 

price, again no matter how small, will cause the quantity demanded to increase 

without limit. Demand is usually elastic for commodities for which there are 

good substitutes, so that the demand facing a firm is expected a priori to be 

more elastic than the demand facing an industry since a buyer may substitute 

the products of other firms in the industry. 

Conversely, if demand is inelastic the percentage change in quantity is 

smaller than the percentage change in price. An increase in price therefore 

causes a proportionally smaller decline in the quantity demanded, and a 

reduction in price causes a proportionally smaller increase in the quantity 

demanded. In the limiting case of zero elasticity (perfectly inelastic 

demand) neither an increase nor a reduction in price has any effect upon the 

quantity demanded. 

Products that have no good substitutes, like tobacco, or that require a very 

small proportion of the consumer's income, like salt, frequently have 

inelastic demands. 

The elasticity of the pri~e elasticity of demand is inextricable linked with 

the seller's total revenue. For example, if the price of a commodity with 

inelastic demand is increased, the total revenue of the seller will increase 

even though the quantity demanded declines somewhat, since the increase in 

price more than offsets the reduction in volume. This creates a presumption 

that a seller faced with an inelastic demand will raise his price and will 
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continue to do so until demand becomes elastic. Similar reasoning shows that 

a reduction in price reduces total revenue if demand is inelastic but 

increases total revenue if demand is elastic, since the increase in volume 

more than offsets the reduction in price. Finally, an increase in price 

reduces total revenue if demand is elastic and does not change total revenue 

if demand has unit elasticity. 

A variety of other elasticities appear in the literature. The most important 

other than the price elasticity of demand are: elasticity of supply, income 

elasticity of demand, cross elasticity of demand and elasticity of price 

expectations. 

The elasticity of supply is defined as the percentage change in the quantity 

offered for sale divided by the percentage change in price. The elasticity of 

supply is derived from the supply curve, which shows the absolute amount 

producers wish to sell as a function of price. Since sellers wish to sell 

more at a higher price, the elasticity of supply is positive. If the supply 

curve is inelastic, a relative larger increase in price is required to produce 

a given (percentage) increase in quantity supplied. If the supply curve is 

elastic, the sellers are more responsive to a change in price, and the 

increase in the quantity supplied is larger, on a percentage basis, than the 

increase in price. 

Changes in quantities bought can come from changes in buyer's incomes, as well 

as from changes in price. When demand is a function of incomes, prices and 

other variables being held constant, elasticity is income elasticity of 

demand. It is defined as 

ey _% change in quantity 

% change in income 

where e , is the coefficient of income elasticity. With one exception, the 
y 

sign of e is positive, which is to say that quantities purchased go up and 
y 

down with incomes. When e lies bet~·leen 0 and 1, income elasticity is said t~ 
y 

be low, and when e is greater than 1, it is high. Products and services with 
y 

low income elasticities are those occupying small positions in consumers' 

budgets, One way to define a necessity is to so name any good with a very low 

income elasticity. Such a definition is free of value judgments. Products 

with high income elasticities are those whose purchase takes large parts of 
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consumers' budgets. Although it looms large in family budgets, housing seems 

to have an income elasticity close to unity. Negative income elasticities 

apply to so-called inferior goods. For them increases in income cause 

declines in quantities bought. Just why inferior goods exist at all is 

explained by the theory of consumer behavior. 

Cross elasticity of demand concerns the rela tioos between the quantities 

bought of one commodity and the prices of another. The demand for commodity A 

is a function of the price of commodity B. Held equal are tastes, incomes, 

and commodity A's price. ··cross elasticity is defined as 

e = % change in quantity of A 
AB 

% change in price of B 

The sign of coefficient e is positive if A and B are substitutes. Thus, for 
AB 

example, a rise in the price of beef causes, other things being equal, an 

increase in the purchase of chicken. 

close A and B are as substitutes. 

The size of the coefficient shows how 

Sometimes, in antitrust work, a monopolized product is defined as one whose 

cross elasticities with its substitutes are low. A negative coefficient shows 

how close A and B are complements. 

The cross-elasticity formula is used as a way of expressing the 

competitiveness faced by a firm or firms. Thus, the formula can be set up to 

show the sales of firm C as they are affected by changes in the price changed 

by its rival, firm D. Many variations on this theme are possible. 

Finally, the elasticity of price expectations is a concept first proposed by J 

R Hicks in 1939. This elasticity is defined as the percentage change in 

expected future prices divided by the percentage change in current prices. 

The coefficient can be positive or negative. If it is positive and greater 

than unity, the elasticity of price expectations is high, meaning that buyers 

and sellers, seeing current prices go up, will then expec.t future prices to go 

up even more. When they act on this belief, they cause the very price 

increases they foresee. A high elasticity of price expectations, then, is -

unstabilizing. In contrast, a low elasticity means that increases in current 

prices are believed to cause smaller relative changes in expected future 

prices. And if the coefficient is zero or negative, current price increases 
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are regarded as merely temporary. An important question, of course, is how 

widely shared are similar elasticities of price expectations at any one time. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF ENERGY ELASTICITIES 

Estimates of energy elasticities are important for energy policy, forecasting 

and financial management of energy industries. In its general concept policy 

is concerned with the maximiza.tion of an 'ophelimity' function which attempts 

to incorporate and reflect the general interest, in whatever sense, that may 

be taken. The 'general interest' is a function of a certain number of 

variables which are called 'target variables'. In the context of energy 

policy, such targets may be the volume of energy consumption, the rate of 

exploitation of indigenous fuels, the level of employment in the energy 

sector, the proportion of primary fuels to be consumed, the level of national 

energy independence etc. 

These 'target variables' may be linked with other variables which are under 

the command of the government and are called 'instruments' or 'political 

parameters'. Such instruments may be taxes, subsidies, exploration and export 

licences, tax concessions, directed government expenditure etc. 

Elasticities are important for energy policy because they connect a possible 

target variable (ie demand) with a possible instrument variable (ie price). 

An estimate of the gasoline price elasticity of demand, for example, could 

show directly the effects of an excise tax in reduc.ing consumption or 

conversely it could indicate the effect of a gasoline shortage (eg because of 

sanctions) on the price of SASOL oil. In the limited case when the estimated 

elasticity is zero, price would be ineffective as a policy instrument for the 

manipulation of demand. When however, the elasticity is different than zero 

price is an effective policy instrument and can be used for demand management, 

determination of the fuels to be used more intensively, determination of the 

level of exports etc. 

Energy price elasticities are also important for forecasting future energy 

demand. A non-zero elasticity indicates t:ha t: price affects the demand for 

energy and therefore price should be included in the set of explanatory 

variables. The omission of price from the set of explanatory variables would 

imply that price would remain in the future in the same level as in the past. 

While this assumption can be legitimate, it should be stated explicitly. It 

is known that in economics it is not, as a rule, possible to experiment. 
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That is to say, there is hardly ever an opportunity to hold constant a number 

of factors while a particular co-variation is being studied or to control 

their influence by experimental design. Therefore, it is important to 

include in any modelling effort all possible variables in order to be able to 

hold constant their influences. 

This necessary but not sufficient condition for success has not always been 

observed and many attempts have been made to explain one variable, say y, in 

terms of another, say x, on which theory suggests it is largely dependent, 

without at the same time holding constant a number of other influences. As a 

consequence, the explanation will frequently not be a good one, but even if it 

is reasonably good, owing to a moderate degree of intercorrelation between x 

and the omitted variants it will be dependent on the continuation of these 

intercorrelations for its stability. To the extent that they represent 

merely sampling phenomena they will break down, and with them will disappear 

the simple relationship between x and y. 

Finally elasticities and their size are important for planning and financial 

management in the energy industries. A fuel producer knowing the approximate 

elasticities could determine the effect of a change in price on his revenue. 

If for example electricity had an inelastic demand (elasticity less than 

unity) an increase in its price will increase the total revenue of the utility 

even though the quantity demanded will decline, since the increase in price 

more than offsets the reduction in volume. Similar reasoning shows that a 

reduction in price reduces total revenue if demand is inelastic but increases 

total revenue if demand is elastic, since the increase in volume more than 

offsets the reduction in price. 

The importance of such estimates is profound. Utilities can raise capital by 

increasing prices only if they face an inelastic demand. 

MODELLING APPROACHES 

A variety of models have been used for the estimation of energy elasticities. 

They can be classified to: 

structural models 

reduced form end use models 

reduced form static models and 

reduced form dynamic models. 
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The structural models of energy demand behaviour start with the identity 

H 
Q = ~ R A (1) 

i K=1Ki Ki 

which states that the total consumption of fuel i is the sum of fuel consumed 

to each type of equipment in the capital stock A. R is the utilization rate 
th th Ki 

of the k type of equipment of the i fuel. 

A structural model of energy demand behaviour explicitly recognizes the 

derived nature of the demand by specifying separate demand functions for the 

equipment stock and the utilization rate. 

·relationships are identified separately: 

A = f(P ,P ,P ,Y,X); i ':/; j. (2) 
i i j a 

R = g(P ,Y,Z). (3) 
i i 

Typically, the behavioural 

Equation 2 indicates that the demand for equipment using fuel i depends on the 

price of fuel i, the price of alternative fuel j, the price of the equipment 

P , income Y (or value added, in the case of a firm), and a vector of other 
a 

variables X (such as household size). The utilization rate specified in 

Equation 3 depends on the own-price P , income Y, and a vector of other 
i 

variables, z.p is not a relevant argument since the fuel type is constrained 

by the applian~e chosen (unless the equipment has dual fuel-burning capacity). 

The interdependence of these two functions illustrates the joint nature of the 

decision process and indicates that both the capital stock and utilization 

rate are endogenous factors of energy demand. 

If information on equipment stocks is unavailable, the model represented by 

Equation 1,2, and 3 must be simplified, with an inevitable sacrifice of model 

detail. When stock data are available, but not data on stock prices, a 

reduced-form end-use model is an option. In an end-use model the equipment 
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stock (or saturation rate) is held constant at the observed level without any 

attempt to explain what determines that level, in order to focus on the 

determinants of the utilization rate, conditional on the equipment stock. 

The identity equation (Equation 1) is used to obtain a 'weighed sum of the 

contribution of each unit of equipment for total fuel consumption. 

approach is frequently referred to as the Fisher-Kaysen (1962) model. 

This 

In the absence of equipment stock data, another option is to collapse 

functions 2 and 3 into a single reduced-form equation, based on the 

generalization of Equation 1: 

Qi ,. h(A ,R ) 
i i 

1' 

where A and R are vectors of individual equipment types using fuel i. 
i i 

Substituting Equations 2 and 3 into Equation 1' yields the reduced-form 

equation, 

Q = k(P ,P ,Y,X,Z); i-# j. 4. 
i i j 

A variation of Equation 4 is sometimes used when equipment stock data are 

available: 

Qi = b(P ,P ,Y,X,Z,A). 
i j 

4,. 

Equation 4' differs from an end-use model in that the appliance stock is not 

tied to consumption by the identity equation (Equation 1) and end-use 

elasticities cannot be calculated. 

Because Equations 4 and 4' fail to capture the relationship between the 

utilization rate and equipment sto~k, the distinction between short and long 

run adjustments is blurred. 

reduced-form static models. 

Hence, models of this type are referred to as 

Frequently, the distinction between short and 

long run adjustments is inferred from the type of data used, where time-series 

observations are used to measure short-run adjustment and cross-section data 

are used to measure long-run adjustments. 

by this procedure is not very satisfactory. 

However, the distinction achieved 
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To overcome this deficiency, another device is commonly used to capture the 

dynamics of the demand process. A distinction is made between actual 
* consumption Q

1 
and desired consumption Q± at time t, where the difference 

reflects the difficulty of adjusting equipment stocks to the desired 

configuration warranted by a change in relative fuel prices (or other 

variables). A partial or flow adjustment process is assumed. 

* Q; = Q + d(Q - Q ) 
~ 1-1 t t-1 

5. 

where d lies between zero and unity to reflect the partial adjustment in 

actual consumption toward desired consumption. 

With Q in Equation 4 expressed in terms of desired consumption Q~ of fuel i, 
i ~ 

the unobserved variable may be eliminated by substituting Equation 5 into 

Equation 4 to yield an expression in terms of the observable variable Q • The 
-t 

result is an equation that includes the lagged value of consumption Q as an 
i-1 

explanatory variable. When Equation 4 is expressed in linear form, the 

coefficient of Q gives an estimate of the adjustment parameter, which may 
i-1 

be made to distinguish short from long run response coefficients. 

Each of these models- structural, reduced-form end-use, reduced-form static, 

and reduced-form dynamic- have inherent advantages and weaknesses. The 

structural model incorporates the greatest amount of theoretical information 

about the nature of energy demand behaviour and empirical detail. It is also 

the most cumbersome to estimate. End-use models retain the distinction 

between capital stock and the utilization rate and can provide estimates of 

separate end-use elasticities, but are limited to conclusions about the short 

run. The reduced-form static model provides the least amount of information, 

but it is relatively simple to estimate. The flow adjustment or reduced-form 

dynamic model expands on the static version in a potentially useful way, but 

the distinction between short and long run adjustments is generally based on 

an arbitrary specification of the adjustment process. The choice of approach 

is governed by the objective of the analys i s, the availability of capi t al 

stock information, and the ease with which the model is employed. 
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PROBLEMS OF ESTIMATING ENERGY ELASTICITIES 

A variety of methodological, statistical and conceptual issues make the 

estimation of elasticities problematic. Apart from discrepancies in 

statistical data series, the most frequent source of inconsistencies and 

source of debate are the degree of aggregation, the specification issues and 

the interpretation of empirical results. 

The level of aggregation in the data has been found to make a difference in 

the estimated results of demand models and the issue appears to be equally 

well supported theoretically by both, those who support a fine level of detail 

and those advocating a higher level of aggregation. Those favouring the use of 

disaggregated data argue that aggregated data average over disparate 

characteristics of economic units and reduce the amount of pertinent 

information in the sample. The disparities among energy users should be 

particularly pronounced in the industrial sector where different plants in the 

same industry use different production processes and industry groupings 

combine widely different commodities and processes. In its extreme form this 

school of thought finds its adherence among the extreme individualists who 

believe that the purpose of economic science is to formulate rules of 

behaviour which, derived by deduction from the principles of economic 

rationality, are entirely a social and a historical. Such an approach will 

apply with equal validity to Robinson Crusoe, shipwrecked and struggling for 

survival on an uninhibited island, and to the capitalist entrepreneur. Of 

course such a theory of economic activity as formal as this belongs like 

mathematics to the realm of a priori knowledge and is therefore not subject to 

empirical verification, either statistical, or historical. On the other side 

lie those who argue that social sciences should follow the example of physical 

sciences in order to succeed. The advances of physical sciences are to a great 

extent due to the fact that simple relationships (laws) are attainable because 

they typically describe the aggregate behaviour of many million entities. This 

suggests that success in finding laws in the social sciences is most likely in 

the field where the behaviour of a large number of objects is being described. 

Particularly in the energy sector a high level of aggregation could be 

beneficial. Aggregated data used for the estimation of elasticity would 

capture the full effect of a change in energy price on the demand for it and 

give more reliable estimates. A sectorial aggregation, for example, usually 

hides the more esoteric interactions taking place among different sectors of 

t he economy. Increasing energy prices can increase the relative price of 

commodities embodying higher than average energy intensity and motivate 

substitutions away from these commodities thereby reducing energy demand in 
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the economy. If, however, the substituted and substituting commodities belong 

to different sectors and are modelled separately, the price induced impact 

will not be detected as such. An example is the substitution between 

transportation and telecommunication services. As energy prices rise, 

transportation cost may rise relative to telecommunication costs. Firms may 

substitute telecommunications (eg teleconferencing) for transportation and 

overall energy consumption in the economy may decrease. If transport and 

telecommunication are modelled separately, the price effect through the 

structural change will not be detected. This interaction implies that the sum 

of the weighed elasticities, of all individual units, industries or sectors 

would be smaller than the elasticity of the entire economy and therefore 

sectorial analyses will give elasticities for the total economy which are 

biased downwards. 

The specification problem revolves around the variables to be included and the 

functional form to be adopted in the estimation of elasticities. In economics 

it is not, as a rule, possible to experiment. That is to say, there is hardly 

ever an opportunity to hold constant a number of factors while a particular 

covariation is being studied or to control their influence by experimental 

design. The data which are available contain the variation due to all the 

influences operating in the real world, and it is from this mass of 

information that confirmation of expected relationships must be sought. It 

will thus be seen that the information cannot be got into a form in which it 

is suitable for the study of partial relationships unless we succeed in 

holding constant a number of other influences which happen to have been 

operating at the time. 

This necessary but not sufficient condition for success has not always been 

observed, and many attempts have been made to explain one variable, say y, in 

terms of another, say x, on which theory suggests it is largely dependent, 

without at the same time holding constant a number of other influences. As a 

consequence, the explanation will frequently not be a good one, but even if it 

is reasonably good, owing to a moderate degree of intercorrelation between x 

and the omitted variates it will be dependent on the continuation of these 

intercorrelations for its stability. To the extent that they represent merely 

sampling phenomena they will break down, and with them will disappear the 

simple relationship between x and y. 

There is another consideration to be kept in mind. Suppose that in the above 

example y stands for quantity purchased (by definition equal to quantity sold) 

and y stands for the price of the commodity. Further, suppose market 
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conditions to be such that x enters into a supply relation as well as a demand 

relation. There are then two independent relations connecting x and y, and the 

slope of the regression between them may approximate to one or to neither of 

them. If all the demand factors except price have been constant over the 

period of observation while the other supply factors have varied the 

regression line will approximate to the demand curve: or, mutatis mutandis, to 

the supply curve. If both sets of variates have shown fluctuation over the 

period, no very definite relation between y and x is likely to emerge from the 

data, and any regression obtained will not necessarily approximate to either 

curve. 

If, therefore, we are looking for stable relationships, it is clearly 

necessary to introduce as far as possible all the important influences on the 

dependent variate. If we are able to do this and succeed in introducing all 

the more important influences in the period, then at least the partial 

derivatives will be good estimates of the true net relationships existing in 

the data. 

In practice however, several probably important variables have to be omitted 

from the calculation either in order to make the equation manageable or 

because they cannot be quantified. Examples are advertising and expectations, 

changes in official attitudes, clear air preferences and social attitudes to 

convenience (eg with regard to coal). The omission of these variables may be 

even more important if, as is likely, they vary broadly in parallel with 

income and/or prices. The costs, efficiencies and lifetime of appliances for 

using individual fuels are also nearly always omitted because of the problems 

of collecting data, and because to include it would make the analysis very 

much more complicated. 

The choice of functional form is another decision facing demand modelers. Log

linear, linear, and translog are the most popular options. The log-linear form 

is convenient because parameter estimates measure elasticities directly, while 

linear forms are preferred by those who question the reasonableness of 

assuming constant elasticities at all price level. Linear and log-linear forms 

are restrictive in their .gssumptions about underlying utility functions of 

households and production functions of firms. In particular, the underlying 

functions must be linear, implying that elasticities of substitution in 

consumption and production are constant and equal. The functional form, in 

addition, imposes restrictions on the data that can affect parameter 

estimates. 
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The translog is one of several so-called flexible functional forms developed 

to relax the restriction imposed by linearity. While more flexible in form, 

the translog also has limitations. Two limitations are particularly 

troublesome in energy demand models. First, and most important, the translog 

models are static 

and hence unable to capture the intertemporal properties of demand. Second, 

the procedure generates a large number of parameters so that, to preserve 

degrees of freedom, restrictive assumptions are required to reduce the number 

of independent parameters. 

Finally, the interpretation, of any findings and their translation into 

instr¥ments for policy formulation are troublesome. Elasticities are unlikely 

to have stayed constant over time. Demand for a fuel will be more elastic if 

an alternative is available at a competitive price; the large changes over 

time in the availability of some fuels ( eg off-peak electricity) will 

therefore have affected the price elasticities of other fuels. Price and 

income elasticities probably also change over time because of changes in the 

level of income and in the energy intensity of the economy. The output 

elasticities of industrial energy demand may also vary through the business 

cycle and with longer terms structural changes. Therefore, the estimation of 

elasticities may be particular to an epoch and locality with only historical 

value. In such a case the past can provide only limited guidance for the 

future and any attempt to forecast the future will be futile. 

A NETA SURVEY 

This chapter reports the results and conclusions of 3 reviews on elasticities 

of energy demand. The first review was undertaken by the British Department of 

Energy (1977) and includes 42 studies. The second review (Bohi 1981) includes 

47 studies and the third one (Bohi et al 1984) is an update of Bohi (1981) and 

includes 40 studies. While some overlapping exists between the first and 

second reviews the three reviews together cover more than 100 studies. 

In 1977 the British Department of Energy set up a working group on Energy 

Elasticities to review more widely the Departments state of understanding and 

methods of handling the relationships between energy consumption and price. 

The interest i n the extend to which prices a f fect energy consumption was due 

to the development of OPEC and due to competi t ion of gas wi t h electricity in 

the U .K market. 
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The working group tabulated the results of 42 studies (Annex 1) and concluded 

dFrom the available data, it is not possible to derive a full set of United 

Kingdom energy elasticities with useful accuracy. The estimation of price

elasticities and cross-elasticities is especially difficult because of the 

small size of the variations in prices prior to 1973. Even if a stable set of 

elasticities could be quantified for the past, recent changes in the general 

energy price level and the pattern of energy supplies would be expected to 

cause price responses in the future to differ markedly from those in the past. 

One feature of energy responses to changes in price or income is that they are 

usually spread over many years due to behavioural and physical delays, for 

example in adjusting stocks of energy-using equipment. The pattern of these 

delays is unlikely to have been stable and there is not sufficient data to 

quantify them satisfactorily. They require, however, a distinction between -

"short-term" and "long-term" elastic! ties. The appropriate definition of 

"short-term" and "long-term" will vary from case to case". 

Further the Working group identified the Transport sector as an area where 

elasticities merit major consideration and suggested that "The improvement of 

our understanding of and ability to predict energy price responses appears 

more likely to come from: 

i) More technical information on how fuels are used and the economic and 

physical constraints on rates of change and 

ii) The analysis of the effects of the large 1973 and post-1973 energy price 

changes. 

The second review (Bohi 1981) is based on research performed under a grant to 

Resources for the Future from the Electric Power Research Institute. Its goal 

was a comprehensive survey of the econometric literature on energy demand 

elasticities, and an evaluation of the reliability of the estimates for 

forecasting purposes. The benefits of this effort were supposed to be "an 

advance in the practice of demand estimation generally. By informing users 

what they can and cannot expect from researchers, it can sharpen the criteria 

that are used to commission such studies and judge their results. By alerting 

researchers to some special problems to estimation, it can help them avoid 

pitfalls and blind alleys; these can be especially serious when rapid changes 

are taking place in the economy. And by offering a careful critique of the 

state of the art, it can provide guidance for students and analysts new to 

demand estimation" One third of the study (approximately 55 pages) were spent 
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reviewing a number of issues that confront any econometric study of demand and 

some that have special interpretations when applied to energy products. The 

author concluded that "often it is not possible to deduce with reasonable 

certainty the magnitude or direction of the effect of those issues on 

estimated elasticities. For this reason, it is fortunate that the literature 

on energy demand has approached these questions in a variety of ways. What may 

otherwise seem to be a profusion of alternative estimates provides a means for 

evaluating the sensitivity of elasticity estimates for the problems 

encountered and the approaches taken. The rest of the study reviews a major 

portion of the international literature on elasticities organizing them first 

by major consuming sector and then by estimation procedure. Further, the 

studies are distinguished according to the type of model and data employed. 

The tabulation of the reported studies and the references appear in Annex 2. 

Table l summarizes Bohi's conclusion about the estimated elasticities for each 

fuel and consuming sector and compares them with the range of estimates found 

in the literature (excluding values related to specific regions or end users) 

The author emphasizes that "the conclusions reported refer to national markets 

for each fuel and consuming sector, and relate to uniform nationwide price 

increases. They are also premised on markets ·associated with the economic and 

institutional conditions of the late 1970's. Consequently the figures are not 

necessarily appropriate for subclasses of consumers (say, by region or 

income), nor can they be used reliably to forecast events after major economic 

and institutional changes have occurred. Similarly, caution is required in 

using these elasticities to evaluate government policies if a policy change 

alters incentive structures in private markets and therefore induces a change 

in behavioral responses". 
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TABL¥. ·1 . S\JMMARY Of lNFOilMATlON ON PRlCE ELASTlClTlES OF 
DEMAND BY F1JEL AND SECTOR 

Estilf14t~s in tit~ lit~ratur~ 

Futl and uctor Short-runb Long-ru,. 

Electricity 
Residential ..0.06 to -0.49 ..0.45 IO ·1.89 
Commercial -0.17 to ..0.25 -1.00 to -1.60 
lndustnal ..0.04 to -0.22 -0.51 to -1.82 

Natural gas 
Residential ·0.03 to ..0.40 ..0.17 to -1.0 
Commercial -0.03 to ..0.40 ·0.17 to -1.0 
Industrial ·0.07 to -0.21 ..0.45 to ·U 
Electric utilities ·0.06 -1.43 

Gasoline ·0. 11 to -0.41 ..0.36 to ..o.n 

Fuel oil 
Residential ..0.13 to ·0.3 ·1.1 to -1.76 
Commercial -0.07 to -0.2 ·1.1 to -1.76 
Industrial ·0.11 to ..0.22 -0.8 to ·2.82 
Electric utilities ·0.10 -!.SO 

Coal (steam) 
Industrial ..0.10 to -0.49 ..0.49 to ·2.07 
Electric utilities ..0.09 to -0.46 -0.67 to ·1.15 

•Eacludin& outlyina values related to regionJ or end uses. 
bRefen to 1 response period of one year. 

ConclusioN llbowttlt~ ~stimGlu 

Short·runb Long· nut< 

·0.2 ..0.70 
Uncertain Uncertain 
Uncertain Between ..0.5 

and -1.0 

..0.10 0.5 
Uncertain Near ·1.0 
Uncertain Uncertain 
-0.06 Uncertain 

.Q 2 ..0.7 or more 
elastic 

Uncertain Uncertain 
Uncertain Uncertain 
Uncertain Uncertain 
·0.10 Uncertam 

Uncertain Uncertain 
..0.09 Uncertain 

<The response period is indefintte, but is aenerally interpreted to be leu than ten yean. 

The "estimates in the literature" in table 1 indicate that long-run 

elasticities are fairly elastic and that invariably consumption response 

accumulates significantly over time so that the bulk of the total response 

occurs after the first year. Bohi's "conclusions about the estimates" are 

subjective evaluations based on unquantifiable and not explicitly mentioned 

qualities of the studies reviewed. For example, the elasticities for fuel oil 

demand were deemed uncertain in all categories owing to poor information about 

consumption by sector, and the estimates of elasticities for natural gas 

because of a combination of poor data and the confusing effects of 

disequilibrium markets. 

The major conclusions are: 

l) Relative fuel prices are important in energy consumption 

should be incorporated in demand analysis 

decisions and 
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2) Consumption response cumulates over time and the strength of a price 

effect should not be judged on the basis of short term results. 

3) An upper bound on energy price elasticities exists. While prices are 

important and the consumption response builds over time, one should avoid 

imputing an elastic response to any fuel price change in any major 

consuming sector without special justification. 

The third review (Bohi 1984) covers at least 40 recently published econometric 

studies of energy demand. These studies are considered to provide more 

reliable evidence for the size of energy elasticities because they are based 

on data taken from the period after 1974 when energy prices began to rise 

rapidly; because they utilize more extensive data banks and finally, because 

the data is analysed more carefully through comparisons of the results of 

alternative estimates and functional forms. The empirical results of the 

studies reviewed are compared among end-use sectors, fuel types and modelling 

issues and tabulations are presented in Annex 3. The authors conclude that 

"Residential demand for electricity appears to have a price elasticity near -

0.2 in the short run and near -0.7 in the long run ••••• Residential natural 

gas demand appears to respond to price to the same extend as electricity in 

the short run, but is substantially less elastic in the long run ( -0.3) ••• 

Very little information is conveyed about commercial and industrial energy 

demand behavior. Based on available evidence, both commercial and industrial 

demand seem to be more elastic than residential demand across all fuels. 

However, the evidence is very tenuous. The demand for gasoline appears to have 

a short run price elasticity on the same order as that for electricity and 

natural gas, and a long-run elasticity slightly less than unity. The income 

elasticities reported for gasoline are generally larger than those for other 

fuels and sectors. Gasoline consumption appears to be a normal good, or 

perhaps even a superior good, in contrast to other fuels. (Finally) as a 

tentative conclusion, the energy crisis does not appear to have affected the 

structural characteristics of demand as related to the usual economic 

determinants; rather the changes have occurred in those determinants of demand 

that are incorporated in constant terms and error terms". 

It should be noted ~hat the derived conclus ion as in Bohi (1981) are highly 

subjective. The authors claim that "in addition to the usual measures of 

statistical significance and conformity among studies, results from studies 

that use highly disaggregated data, that model the structural elements of 

demand behaviour, and that are generally consistent with the economic theory 

of demand are considered more reliable". 
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The following tables show the range of elasticities estimated by various 

studies and the consensus elasticity defined as the average value of the 

values provided by the different studies. It becomes obvious that while all 

elasticities fall within the theoretically expected bounds (0 t()--()0) the 

disparity between least and most elastic price elasticities spans mor.e than 

two orders of magnitude in some cases. 

TABLE 2 . The Residential/Commercial 
Sector: Range of Long-Term Price 
Elasticities of Demand for Energy by Fuel 

Elilsticity Range 

uast Most Consmsu.s 
Fuel Elastic Elastic Elasticity" 

Oil -0.3 -9.5 -1.4 
Gas 0.0 --3.~ -1.2 
Coal c c c 
Electricity 0.0 -2.6 -1.1 
Agregate -0.3 -0.9 -o.s 
Sources: 

1. A. Edmonds. A Guide to Priu Elllsticitin of Dmulnd 
for Energy: Studies and Mnhodologies. Institute for 
EnercY Analysis, Oak Rid&e, Tenn., Research Memoran
dum (ORAU/IEA-78-IS(R), 1978). 

D. R. Bohi, ANliyzing ~mand B~vior: A Study of 
En"f)' Elasticities (Baltimore, Mci: Johns Hopkins Uni
versity Press for Resources for the Future, 198 1). 

L D. Taylor, The Comm"cial ~for Energy: A 
Reviev.· of Existing Knowl~ge (Department of Economics, 
University of Arizona. 1977). 

1. A. Edmonds. B. Cohen, and S. Waaner. MFactor Sub
stitution in the Industrial Sector with a Case Study of the 
Oak Ridge Industri.a.J Model," Dnlft repon., 1981. 

T. H. Morlan, D. H. Slr.elly, and A. P. Reznek.. Priu 
Elasticities of Demand for Motor Gasoline and Other 
Pnrolt!l.lm Producrs, DOE!EIA-0291, U.S. Deparunent of 
Ener-gy(May 1981). 

W. D. Nordhaus, lfllnnalloNli Studies of the ~mand 
for Ennn·. selected papers presented at a conference held 
by the International Institute for Applied Systems Analy
sis (Amsterdam: Nonh-Holland; 1978). 

M. S. Commons. "ImpJjed Elasticities in Some United 
Kingdom EnefJY Projections." Ennn· Economics, vol. 3 
(July 1981 ). 

Energy Modeling Forum, Aggr~att' Elasticit}' of Energy 
~mand. vol. I. Enefl)' Modeling Forum. Stanford Uni
versity, Stanford. Calif. , 1980. 

Rt'pon of the Working Group on E"ngy Elasudties. 
EnefJY Paper 17 (London: Her Majest)·'s Stationery 
Office, 1977). 

"Consensus elasticities wen obtained by av~ng values 
from sou~ studies. 

"The elasticity value of "Jarae'" specified by the Federal 
Enefl)' A&ency for the Project Independence model is not 
funber defined. 

'No longer a significant residential/commercial fuel. 

TABLE 3 . The_ Industrial Sector: Range 
of Long-Term Pnce Elasticities of Demand 
for Energy by Fuel 

Elasticity Range 

Least Most Consensus 
Fuel Elastic Elastic Elasticity" 

Oil -0.0" -4.7 -2.0 
Gas -0.0" -3.9 -1.3 
Coal -0.0" -2.2 -1.1 
Electricity -0.1 -2.0 -1.1 
Aggregate -0.1 -1.1 -0.4 

Sources: Sour= consist of referen= listed in table S-1 
plus individual studies. 

"C'onsensus elasticities were obtained by averaging values 
from source studies. 

bVery small negat1ve value-between 0 and -0.05. 

TABLE .-4 The_ Transport Sector: Range 
of Long-Term Pnce Elasticities of Demand 
for Energy by Fuel 

Elasticity Range 

Least .J,Jost Consensus 
Fuel Elastic Elastic ElasticitY' 

Oil -0.2 -I.S -0.6 
Gas b b b 
Coal b b b 
Electricity b b b 
Aggregate -0.4< -0.4< -0.4< 

Sources:_ Sources consist of references listed in table S-1 
plus md1v1dual studies. 

"Consensus elastietties were obtamed by averaging values 
from source studies. 

~ot a significant transport fuel. 

COnly one study calculates this magnitude. See J. A. 
Edmonds, A Gutdt' to Pr1ct' Elasllcilles of Demand for 
Energy: Stud1es and Mnhodo!og1es. Institute for Energy 
Analysis. Oalr. Ridge. Tenn., Research Memorandum 
tORAU/ IEA-78-15(R), 1978), p. 14. 
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ELASTICITIES: WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED? 

A vast body of evidence has been reviewed in the previous sections. Here we 

delineate the general conclusions. 

Result l. 

Result 2. 

Price matters. The theoretical expectation that price is an 

important determinant of demand is verified empirically for energy 

commodities. Demand responds to higher energy prices as other 

factors of production substitute energy, technological progress 

assists in more efficient use of energy and expensive energy 

carriers are substituted by less expensive ones. 

Long-run energy price adjustments are substantially greater than 

adjustments occurring in the short term - immediately after the 

price change. This result suggested by differences in short and 

long-run elasticities occurs because capital stock changes dominate 

quantitatively utilization changes and capital stock turns over 

slowly. 

Result 3. The law "Price affects energy demand" is ' valid, for all countries 

and all time periods. Although the majority of studies examine data 

from the U.S.A and U.K over the most recent period, studies 

utilizing data from other countries and time periods derive similar 

conclusions. 

Result 4. The long-run price elasticity for electricity demand probably 

exceeds unity for all sectors but may be as low as -0,5. The long 

run price elasticity for gasoline ranges from -0,36 to -0,77 while 

the demand elasticities for natural gas are uncertain mainly due to 

the fact that virtually never has been an unconstrained market for 

natural gas. Further, the long-run elasticity for fuel oil appears 

to be elastic ranging between -1,1 to -1,76. 
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ENERGY ELASTICITIES IN SOUTH AFRICA 

Energy elasticities have not been examined rigorously in a South African 

context. A variety of reasons have contributed to the lack of research in this 

area. The lack of energy economics courses in South Africa, the legislatively 

imposed secrecy on liquid and nuclear fuels and the prevailing misconception 

that price is not important in determining demand are some of the reasons. 

The earliest study on elasticities was published in 1977 in "The Outlook for 

Energy in South Africa" (Dept of Planning and the Environment, 1977) by G L de 

Wet and I Chown. 

The authors used a log-linear function to estimate the demand for energy in 

different sectors and for different fuel carriers. The function contains the 

own price, the price of a substitute or ~omplement, income or production and 

an approximation of it, and the lagged value of the dependent variable as 

explanatory variables, while the quantity demanded is the dependent variable. 

The analysis and estimation of elasticities appear in Annex 4 while here we 

provide a summary of the results. It is important to note that de Wet et al 

have estimated only short term elasticities and no comments have been made for 

the long run effects. We extended their calculations in estimating the long

run elasticities where possible. 

As the estimated function is of the form: 

lnQ ~ a + blnP + cloY + dlnZ + flnQ 
t t t t t-1 

where Q is the quantity demanded, P is its price, Y is income in the case of 

final consumption or output in the case of intermediate demand, Z is a 

vector of other variables and Q the demand in period t-1, the long 
t-1 

run price elasticity is given by 

ep "' b 

1 - f 

The following table gives the estimated elasticities 
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TABLE 5 Energy Elasticities in South Africa 

FUEL CARRIERS 

Sector Electricity Petroleum 

short 

term 

Household -0.30 

Industrial -0.06 

Transport -0.28 

NR: non-reported 

NA: non-available 

long short long 

term term term 

-1.68 -0.23 -0.79 

-0.38 -o. 24 -1.42 

-0.88 NR NR 

Coal 

short long 

term term 

NR NR 

-0.45 NA 

-0.27 NA 

All elasticities conform with the prior expectation. Short-run elasticities 

are smaller than long-run, all elasticities have the expected signs and the 

size of the long run elasticities is within the range limits of elasticities 

estimated abroad. 

In order to verify and validate the estimated elasticities we estimated the 

aggregate price elasticity of electricity demand in South Africa. A general 

distributed lag formulation of the type: 

E .. taP +Q 
t L~o i t-i t 

+ u 
t 

has been used for the estimation of the long run price elasticity of 

electricity demand. E denotes the demand for electricity in t period, 
t 

p 
t 

Q the economic activity 
t 

denotes the price of electricity in t period and, 

during the t period. 

Two different estimation procedures were used (in order to determine the 
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stability of the estimates) for the estimation of the long run elasticity. 

First we estimated the necessary coefficients after a stepwise regression 

procedure (annex 5) and then through a direct OLS procedure (Annex 6) 

Annex 5 and 6 contain the complete analysis and estimation of aggregate 

elasticity. The aggregate elasticity is found to range between -0.9 and -1.1. 

This range is higher than the weighted average of elasticities of the 

individual sectors. Using as weights the sectoral consumption of electricity 

in South Africa in the year 1964 and the estimated sectorial elasticities the 

aggregate elasticity is estimated to be -0.67. However, we expected that 

difference for those reasons explained in the chapter "Problems of estimating 

energy elasticities" 

Electricity elastic! ty has a particular significance for the South African 

energy scene. The most important fuel carrier in South Africa is coal and 54% 

of the locally consumed coal is burned to produce electricity. This means that 

54% of the demand for coal for local consumption is derived demand from the 

demand for electricity. As approximately 20% of the cost of electricity is due 

to fuel cost an increase in the price of coal will cause an increase in the 

price of electricity which in its turn will cause a reduction in the demand 

for coal. Assuming a price elasticity of electricity demand of -1 and a fuel 

cost component for the generation of electricity of 20% the price elasticity 

of coal demand for electricity generation is -0.20. In other words if the 

price of coal increases by 100% the price of electricity increases by 20%. As 

the long-run elasticity of electricity demand assumed to be -1 the demand for 

electricity will decrease by 20%. Consequently the demand for coal for 

electricity will decrease by 20%. Therefore an increase of 100% in the price 

of coal for electricity causes a 20% decrease in the demand for it and the 

long run elasticity of coal for electricity is -0.20. 

With a similar reasoning we can derive the elasticity for coal demand for 

SASOL fuel which represents approximately 20% of the total coal consumption. 

The demand for coal for electricity and for SASOL fuel together represent 

approximately 75% of the total inland consumption of coal and therefore the 

estimation of the two elasticities and their weighted aggregation could give 

an adequate approximation of the elasticity of the demand for coal in South 

Africa. However, the Petroleum Products Act and the amendment Bill of 1984 

forbid the transmission and publication of any information related to liquid 

fuels in South Africa and therefore there are no data available related to 

consumption of liquid fuels in the country. Consequently the estil!lation of 
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1 
price elasticity of liquid fuels and the derived elasticity of coal for the 

production of liquid fuels cannot be estimated. The demand for coal from 

industry, domestic market, coke users etc, represent small portion of the 

total demand (e.g industry 9%, domestic 4,57. coke producers 6.2% etc) and the 

exercise of estimating elasticities in such a detail is useful only for narrow 

and speci fie purposes. Similarly the contribution of gas in the country's 

energy consumption is very small to warrant a detailed analysis. Kotze et al 

(1985) suggest that gas contributes only 7.8% in volume terms in the countries 

energy consumption. 

In a more aggregate level Bitsakis (1986) has estimated the price elasticity 

of energy for the various energy consuming sectors in South Africa. Five 

different models were used for the estimation; a linear model, a linear model 

including a lagged value of the independent variable, a log-linear model, a 

log-linear with a lagged variable and a translog model. With data from the 

period 1960 - 1983 and through the generalized least squares method the 

elasticities exhibited in the following table were estimated. 

1 
In the Annual Report 1983 of the Department of 

Mineral and Energy Affairs it has been mentioned that 

after account has been taken of factors such as 

inflation motor vehicle population and speed limits 

the long term price elasticity of petrol has been 

estimated to be -0.50 
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Table 6 ELmidti~s of En~rgy Dtmand for Various Models 

lncome Pnce ."..djustmcm 
Model Shon-«rm long-term Shon-tcrm long-ttrm P~nmcter 

Ho·~boJds 
hneu 0,75 (0,06) C , I~ ( C,CS) 

line.ar 
Uufil 0,57 (0,12) 0, 76 -0,11 (0,07) -O,H 0,26 (0,30) 
loc lintar O,ll (0,06) -0,08~9.08) 

!oibncu 
but<! o,55 1u,27J 0,74 -0,07 (0,07) -0,09 0,25 (0,36) 

Af,.....U...rt 
uncar 0,90(0.H) -0,22 (0, 10) 
l&nf!u 
l~td 0,19(0,25) 0,91 -0,23 (C,II) -0,1j O,Q) (0,20) 
loc l•ncar 0,76 (0,22) -O, H (0, 09) 
los linnr 
lag<d 0,06(0,10) 1,23 -0,03 (0,05) -0,52 0,95 (0,13 ) 

Tr.uupon 
linrar O , ll (O.~ ) - 0,10 (0,0~) 
linc.u 

'•""" v,&7(C,I91 0,73 -v,l 9 (:.cs) - C, 2: o.o~ (0,1&J 
loc linear 0,/rl (O, Ool) -0,11 (0,03) 
los linear 
laged 0,41(0,19) 0,/rl -0,10 (0, ().1 ) -0,13 0,24 (0,29) 

INt..stryiC-'"~" 
li.Dat 0,82 (0,22) -0, 14 (0 ,14 ) 
lincu 
lagtd 0,63 (0,3)) 0,80 -0, 14(0,15) -0,1~ 0,21 (O,H) 
Josuncu 0,'16(0,25) -0,1 5 (0,15) 
loc bncar 
lag<d 1,00(0,3)) 1, 15 -0,15(0, 15) -0,17 0,13 (0,22) 

Muullf 
linear C,59 (0,11) 0,35 (0, 11) 
linear 
Uu«i 0,11 (0,0.) 0,47 0,19 (0,07) 0,51 0,&2(0,1 1>) 
Joe lintar 0,41(0,09) 0,38 {0, 10) 
Joe linear 
lag«< 0, 19(0,09) 0,46 0,20(0,09) ~49 0,59 (0,1 8) 

The price elasticities of energy demand estimated through the translog model 

are variable and are presented in the next figure 

_, ~ 
~--·--

,V¢0 1Q6!. 1Q/O 1Q7~ 1(J80 1C:,o; 

vl.AI! 

J·q; .1 Prl(l,: EIJ)Ul.H IC ) uf E n~: rh ~ Oc:nlluJ 

fur the TrJ il >IU!; MoJcl 
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The long-term price elasticities in all sectors with the exception of mining 

fall within the range -0.08 and -0.52. The author noted that the low 

elasticity in the transport sector is probably due to the fact that only 

public transport is included in the analysis and that the positive elasticity 

in the mining sector is due to the omission of explanatory variables (lurking 

variables) 

The elasticities of aggregate energy demand appear to be less elastic than the 

fuel speci fie elasticities. This phenomenon is in agreement with the 

theoretically appealing rationale that interfuel substitution is easier than 

conservation and substitution of energy for other factors of production. 

Finally in an even more aggregate level Contogianni (1982) has estimated that 

the short term and long term price elasticities of electricity, gas and fuels 

(as group) are -0.06 and -0.20 respectively in South Africa. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this report the price elasticities of energy demand have been studied in an 

international context in general and in a South African context in particular. 

The meaning and usefulness of price elasticities have been outlined and the 

price elasticities of energy demand in South Africa have been estimated and 

been collected. In an international level, price was found to be an important 

determinant of energy demand. As far as South Africa is concerned, the 

estimated elasticities fall within the range of estimated elasticities abroad. 

Short-run elasticities found to be much smaller than long-run elasticities and 

elasticities of individual energy carriers found to be more elastic than 

aggregate energy elasticities. Finally, the long-run elasticities of 

individual fuel carriers although fairly elastic are in general smaller than 

unit. 

A variety of policy issues accrue out of these findings. Firstly, the fact 

that energy demand responds t.o ch~nges in pri~e means that pricing can be used 

as an effective instrument for energy policy. Conservation and interfuel 

substitution can be promoted and be motivated through price manipulation. 

Although the response will take some time, it is virtually unrefutable that 

price is an important instrument in the hands of policy makers. The 

importance of the pricing mechanism is particularly important in the field of 
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liquid fuels in South Africa. However, legislation makes difficult the 

estimation of elasticities in this area. We suggest that much opportunity for 

further research exists in this area which however should be coupled with 

research on energy pricing - macroeconomy feedbacks. 

Secondly, the fact that energy price elasticities are different than zero 

means that models which omit price from the set of explanatory variables are 

mispecified. As the majority of models in South Africa do not use price as an 

explanatory variable and energy prices are rising forecasts overestimate the 

energy demand. This overestimation in its turn causes misallocation of 

resources in the form of excess capacity expansion. Overestimation of future 

electricity demand and of SASOL fuel will have repercussions not only for 

ESCOM and SASOL, but also for the country as a whole as precious capital and 

foreign exchange would have been spent on unused idle capacity. Analysts and 

planners in energy industry should recognise the importance of elasticities 

and incorporate them in their forecast of future energy demand. Their job 

would be further assisted if the government made known and explicit their 

pricing energy policy in general and the pricing mechanism in particular. For 

example, for a fuel whose price is regulated the government could state that 

is interested in conservation and substitution of the particular fuel for 

others and therefore it intends to increase its real price by an x amount per 

year over an horizon of say 5 years and its relative to other fuels price by a 

y amount per year. Such an explicit policy not only would assist energy 

analysts and forecasters but could also speed up the market adjustment 

mechanism as it would influence consumers expectations. Energy consumers 

knowing that the particular fuel will be more expensive in the future will 

switch much sooner to other fuels and/ or conservation and they would not 

expect the price to reveal by itself its future direction. 

Finally, the finding that most energy carriers are price inelastic (at least 

in the short-term) creates the opportunity for the government and utilities to 

increase their revenue. This is particularly important for the current 

situation in South Africa as sanctions make capital expensive and scarce. 

Provided that research shows that an increase in the price of energy would not 

have adverse repercussions for growth, employment and other macroeconomic 

targets the government should as a matter of policy increase the price of 

energy. This will not only promote conservation and substitution of certain 

fuels for others or other factors of production but it will also increase the 

government's revenue and therefore decrease the budget deficit. Even if there 

are philosophical objections over higher taxation, high energy taxes can be 

compensated with lower tax rates elsewhere (eg GST or general income tax) 

where lower taxes can promote higher growth. 
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To summarise, although much quantitative uncertainty about responses of energy 

demand to prices remain the current 'paradigm' is that energy elasticities are 

different than zero and hence important and therefore require special 

attention due to particular circumstances in South Africa. The creation of a 

data bank with information about the characteristics of energy using machinery 

would be particularly useful. If for example we knew the age profile of the 

motor vehicle population and their efficiencies we could easily determine how 

gasoline consumption would be affected by a tax on gasoline or a tax on the 

use of old cars. Different model specifications and degrees of aggregation 

should also be tried in order to identify the sensi ti vi ty of energy 

elasticities. 

Other related important questions which need answers are: 

l. How raising energy prices affect growth 

2. Is energy supplement or complement for capital and labour 

3. Is energy taxation more harmful (beneficial) than other forms of taxation 

(eg income tax) 

4. How energy pricing policy affects social classes and income distribution 

5. What is the price elasticity of foreign oil supply to South Africa and 

what policy can counteract the liquid fuel embargo 

6. What are the income elasticities of energy demand 

7. What are the price elasticities of energy supply. 
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ANNEX 1 

Tabulation of estimated price and income elasticities of energy 

demand. 

Source: Department of Energy (1973), 11 Report of the Working 
Group on Energy Elasticities 11 Energy Paper No 17, 
Hr~so, London 
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Price Elasticities 

Tabulated below are a wide range of econometric estimates of energy 
elasticities. They include all the substantial published studies of 
price-elasticities (mainly American) which have come to the attention 
of the Working Group together with a number of internal papers. They 
are all mainly concerned with price-elasticities although, as noted 
elsewhere, to estimate price-elasticities it is necessary at the same 
time to estimate the effects of other variables. 

The tables record in some detail the differing sets of data and 
techniques used by various authors to estimate price-elasticities. No 
two studies can be said to be analysing the same problem. Some 
differences are trivial - such as differing conventions for weather 
adjustments. However, some are probably very important, such as the 
differing time periods and geographical areas, the differing 
definitions of price (eg marginal versus average, and measured relative 
to other fuel prices or all fuel prices, or all commodity prices), and 
the exclusion or otherwise of stocks of energy-using equipment. 

Because of lack of data, few studies have disaggregated demand into 
mode of use (eg space heating) and none by type of household (eg by 
income) and no studies have attempted to include price expectations. 

Column 2 of the tables shows the elasticity which is being measured. 
For example, the first study listed, by Hoque and Nobay, estimated the 
elastiicity of total domestic electricity consumption with respect to 
the ratio of the average domestic electricity price to the average 
price of all fuels in the domestic market. For brevity this is 
described as 11 total domestic electricity consumption as f(Pe/Te) 11

• 

The symbols used in this column and in column 4 have the following 
meanings: 

y = Income 
Q = Quantity of fuel consumed 
p = Price (average real prices. unless stated otherwise, in the market 

being studied) 
G = Number of consumers with gas supp 1 y 
L = Hours of daylight 
IIP= Index of Industrial Production 

Subscripts: e = electricity 
gas g 

sf 
c 

= 
= 
= 

solid fuel 
coal 

p = petrol 
f = all fuels 
of= all other fuels (ie excluding the main fuels under . 

discussion) 
w = wages and salaries 
oil =oil 
t = time 



Regression techniques: 
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OLS 
2SLS 
LIML 

= Ordinary Least Squares 
= 2-stage Least Squares 
= Limited Information Maximum 

Likelihood 
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Table 1 Heat and power fuel price-elasticity estimates 

Study Dependent verleble AtN end time Equ«ion fonn11nd EJ.Itlclty t "'- Ill MOif 
end elutlcity e6timeted other verieblee Nn co.lfltJiwrt 

ShottNn 1.011(1 run (t - ooefflc:iellt 

·~ 1Und8rd-) 

A.. DOMESTIC ELECTRICITY 

(I) Electricity Council. Total domestic England and Wain Y, temperatura. -0.41 -0.91 2.89 
J Hoque end electricity quarterly time series Exponential lag 

AR Nobay, in consumption u 1955 (01) to 

Appendix II to f(P,/Pt) . 1965 (01). 
Economic Pfenning 
11nd Electricity 
Foracuting by Prof 
Sir Ronald Edwarda 
(1966). 

(il) K Wigley, A Domestic electricity Great Britain annual Y, population, 1955: -0.61 
Prog,.m,. for consumption per head time series 1955-65. temperatura. No 1960: -0.51 2.7 
Growth- 8: The of population as lag a 1965: -0.46 
Oemend for Fuel f(P,/Pt) . 

1948-1975. A :sub (Market share model) (Marlcet share model} 

mode/for the British 
Fuel Economy, OAE 
Cambridge (1968) . 

(iii) R J Ruffell. An A. Total domasttc A. England and A.. Appliance stock utilisation -4.35 
EcononMtric Anelysis electricity Wales quarterly time (disaggragated}, effect -0.1 9 
of th1 Household consumption per series 1 955 ( 02) to utilisation 

demend for Electricity electricity bill as 1968 ( 01 ) and cross (disaggragatad·by 

in Greet Britein f(P ,)(marginal price). section (Area Boards) appliance type), 

1955-68. PhD thesis, ('marginal price' - pooled. Y, P., Par. 

University of Bristol final margtnal rata). temperatura, L. G, 

(1973). lags: values of Y. P • 
P ,, P. wetghted 

averages of 12 
quarters: for Y 
weights equal. for 

P., Por. P, weights 
vary 

B. Domestic off-peak B. As A B. As A (excluding utilisation 1.48 
electricity G) effect -0.44 
consumption per 
bill as f(P,) 
(marginal price) . 
C. Total domestic C. As A C. As A utilisation 10.11 
electricity effect -0.31 
consumption per bill 
asf(P,) (marginal 
price) ('marginal 

price' - weighted 
marginal price 
actually faced by 
consumers, ie some 
consumers ere not on 
fine/rate) . 
D. As A D. As A D. Y,Por.P.,G, utilisation + 

temperature, L. appliance stock 
lagging as A. effects -0.22 

E. As A. E. England and Wales E.Y, P,, P., (a) 1967/68 
annual time seriea temperature. No lags -0.16 
(a) 1955-68 (b) 1965/66 
(b) 1955-85 -0.22 



Study Dependent VMI-.bl• 
~nd eluticity •nim~t•d 

DOMESTIC ELECTRICITY (continued) 

(iv) G J Ooumenis. A. Domestic 
Th• Dementi ftN electricity 
Electricity in GlUt consumption p11 heed 
Bliuin, ~ Study in asf(P.) 
Econometria. PhD B. As A. using 
thesis Southampton simultaneous 
(1965) equations 

C. Total electricity 
consumption per heed 
u: 
a. b. c. f(P.) 
d. f (P.JP1) 

e. f (P.JP.) 
f. f (P.) 

O. AsC. 

(v) R Stone, The Domestic electricity 
Me•surement of consumption per 
Comumen' conaum11 as f (P.). 
Expenditure •nd 
Sah•viout in die 
United Kingdom 
1920-38 Volt 
(195-4) Cambridge. 

(vi) Department of Domestic electricity 
En1H9Y EcS Division consumption per 
(1974). consum~tuf (P.) . 

A. Great Britain 
annual time seri11 
1947-61 

B. As A. 

C. As A. 

D. Annual time 
series: 
(a) USA 1947- 61 
(b) Sweden 

1946-60 
(c) Germany 

1950-eo 
(d) Franca 1947 - 61 
(e) Greece 1948-61 

United Kingdom 
annual time uri11 
1920-38 

United Kingdom 
annual time sen .. : 

A. a. 1951 -72 
C.1951-64 
D.1965-72 
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Equetion form ~nd 
OtJltN VMI .. b/a 

A(a) Y. appliance 
stock. No 
IIQS. 

(b) Y, No IIQS. 
B. Demand equation: 
(axponential i~Q). 

Y, Paoolta•••• 
appliance stock per 

h.-d. 
Supply equation: 
time, P ,., number of 
consutnll3. 
investment expen· 
ditur.. in!lrest rate. 
C(a) l09arithms of 

y 

{b) l09sof 
differenc .. in 
y 

(e) as•- +time 
(d) ua. + P1 

(e) asa. + Po 
(f) ill.+ 

P•nU••••• 
No la<p. 
0. Y. No lags. 

Y, temperature, time. 
No l19s. 

A temperature, Y. 
P,G. 
B temperature, Y, 
P.,G. 
Cas (b). 
Du (b). 
L19s: simple lagging 
of variables by 
0-3 yrs (0- iii). 

Elasticity 

Shott fUn Long1un 

A(a) -0.37 
(b) -0.64 

B(a) byOLS 
method: 
-0.62 

(b) by 2SLS 
method: 
-0.69 

(e) by LIML 
method: 
-0.75 

C(a) -0.78 

(b) -0.70 

(c) -0.60 
(d) -2.05 
(e) -2.30 
(f) -0.93 

D(a) -1 .25 
(b) -3.06 
(c) -0.33 
(d) -0.13 
(e) -0.81 

-0.58 

A(O) -0.77 
A (i) 
A (ii) 
A (iii) 

8(0) -1 .02 
a (I) 
a (ii) 
a (iii) 

C(O) -1.80 
c (i) 
c (ii) 
c (iii) 

D(O) + 0.17 
D (I) 
D (ii) 

-0.82 
-0.91 
-0.76 

-1.03 
-O.SO 
-0.69 

-1 .31 
-1 .59 
-1 .134 

+ 0.93 
+ 0.52 

t ve/ue of shaft 
1un coefficient 
(t -coefficient 
+estimated 

standard erTOr) 

(e) 4.34 

(a) 5.75 

(b) 4.78 

(c) 4.67 
(d) 9.55 
(e) 7.96 
(f) 3.33 

3.87 

A (0) 1.94 
A (i) 2.67 
A (i l) 2.53 
A (ii i) 1.37 

a (0) 2.36 
a (i) 3.21 
a (ii) 2.27 
a (ii i) 1.30 
c (0) 2.315 
c (i) 1.515 
c (i i) 1.55 
c (Iii) 1.85 
D (0) 0.03 
D (i) 0.52 
D (ii) 2.33 
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Study Dependent verieble Ane end time 
end ele•ticlty emmeted 

DOMESTIC ELECTRICITY (continued) 

(vii) H S Houthakker, 
P K Verleger and 
D Shee~an, Dyn•mic 
Dem•nd An•lysis for 
G.soline •nd 
Resident/it/ Electricity, 
Lexington Mass. 
Data Resources Inc. 
(1973). 

(viii) R Halvorsen, 
'Residential Demand 
for Electrical Energy', 
Review of Economics 
•nd St•tistics 
February 1975. 

Domestic electricity 
consumption per 
head as f (P .) 
(marginal price) . 

USA annual time 
aeries (1961 -71) 
and cross -MCtion 
pooled. 

Domestic electricity USA annual time 
sales per consumer aa: series 1961 -69 and 
A and C, f (Po) cross-section (48 
(marg inal price) . 
B,f (P. ). 
A. Direct effect of 
price. 
B. Reduced form (ie 
including 'average 
price effect') 
C. Total effect 
calculated from 
results of A. 

contiguous States) 
pooled. 

Equ•tion form •nd 
othllf veriebJ.• 

Y, exponential leg. 

A. Simultaneous 
eqaations. 
Demand equation: 
Y. P., P&ppllaoc•• 

temp, time, housing 
and density variables. 
Supply equation: a. 
per consumer, P •• 
PreeeraUttl' teal, 

housing and density 
variables. 
B. Single equation, 
as Demand above 
!.Jigs: 
A(a) Static (since 
pooling States. a 
long term estimate is 
achieved.) 
A(b) 1st Order 
Pascal (A 0.8) 
A( c) 1st Order 
Pascal (A 0.4) 
A( d) 2nd Order 
Pasc31 (A 0.8) 
A( e) 2nd Order 
Pascal (A 0.4) 
A(f) 5 yr inverted V 
A(g) 9 yr inverted V 
A(h) 5 yr average 
A(i) 9 yr average 
B. Static 
C. Static 

Eluticlty 

Short run Long run 

-0.09 -1.0 

A (a) -1.15 
A (b) -1 .08 
A (c) -1 .20 
A (d) -1 .00 
A (e) -1.21 
A (f) -1 .11 
A (g) - 1.00 
A (h) - 1.11 
A (i) -1.01 
B. -1 .52 
c. -3.70 

t velu. of #HJtt 
run t:o.lflcJwrt 

(t - -"lccent 
+..U!Mted 
ltandard-) 

4.45 

A (a) 38.3 
A (b) 12.0 
A (c) 10.9 
A (d) 11 .1 
A (e) 11 .0 
A (f) 11 .1 
A (g) 11.1 
A (h) 11.1 
A (i) 11.2 
B. 
c. 
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Stlldy Dtlpt~ndent vetit~bM An• •ndtime Equ•tion form •nd El•sticitr t vt~lue of sntNt 
t~nd •t•sticity tlstim•t•d othw v.,-i•bla run coeHici•nt 

ShtNt fUn Longrun (t - co•fficient 
.;...Umated 

standard IITOf) 

DOMESTlC ELECTRICITY (continued) 

(ix) R Halvorwn. Total Dom..Uc USA annual time A. Simultaneoua A. Supply 
'Demandfot Electricity salea series 1961 - 69 and equations. equatJon type I, 
E!ectric Po-.,er in the uf (P.) c:toa-MCtion (48 Demand usinQ 2SLS 
United States' contiQUOUS states) equation: Y, ?• method: -1 .04. 
(Discuuion Pao« pooled temo«ature. popln. Supply equation 
No. 73-13, density and housinQ IYP• II. usinQ 
~ted at Winter variabl ... 2SLS: -0.97. 
MMtinQ of the Supply UsinQ OLS. 
Econometric Society equation, Type 1: r.Qardless of 
N- Yorit (December p .. p ....... u •• , •••• type: -1 .00. 
1973). Later a. oar 
published as consumer, a. 
'Demand lot (commercial and 
Electric Enen;v in the industrial), 
United Statu', population density. 
Southern Electric Supply equation, 
Joum•l. Vol 42. Nq. 4, type II: P. for three 
April1978. consumption lev•ls. 

a. per consumer. 
B. Reduced form. B. UsiMQ OLS: 
Y. P,. temperature -1.33 7,9 
popln. dens1ry and 
housinQ variables. 
No laQ (but croa 
section and hence 
lonQ run 
..Umates). 

(x) J M Griffin, Domestic USA annual ti!TM Simultaneous 
'The Effecta of consumption per seriea1951 -71. Equation System. 
HiQher Prica on head of population 1 0 behavioural -0.08 -0..52 
Electricity asf(P.). equations.4 
Con.umption', The linltinQ equations. 
BeJ/Journ•l ol 11 idlllltiti ... 
Economia•nd Demand equationa 
M•n•g•ment includ•: Y 
Science, Autumn P(appliances), 
1974. eppliance stoclt. 

Polynomial 
distributed laQ of y 
and P .. 

(xi) H S Houthakker, Oo mastic electricity A. Great Britain A. Y, ? 1 (marvinal). A. (with lin-
'Some calculetions consumption per annual time seri• appl lance stocx equation) -0.50 
on elec:tricity consumer en two- 1937-38 and c:roaa- B. Y LaQt: P ,.,., A. (with 
consumption in palt tariff as A. t (P .) section ( 42 towns) and P .,,. , used. loQarithmic 
GtNt Britain', (marvinal price) pooled. equation) -0.89 4.69 
Joumtll of the B. t (Po). B. Time sariN B. (with 
Roytll Slt~tmictll 1920-33. iOQarithmlc 
S~ty. Vol. 114 equation) -0.81 8.78 
Pattlll (1951). 
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Study Dependent Vllrisbfe Are. and time Equation form snd Ef11sticity t velu• of short 
snd slasticity estim11ted ot.~er v11risbles run coeHici•nt 

Short run Longrun (t -coefficient 
+estimated 

standard emlf) 

DOMESTIC ELECTRICITY (continued) 

(xii) F M Fisher and Change in total USA annual time Short run (Appliance Approx. average Mainly+ ve Only 18 of47 
C Kaysan. A Study in domestic electricity series 1 946-57 and stock assumed to over 4 7 states of stetes 
Econometrics. the consumption as cross-section (47 grow constantly): Y -0.5 significant 
Demand for f (P.)(ratio of current states) pooled. Long run: Appliance 
Electricity in the US. to long run average stock disaggregated 
(1962), North prices) asaf(Y.P._ 
Holland. PappUaacu. 

P, •• appUaac•• 

change in long run 
Y) 
Both cases: 
Population, no. of 
marriages. change in 
no. of households 
wired. 
lags: distributed 
weights of pastY. 

(xiii) T 0 Mount. Total domestic USA annual time Y, P., PavpUaD.ce• A. -0.14 A. -1 .21 12.15 
L 0 Chapman and electricity series 1947-70 and population, B. -1 .20 
T J Tyrrell. consumption as cross-section (47 temperature. c. -1 .24 
Electricity Demand in f (P.). contiguous states) Exponential lag 
ths United States; pooled. A. Constant 
An Econometric elasticity model 
Analysis. Oak Ridge using OLS method. 
National laboratory, B. Variable 
National Science elasticity modal 
Foundation, using OLS method 
Environmental (for 1971). 
Program C. Variable 
(June 1973). elasticity model 

using ' instrumental 
variables' method 
(for 1971 ). 

(xiv) 0 Blain, Low voltage electricity Franca time seriea 8 regressions on first 
'Influence of Prices as a proxy for 1954-72. differences. 
on the Consumption residential demand; (a) 1 regression, no (a) -0.08 (e) 0.25 
of Electricity' in (includes lighting and lag 
Energy Systsms some other (b) 7 regressions: (b) -0.20to (b) 1.5 to 2·5. 
Forecasting, Pf11nning consumption by non- various lags of 0.67 
snd Pricing, residential price. Y, (larger values for 
Proceedings of a consumers), as temperature. lags averaged 
French-American f (P.) . over 2-3 years). 
Conference. 
University of 
Wisconsin- Madison, 
23 September-
3 October 197 4. 
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DOMESTIC ELECTRICITY (continued) 

(xv) V K Smith and 
C J Cicchetti. 
'Measuring the Price 
Elasticity of Demand 
for Electricity: The 
US Experience· in 

Enetgy Systerm 
Forecasting. Plannmg 
.ndPricing, 
ProcHdings of a 
French-American 
Confetence. 
Univenity of 
WISConsin-Madison, 
23 September-
3 October 1974.. 

(xvi) J W Wilson, 
R esidentiel and 
Industrial Demand 
!01' El•aricity: An 
Empilical Analysis. 
PhD Thesis. Cornell 
University (June 
1959). 

(xvii) J W Howe. 
'Ufeline Rat
Benefits for Whom ?', 
Public Uti/itiu 
Fortnightly Vol 97, 
No. 3,29 January 
197S. 

Sales per customiH' 
as f(P.). 

A. 25 regressions 
using electricity per 
household as f(P.) or 
f (typical monthly 
bill for 500 kWh) 
(elasticities for 
average price slightly 
less) . 
B. 42 regressions 
using percentage of 
homes with certain 
electric appliances. 
B (i) cookiH' 
B (ii) water heater 
B (iii) clothes dryer 
B (iv) electric 

heating 
B (v) freezers 
B (vi) a~ 

conditioning 

Consumption per 
household as f(P.) 
current prices (fuel 
~urcharge). 
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Area and time 

New Yorit State time 
series. 1951 - 70. 
Sales by 7 util ities. 

USA cross-section 
of 77 cities. No date 
given. 

(a) Jacksonville 
USA. January 1973 
to December 1974. 

(b) Orlando USA 
January 1973 to 
December 197 4. 
Each disaggregated 
into 15 groups by 
consumption !.vel. 

equation fotm and 
othet vatiabl~s 

Y or number of 
housing units. static 
and dvnamic 
equations were tried 

in all cases. those 
of 'best fi t' being 
presented- 5 of the 
7 had best fit with 
exponenttallaq. 
(a) using OLS 

method 
(b) using 2SLS 

method. 
(c) using 2SLS 

adjusted for 
auto correlation. 

Equations use a 
variety of P .. Y, 
also numbiH' of 
rooms per home, 
temperature. No lag. 

Temperature. 1 
month lagging of 
price. 

£!astictty 

Short run 

Range w ithin 
utilities: 
(a) -0.12 to 

-0.75 
(b) -0.09 to 

-1.08 
(c) -0.09 tc 

-0.68 

Typical range: 
A -1 ·00 to -1 ·50 
B (i) -1.20 to 

-1 .70 
B (ii) -2.00to 

-3.00 
B (iii) -0.90 to 

-2.00 
B (iv) -3.5to 

-6.0 

B (v) -0.6to 
-0.9 

B (vi) 0.0 

Jacksonville 

Groups 1 - 5 (low 
consumption); 
below -0.1. 
Groups6-9; 
-0.1 to -0.2. 
Groups 10-14; 
-0.2 to -0.3. 

Group15; -0.1. 

Onando 
Groups 1 -9; 
beiow-0.1. 
Groups10-15 ; 
-0.1 to -0.3. 

Long tun 

t value of short 
tun coefficient 
(t - coefficient 
~estimated 

standard error) 

Range of: 

(a) 2.73 to 
17.10 

(b) 1.62 to 
11 .33 

(c) 1.71 to 
11.55 

A. over 5 
8 (i ) overS 

B (ii) overS 

B (iv) overS 

s (v) overS 

B (vi) under 2 
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Study Dependent veriable Are• end time 
end elesticiry estimeted 

DOMESTIC ELECTRICITY (continued) 

(xviii) R G Hawkins, Domestic electricity Cross-section of 43 
'The Demand for demand per retailing authorities 

Electricity: A Cross- consumer, as f(P.) in New South Wales 

Section Study of New (nominal average and the Australian 

South W.,les and the price). Capital Territory 

Australian Capital 1971 
Territory. Economic 
Record, March 1975. 

(xix) AS Deaton, Domestic electricity United Kingdom, 

'The Measurement of asf(P.). 1970, based on time 

Income and Price series 1954 - 1 972. 
Elasticities', 
Europeen Economic 
Review (6), 1975. 

Equetion form end 
other Vllriebles 

Number of houses, 
number of 
unoccupied 
holiday houses, 
Y per head, black 
coal consumption, 
gas avaijability. 

y 

(a) conventional 
constant 
elasticity 
model. 

(b) 'simple non-
additive model' 

Elemciry 

Short run Long run 

-0.55 

(a) -0.96 

(b) -0.30 

t ve/ue of &hort 
run coefficient 
(t - coeffiljent 
+estimeted 

standard error) 

4.47 
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Study Oooendent vati•bltt Area ~nd ume 

8. DOMESTlC GAS 

(i) K Wigley (See 

above P89e 21 ) 
(1968) 

•nd oluticity o:stim•t11d 

Domestic gas 
consumption per head 
of population as 
f(P,) (maritet share 
model). 

(ii) Department of Gas as z percentage 
Energy EcS Division. of the domestic fuel 
'The Sensitivity of market (maritet sha,. 
Domestic Pun:haseto model) asf(P,). 
Relative Fuel Pric:es-
m Explanatory 
Analysis" (1974). 

(iii) AS Deaton (See 

above P89e 27) 
(1975) 

Domesdcguu 

f(P,J. 

C. DOMESTIC SOLID FUEL 

(I) K Wigley (1 968) Domestic solid fuel 
consumption per 
heed of population 
aa f (P .,), marKet 
sha,. model 

England and Wales 
qua~eriy time series 
1955 (1) to 
1965 (1) 

United Kingdom 
cross-section 
(Area Boards) 1971 . 

United Kingdom, 
1 970, based on time 

series 1954 - 72. 

England and.Wales 
quarterly time seri11 
1955 (1) to 1965 (1). 

Eau•lion lorm •nd 
Ot/IH v•IJ•b/tJ$ 

Y. population. 
temperature. 
No lag. 

(a) average price1. 
(b) weighted 

average prices. 
(c) central heating 

maritet. 
elasticities of gas 
demand; 

A. in O,+o., 
marltet. 

8. in01 +0. 
maritet. 

c. In 0,+0. 
marltet. 

D. in 0 1 +0.u 
marltet. 

e. P., P,. in Dec. 
of years (i) to 
(vi) 1 -6 yr 

189S 
(vu) P,0-81111-• 
(viii) P,0·8511n-• 

(ix) P,0-911'1-' 

F. Central heating 

maritat 

y 

i- ix aal-lx in 
e. 

(a) conventional 
constant 
elasticity model 

(b) 'simple 

non·edditive 
model'. 

Y. popu'ation 
temperatu,. 

No lag. 

Elasticity 
Shorr run Long run 

1955: -1 .87 
1960: -1 .94 
1965: -1 .86 

A (a) -1.40 
(b) -1 .90 
(c) -1 .78 

a (a) -3.08 
(b) -1 .21 
(c) -1 .54 

c. (b) -1.04 
(c) -1 .07 

D. (b) -0.78 
(c) -0.86 

(1) -2.64 

(b) -2.90 

1955: -0.83 
1960: -1.03 
1965: -1 .24 

e. 

F. 

(i) -1 .23 
(ii) -1 .23 

(iii) -0.96 

(iv) -0.80 
(v) -0.72 
(vi) -0.91 

(vii) -1 .40 
(viii) -1.36 

(ix) -1 .33 
(i) -1 .51 
(ii) -1 .43 
(iii) -1.28 
(iv) -1.18 
(v) -0.815 
(vi) -0.97 
(vii) -us 
(viii) -1 .59 

(ix) -1 .58 

t 't!llue ol short 
run coefficient 
(t - coefficient 
+estimated 

standard arTOr) 



Study Dependent verieble 
end eluticity 118timeted 

C. DOMESTIC SOLID FUEL (continued) 

(II) A S Deaton 

(1974) 

0 . DOMESTIC OIL 

(I) K Wigley (1 968) 

(ii) A S Deaton 

(1974) 

Domestic coal aa 
f (P.) . 

Domestic oil 

consumption per 

head of population 

as f (P on). market 
ahara model. 

Domestic 'other fuel" 
asf (P on) . 

E. TOTAL DOMESTIC FUEL CONSUMPTION 

(i) Department of 

Energy, EcS 
Division (1975). 

(ii) Department of 

Energy, EcS Division 
(1975). 

Total domestic fuel 

consumption in 

useful terms as: 

( i) f (Pr useful (real), 
weighted by region) . 

( i i) f (Pr useful (real) 
national average). 

Total domestic fuel 

consumption in 

useful therms as; 

f (real marginal price). 
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United Kingdom, 

1 970 based on time 

aeries 1954-1974. 

England and Wales 

quarterly time series 

1955 (1) to 1965 (1) . 

United Kingdom. 

1 970 based on time 

series 1 954 - 1 97 4. 

United Kingdom 

cross-section 

(regional) 

(i) (a) 1971 

(i) (b) 1972 

(i i) 1971 

Great Britain, annual 

time s9ries 1 965 - 72 
and cross-section. 

(New Standard 
Planning Reg ions) 

pool9d. 

Equation form end 
othet Vlfilbles 

y 

(a) conventional 

constant 

elasticity 

model 
(b) 'simple non

additive 
model." 

Y Population. 

temperature 

No lag. 

y 

(a) conventional 

constant 
elasticity 

model 

(b) 'simple non

additive 
model' 

Y, dummy variable 

for London. 

No lag. 

Y, temperature. 

Exponential lag. 

A. Using OLS 

method. 

B. Using Zellner 

technique. and 

dummy variable 

forGLC. 

C. Using OLS 

method and 
dummy 
variable for 

GLC. 
D. Using Zellner 

technique and 
dummy 

variable for all 
regions 

(Due to over

identification of the 
equations, elasticity 

estimates are a 
range.) 

Short run 

(a) -0.32 

(b) -2.18 

1955: -2.07 
1960: -2.01 
1965: -1 .97 

(a) +0.54 

(b) -2.73 

(i) (a) -0.20 

(I) (b) -0.28 

(ii) -0.24 

Long run 

A. - 0.65 
to -0.89 

B. -0.45 
to -0.56 

c. -0.96 
to -1.10 

D. -0.61 
to -0.74 

t VIJ{UIJ of 6hort 
run coefficient 

(t - coefficient 
+estimated 

standard error) 

(i) (a) 0.54 

(i) (b) 0.60 

(ii) 0.86 
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Study Dependent va1iable All!ll and time 
and elasticity estimated 

TOTAL DOMESTIC FUEL CONSUMPTION (continued) 

(iii) oEco. 
Energy Prospects 
to 1985. An 

Assessment of Long 
Term Energy 
Deve/opm•nts and 
R•lat•d Policies 
Vol II (1974). 

(iv) WO Nordhaus. 
'The Oemand for 
Energy: An 
International 
Perspective' in 

Proce•dings of the 
Workshop on Energy 

Demand. International 
Institute for Appl ied 
Systems Analysis. 
Luxembourg/ 
Ausuia. May 22·23 
1975. Published 
1978. 

Total final energy 

consumption (heat 
supplied) as 
f (weighted average 
fuel price). 

Total domestic 
useful energy 
consumption per 

head as f (Pr). 

A. Projections 
for 1980 

(i) USA 
(ii) Canada 
(iii) Europe 
(iv) Japan 

B. for 1985 
(i) USA 

(i i) Canada 
(iii) Europe 
(iv) Japan 

Time series, 
basically 

1955-72. 
(a) France 
(b) W Germany 

(c) Italy 
(d) Netherlands 
(e) United Kingdom 
(f) USA 
(g) Composite of 

above 
(h) pooled 

estimate of (a)·(f) 
plus Be!Qium 

Equation fo1m and 
other vurables 

Not derived by 
analysis. but 
'based to a large 
extent' on 
elasticities in an 
Appendix to the 
National PetrOleum 
Council. 'United 
States Energy 
Outlook', 
December 1972. 

Y, temperature 
(i) geometric lag 
(ii ) and (iii) 

polynomial 
lags. 

for (h), (i) with 
dummy 
variables 

(ii) no 
dummy 
variables 

Shalt run Long run 

(a) 

(i) -0.18 
(ii) -0.03 

(iii) -0.08 
(b) 

(i) -0.44 

(ii) + 0.30 
(iii) +0.17 
(c) 
(i) -0.33 
(ii) -0.72 

(iii) -0.75 
(d) 
(i) -0.58 
(ii) -0.68 

(iii) -0.56 
(e) 

(i) -0.42 

(ii) -0.42 

(iii) -0.35 
(f) 

(i) -0.28 
(ii) -0.50 

(iii) -0.41 

(g) -0.68 

A. 
(i) -0.2 
(ii) -0.2 

(iii) -0.2 
(iv) -0.3 

B. 
(i) -0.3 

(ii) -0.3 
(iii) -0.3 
(iv) -0.4 

(a) 
(i) not estimated 

(ii) .;. 0.10 
(iii) "-0.06 
(b) 

(i) -0.89 

(ii) +0.70 
(iii) "-1 .45 

(c) 
(i) -0.50 
(ii) -1 .30 

(iii) -1 .33 
(d) 
(i) -0.81 
(ii) -1.20 
(iii) -1 .56 

(e) 
(i) -0.49 
(ii) -0.28 

(iii) -0.31 
(f) 

(i) -0.57 

(ii) -1 .73 
(iii) + 1.94 

(h) 
(i) -0.79 
(ii) -0.71 

t v!flu• of shalt 
run caeHicient 
(t - coefficient 
.;.estimated 

standard error) 

Not applicable 

(a) 
(i) 1.33 

(ii ) 0.33 . 
(iii) 0.80 
(b) 

(i) 1.78 
(ii) 1.58 

(iii) 1.31 
(c) 
(i) 1.38 

(ii) 5.54 

(iii) 6.82 
(d) 
(i) 2.76 

(ii) 3.58 
(iii) 2.43 
(e) 

(i) 2.62 
(ii) 3.00 

(i ii) 2.1 9 
(f) 

(i) 0.93 
(i i) 2.63 
(iii) 2.56 
(g) 2.54 
(h) 

(i) 9.88 

(ii) 7.89 
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StudY 
Dependent va1iable A1ea and time Equation fo1m and Elasticity t velue of lhort 
end elasticity estimettld othe1 ve~iables 1un coelficient 

Short 1un Long 1un (t - coefficient 
+ estimated 
ltanderd error) 

F. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY 

(I) R E Baxter and Industrial electricity United Kingdom, Temperature. liP. Of 16 industrial 

R Rees. 'Analysis of (total) for each of 16 annual t ime series seasonal dummy groups 

the Industrial Demand industrial groups 1954-64. variable. Exponential 

fOf Elt>Ctricity.' f (Pe/ P.). lag. 1 was+ve 

Economic Joumal. 3were 

Vol. 78 (1968) . -0.5to 
-1.0 

7 were 

- 1.0to 
-2.0 

5 were less 

than 
-2.0 

(ii) Electricity Total Industrial England and Wales liP, seasonal -0.14 -0.59 3.6 

Council, R E Baxter. electricity consumption quarterly time constants. 

Appendix to as f (Pe/ Po). series 1955(1) (Author suggests 

Economic Pfenning to 1965(1 ) . price may be 

and Elecl!icity acting as a time 

FOitiCasting. Prof Sir variable.) 

Ronald Edwards Exponential lag. 

(1966) 

(ii i) J M Griffin, Total industrial USA annual time Simultaneous -0.04 - 0.51 

'The Effects of electricity series 1951-71 . equations of 

Higher Prices on consumption as supply industry: 

Electricity f (Pe). 1 0 behavioural 

Consumption ', The equations, 

Bell Journal of 4 linking equations. 

Economics and 11 identities. 

Management Demand equations 

Science. Autumn include Y, stock of 

1974. air conditioning 
appliances. 
Polynomial lag 

distribution of P • 
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Study D•pendenl variabl• Area ond 11m• Equation form and Elasticity t value of shOit 
and elasticity estimated otl!H vvi•blea run coefficient 

ShOtt run Long run (t • coefficient 
+estimated 

standard error) 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY (continued) 

(iv) G J Doumenis Total electricity Great Britain liP. No lag. 
(1965) consumption of annual time series 

various industries as 1948-61. 
t (P.). 

1. All industries 1. -0.07 

2. Gas. watllf etc 2. +0.33 
3. Mining and 3. -0.55 

Quarrying 
4. Cement. glasa. 4. +1.05 

pottery 
5. Metal 5. -0.28 

manufacture 
6. Chemicals and 8. -1 .32 

allied 
7. Shipbuilding and 7. -1.n 

marina 
engineering 

8. Engineering and 8. +0.25 
electrical goods 

9. Vehicles 9. +0.15 
10 Textile, leather. 10. -0.82 

clothing 
11. Food. drink and 11 . +0.18 

tobacco 
12. Paper and 12. +0.34 

printing 
13. Construction 13. -1 -40 
14. Other industry. 14. +0.60 

(v) R Halvorsen, Total industrial USA annual time A. Simultaneous A. Using price 

'Demand for Electric electricity sales as series 1961 -69 and equations. equation type 1 

Power in the United f (P.). cross-section ( 48 Demand equationa: using 2SLS 
Sti!M', Discussion contiguous states) P., P •• temp, method: 
Paper No 73-13 pooled industrial value -1 .40 8.8 
p,...nted at Winter added. mineral Using price 

Mtetlng of the production value equation type II 

Economwic: Society. added. using 2SLS 

N- Yorlc. Price equation method: 
(D8C*11bet 1973). (type 1 l : a. pet -1.24 7.0 

con sum• using OLS 
(industrial), 0e method 
total (all mari<ets), (regardless of 

Pa•••.r•u•• heW price equation 
P •• pop. density, type used) : 
and 'lr. in rural area. -1.40 11.3 
Price equ~on 
(type II) : Qe per 

con sum• 
(industrial) 
8. Reduced Form: B. Using OLS 
Y, P,. P •• tempera- method: 
ture, popullt!on 
density. No lags. -2.37 4.3 
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Dependent verieble Ar .. •ndtim• Equ•tion form •nd El.,tlclty t v•lue of 6/lott 
•nd elasticity estim•t•d other veri•bl•• run coelfklent 

Shott run Long run (t-~ 

+..Umetld 
atandMd-) 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY (continued) 

(YI) T 0 Mount. Total industrial USA annual time Y, P1 (for C. only) 

L 0 Chapman and electricity series 1947 • 70 and population. 

T J Tyrrell. consumption as cross-saction (47 temperature. 

(June1973) f (P.). contiguous states) Exponential leg. 
pooled. A. Conatant A. -0.20 A. -1.79 A. 8.1 

eluticity model, 
using OLS method. 
B. Variable B. -1.82 
elasticity model, 
using OLS method, 
(for 1971 ). 
C. Variable c. -1.74 
elasticity model 
using inatrumental 
variablea method 
(for 1971). 

(vii) J W Wilson A. 8 regrsssions on USA Cross Equations usa a Typical range 

(1989) kWh per S value section by variety of; P .. 
added, asf(P.) or Standard P(oil), P1 (average), A. -1.70to A. Over6 
!(average bill for Metropolitan Pc (marginal), -2.40 
400,000 kWh per Statistical Areas) capital intensity, B. -0.90to B. Typically 
month) 1963. Y (regional) (for B -1 .50 over 5 

only: value added). 
No lag. 

B. 11 regressions on 
total consumption as 
f(P .) orf(average 
bill for 400,000 kWh 
per month) 

(viii) 0 Blain (1974) A. Modulated high France time series Regressions on first 
voltage consumption 1954-72. differences. 
as a proxy for industrial A. (a)f( t. real price) . A. (a) -0.38 A. (a) 1.73 
driving power. No lag. (b) -0.25 (b) Not given 
B. Continuous high (b) f( t. price 
voltage consumption relative to wega 
as a proxy for rates) . No lag. 
electrolysis and (c) as (a). 1 yr lag. A. (c) -0.25 (c) 1.25 
specific industrial (d) as (b), 1 yr lag. (d) -0.28 (d) 2.17 
uses. 
As f( P.) , f(6 nominal B. (e) f(6 nominal B. (e) -0.04 B. (e) 0.16 
price), !(nominal price) . No leg. 
price). or f (6 price (f) f (6 real price) (f) + 0.20 (f) Not gtven 
relative 106 wage No lag 
rates). (g) as (e), 1yr lag B. (g) + 0.09 (g) 0.38 

(h) as (f), 1 yr leg. (h) +0.41 (h) 0.98 
(i) !(nominal (i) -0.01 (I) 3.33 
price laval. No lag. 
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Study Dependent vartable ,J.tu and lime €quauon fotm and Elas:iciry t value of short 
and •lasui:iry ostimated other vatiables tun caeHicient 

Shorr tun Lang tun (t - coefficient 
.;. estimated 

standard erTor) 

G. INDUSTRIAL OIL 

(i) Department of Industrial oil GB annual time (i) liP. (i) -0.24 (i} -1.60 (i} 2.14 
Energy, EcS Division consumption saries (i i} market sham. (ii} -0.23 (ii) -1 .53 (ii) 2.72 
(1974). (excluding iron and 1957· 72. Exponential !~ 

StHl) 
(i) per unit of output 
as f(Pou/Po) 
(i i) as a proportion of 
total us~ful anergy 
consumption as 
f (Potl/Po) 

(ii) H S Houthakker Residual fuel oil. all OECD annual time Y. Exponential lag. -1.05 -1.58 2.46 
andM Kennedy all markets. per head series 1 965-70 
·Demand for Energy of population, as and cross section 
as a function of f (Pou). (9 countries Europe 
Price: and .Japan) pooled. 
Proceedings of Annual 
Meeting of 
American Associetion 
fiN the Advencement 
of Science. San 
FtMcisca (1974) 

(iii) H S Houthakker Distillate fuel oil all OECO annual time Y, Exponential lag. -0.39 -0.76 2.01 
and M Kennedy, markets per head of series 1965· 70 and 
(1974). population, as cross-section ( 9 

f (Pou). countries Europe and 
Japan) pooled. 

(iv) H S Houthakker Kerosene. all markets OECD annual time Y. Exponential lag. -0.17 -2.0 
and M Kennedy, per head of series 1965-70 and 
(1974). population as cross-section (9 

I (Pou). countries Europe and 
Japan) pooled. 
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Dependent vMieble Are• end tifM 
end elertlcity est/meted 

H. TOTAL INDUSTRIAL FUEL CONSUMPTION 

(I) Dept at EMfQY 
EcS Division. 
'An Analysia of 
lnduatrial Oem.nd for 
EnMVY In United 
Kingdom' (1978). 

(ii) DECO, Energy 
Prospects to 1985 
An A11e11ment of 
Long Term En•rflY 
Developments end 
R el1ted Policies 
Vol II (1974). 

Total en411VY 
conaumptlon at 
varioua induatrl• aa 
f(P ••••7 , • ., on) 
deflated by relevant 
whoiMale price index 
of induatry lnputa. 

Projected elasticity 

UKennull 
time aeries 
1955-74. 

A. Projections for 
1980 

(i) USA 
(ii) Canada 
(iii) Europe 
(iv) Japan 

B. for 1985 
(i) USA 
(ii) Canada 
(iii) Europe 
(iv) Japan 

Equltion form 1nd 
Othlr V¥ieb/el 

8 forma at regr ... ion 
were uaed. 
(I) II P. Exponential 
lag aolved by 
ordinary l11at 
~e~uarea. 

(li) AI (i) aolved 
-uming 1at order 
auto correlation. 
(Iii) AI (I) aolved 
-mlng 2nd order 
auto correlation. 
(lv) AI (i) +t 
(v) AI (ii) +t 
(vi) AI (iv) +legged 
value at liP. 
lndurtry group.: 

Elerticity 
Short run Long run 

Range of elaatlcitl .. 

t velue of rhort 
run coefficient 

(t - coeffic~ 
+e.tim.ud 

IUindllrd error) 

Typical 
valuea 

(a) Engineering and (a) +0.07 to -0.03 (a) +0.1 0 to -0.03 (a) Under 1 
other lnduatrl11 

(b) Food. drink and 
tobacco. (b) -0.03 to -0.05 (b) -0.08 to -0.09 (b) 1.5 

(c) Chemicala end 
allied industries. (c) + 0 08 to -0.02 (c) +0.49 to -0.03 (c) 0.5 

(d) Textiles, leather 
and clothing. (d) -0.12to - 0.15 (d) -0.23to -1 .02 (d) 3.0 

(a) Paper, printing 
and stationery. (e) -0.13to -0.14 (a) -0.50to -0.68 (a) !5.5 

(f) Bricks. tiles. 
fireclay and 
other building 
materials (incl. 
cament). 

(g) China, earthen
ware and glass. 

(h) Total industry 

Not applicable. 

(f) -0.02 to -0.19 (f) -0.03 to -0.39 (f) 2.0 

(g) +0.11 to + 0.06 (g) + 0.27 to -0.25 (g) 1.5 
(h) -0.01 to -0.05 (h) -0.03 to -0.26 (h) 1.0 

A. Not applicable 

(i) -0.3 
(ii) -0.3 
(iii) -0.3 
(iv) - 0.2 

8. 
(i) -0.4 

(ii) -0.4 
(iii) -0.3 
(lv) -0.3 
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Dependent vari11ble Are~ 11nd time 
11nd elilsticity estim~t•d 

£qu•tion form 11nd 
othtlr verieblu 

TOTAL INDUSTRIAL FUEL CONSUMPTION (continued) 

(iii) W 0 Nordhaus 
(1976). 

Total industrial 
(excluding energy 
industries) useful 
enervv consumption 
pM heed of population 
aaf(Pt). 

Time series 
basically 1955-72. 

(a) France 
(b) W Germany 
(c) Italy 
(d) Netherlands 
(e) United Kingdom 
(f) USA 
(g) composite of 
above (lag form ii) 

Y, temperature 

(i) geometric l19. 
(li) and (iii) polY· 
nomiallaq. 

(h) pooled estimate for (h): (i) with 
of (a)-(1) plus Belgium. dummy variables. 

(ii) with no dummy 
variables. 

El~sticlt'( 

Short run Long run 

(a) (i) -0.47 (a) (i) -0.82 
(ii) -0.45 (ii) -0.38 
(iii) -0.39 (iii) -0.44 

(b) (i) -0.11 (b) (i) -0.21 
(ii) .,-0.29 (ii) +1.03 

(iii) +0.04 (iii) +1.06 

t Vlllue of short 
run coefficient 
(t - coefficient 
.;.estimated 

standard error) 

(a) (i) 3.62 
(ii) 4.50 
(iii)4.88 

(b) (i) 0.38 
(ii) 1.93 

(iii) 0.31 

(c) (i) -0.82 (c) (i)Not estimated(e) (i) 4.82 
(ii) -0.60 (ii) -0.98 (ii) 4.29 
(iii) -0.49 (iii) +0.45 (iii) 3.77 

(d) (i) -0.51 (d) (i) -0.81 (d) (i) 1.89 
(ii) -0.34 (ii) + 0.01 (ii) 1.21 
(iii) -0.29 (iii) +0.29 (iii) 0.79 

(e) (I) -0.79 (e) (i) -0.88 (e) (i) 3.95 
(ii) -0.79 (ii) -0.73 (ii) 4.65 

(iii) -0.63 (iii) -0.95 (iii) 2.74 

(f) (i) -0.21 (f) (i) -0.33 (I) (i) 0.53 

(ii} -0.09 (ii) -0.35 (ii) 0.50 

(iii} -0.11 (iii} -0.47 (iii) 0.65 

(g) -0.30 (g) 1.:30 

(h) (i) -0.52 (h) (i} 3.08 
(ii} -0.48 (ii) 3.43 
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Study Dependent verieble Ar•• end time Equetion form 1nd Ellltk:lty I Vllue of lhott 
•nd 1ie6ticity ••tim1t1d Othlf Vlfilb/1$ run coMfk/1nt 

Short run Long run (t - coefficient 
+Mtlrn.ted 

atandard erTOr) 

J, COMMERCIAL ELECTRICITY 

(I) R Halvorsen Total sal" to oommen:ial USA annual time A. Simultaneoua A. Uaing price 

'Demand for Electric lector ea f (P.). -"'• 1981-69 equation• equation type I 

Power in the and croa-aectlon Demand equation: 

United States: ( 48 contlguoua P,.P,., Y Uaing 2SLS 

(1973}. atates) pooled. temperature, method 
population density. -1.18 4.5 
housing variables. 
Price equation 
(type 1} : a. (all Using price 
markets) equation 
a. par consumer type II 
(commercial), 

Pw, PuaeraU•I hel Using 2SLS 
population density method 
and % in rural aren. -0.58 2.8 
Price equation Using OLS method 
(typall) : (regardless of 
a. par consumer price equation 
(commercial), type used) 
P • (average). -0.94 5.5 
B. Reduced form B. Using OLS 
equation method 
Variables as in -0.94 4.4 
Demand equation. 
axcludong 
temperature. No lag. 

(li) T D Mount. Total commercial USA annual time Y. P,. population. 
L D Chapman and electricity consumption series 1947-70 temperature, 
T J TyrT&II asf (P.). and cross-section exponential lag. 
(June1973) ( 47 contiguous 

States) pooled. A. Constant A -0.20 A. -1 .60 9.6 
elasticity model, 
using OLS method. 
B. Variable elasticity B. -1.36 
modal, using OLS 
method (for 1971 ). 
C. Variable elasticity c. -1 .45 
model, using 
instrumental 
variables method 
(for 1971 ). 



Study 0•p•ndMt VMiilbf• 
•nd •luticity •stim•t•d 

I(. TOTAL TRANSPORT ~UEL CONSUMPTION 

'N 0 Notdhaus 
(1976) 

Total transport us•fu/ 
en.,..y consumption 
per heed of population 
as f (P .,....,..,.. , .. ,). 
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Equ•tion fonn •nd 
other v•ri:~b/N 

Time sari• Y, temperatu,.._ 

basiC311y 1955-72 
(i) Geometric lag 

(a) France (ii) and (iii) 
polynomial lag 

(b) W Germany 

(c:) Italy 

(d) Netlletlands 

(e) United Kingdom 
(f) USA 

(g) Composite of 
above (lag from 
(ii)) 

(h) pooled estimate 
of (a)-(f) plus 

Belgium 

Shorr run 

(a) (i) -0.68 
(ii) -029 

(iii) -0.18 

(b) (i) -0.13 
(ii) -0.55 

(iii) -0.53 

(c) (i) -0.09 
(ii) -0.24 

(iii) -0.17 
(d) (i) +0.05 

(ii) -0.49 
(iii) -0.38 

(e) (i) +0.02 
(ii) -0.20 

(iii) -0.17 

(f) (i) -0.22 
(ii) -1 .04 

(Iii) -0.82 

(g) -0.39 

Long tun 

t ~ •lu• of shOit 
tun co•Hici•nt 
(t - coefficient 
~estimated 

standard tlftlt) 

(a) (i) not utimated (a) (i) 2.154 
(ii) -0.15 (ii) 3.22 

(iii) -0.10 (iii) 2.25 

(b) (i) -0.28 (b) (i) 0.93 
(ii) -0.87 (ii) 8.11 
(iii) -0.89 (iii) 7.57 

(c) (i) -0.23 (c:) (i) 1.29 
(ii) -0.80 (ii) 0.92 
(iii) +0.01 (iii) 0.40 

(d) (i) +0.28 (d) (i) 0.50 
(ii) -0.37 (ii) 2.13 

(iii) -0.92 (iii) 2.71 

(e) (I) +0.03 (e) (I) 0.17 
(ii) -015 (ii) 2.22 
(iii) -0.18 (iii) 1.70 

(f) (i) -0.78 (f) (i) 1.57 
(ii) +0.13 (ii) 5 20 

(iii) +1 .88 (iii) 4.10 

(g) -0 (g) 3.25 
(h) (I) -0.3.38 (h) (I) 3.00 

(if) -81.28 (ii) 21.33 



Dependent vMieble 
end elesticity e6timeted 

L ALL MARKETS NATURAL GAS 
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Equation form and 
other v•mbln 

p Baleltre. Gaa consumption P« 
head of population as 
f (P 1) . 

USA annual Y. 

TIN Damend for 
Natunl Gasln the 
United Stetas (1967) 
North· Holland. 

time series for No lag. 
each of 36 States. 

M. TOTAL PRIMARY ENERGY 

N Edmonson, Total mineral energy USA annual time 
'Real Price and the consumption per head of series 
Consumption of population as f (Pr). 1901-1968. 
Minerai Energy in the 
United States', 
1901-196B, Joumel 
of Industrial 
Economic:~, March 
1975. 

A. Simultaneous 
equations. 
Demand equation: 
Y, y, ... Pr. Pr. , ... 
a .. a .... .. 
appliance stock. 
Supply equation: 
Pr. 5variables 
describing specific 
autonomous forces 
of different 
periods. 

Short run Long Nn 

Generally 

+ ve 

A. -0.38 
(from 
appliance 
stock 
change 
effect) 

-O.Q2 
(from 
utilisation 
effect) 

A. -0.49 

B. Dueto problems B. -0.39 B. -0.48 
of collinearity, 
modelre-rvn 
hypothesasing 
log Pr-
e +blog Pr. ,., 
and 
logY- a +b logy,.,. 
Lag: long rvn 
element
exponential leg, 
short rvn element
one year lagging of 
variables. 

(total 
short 
rvn 
affect) 

t va/w ollhott 

""' CtHiflclent 
(l- -"'clent 
+tlllm8ted 
llenderd-) 

3.57 

4.12 



Study D~pendent vari11ble 
and e/11sticity estim11ted 

N. TOTAL USEFUL ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

W 0 NOf'dhaus Total useful energy 
(1976) consumption as f (Pr). 
(See above page 30.) 
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Are• and time 

Time series 
basically 
1955-72. 

(a) France 

(b) W Germany 

(c) Italy 

(d) Netherlands 

(e) United Kingdom 

(f) USA 

(g) composite of 
abolle (lag form 
(ii)) 

(h) pooled 

estimate of 
(a)-(f) plus 
Belgium. 

Equ11tion form •nd 
other v~riitbles 

Y, temperatura. 

(i) Geometric lag. 
(ii) and (iii) 
Polynomialla9. 

ShOff run 

(a) (i) -0.18 

(ii) -0.03 
(i ii) -0.08 

(b) (i) -0.44 
(ii) + 0.30 

(iii} +0.17 

(c) (i} -0.33 
(ii} -0.72 

(iii) -0.75 

(d) (i) -0.58 
(ii) -0.68 
(iii) -0.58 

(e) (i) -0.42 
(ii) -0.42 
(iii) -0.35 

(f) (i} -0.28 
(ii} -0.50 
(iii) -0.41 

Long run 

(a) (i) not esti-
mated 

(ii) +0.10 
(iii) +0.06 

(b) (i) -0.89 
(ii) + 0.70 

(iii} +1 .45 

(c) (i} -0.50 
(ii} -1.30 
(iii) -1.33 

(d) (i) -0.81 
(ii) -1 .21 
(iii) -1.56 

(a) (i) -0.49 
(ii) -0.28 
(iii) -0.31 

(f) (i} -0.57 
(ii) -1 .73 
(iii} +1 .94 

(g) -0.68 

(h) (i) -0.85 
(ii} -1.16 

t nlu• of shott 
run coefficient 

(t - coefficient 
+estimated 

standard error) 

(a)(i) 1.33 

(ii) 0.33 
(iii) 0.80 

(b) (i) 1.78 
(ii) 1.sa 

(iii} 1.31 

(c) (i} 1.38 
(ii) 5.54 
(iii) 6.82 

(d) (i) 2.78 
(ii) 3.58 
(iii) 2.43 

(e) (i) 2.53 
(ii) 3.00 
(iii) 2.19 

(f) (i} 0.93 
(ii) 2.53 
(iii} 2.58 

(g) 2.54 

(h) (i} 8.50 
(ii) 11 .50 
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Table 2 Petrol price-elasticity estimates 

StudY 
Dependent veriable Aree end time Equetion form and El.,ticity t velue of M«t 
end e/e~ticity estimeted other veriebies run coefficient 

Short run Long run (t - co.fflc:lent 
~Mtlmated 

atandlfd error) 

A. PRIVATE DEMAND 

(i) J Remsay, R Total private petrol USA annual time Y, railway travei -0.77 

Rosche, B Allen, An consumption as f (P0 ). series 1945 - 69. price indax. (1969 -

In/tiel Anelysis of the proportion of -0.70) 

P,ivete end population aged 

Commercial Demend 16-24. 

fl)( Gasoline, Simultaneous 

Department of equation system. 

Economics, Michigan lags: Y laggad 

State University 1 year. 

(1974). 

(ii) R G McGillivray, Private patrol USA annual time Unear equation (I) -0.23 (I) 2.99 
Gesoline Use by consumption par head series 1951 -69. (i) New car 

Automobiles. The as f (P0 ). registration• par 

Urban Institute, head, retirement 

Washington DC rate of cars, average 

Working Paper consumption par 

August 197 4. car. 
(ii) As (i), excluding (ii) -0.17 (ii) 1.38 
average consumption 
par car. 
(i) and (ii) 
Exponential lag. 

(i ii) H S Houthakker Total privata petrol USA annual time Y. -0.16 -0.45 

and L D Taylor, consumption as series 1929 - 61 Exponential lag. 

Consumer Demand f(P0 ). (excluding war 

in the US 1929- 70, years). 

Harvard University 
Press (1966) . 

(iv) L Phillips, 'A Total private petrol USA annual time -0.68 

Dynamic Version of consumption as f(P 0 ). series 1929- 67. 

the Linear 
Expenditure Model', 
Review of Economics 
and Statistics, Vol 54, 
No 4, November 1972. 

(v) W K O'Riordan, Total private petrol Ireland annual Y, car stock -1.00 

'The Elasticity of consumption as f(P 0 ). time series. Ppubllo tna•port. 

Demand for Petrol in Post war. No lags. 

Ireland', Economic 
and Social Review 
(1972). 

(vi) Interim report for Total private petrol USA quarterly Y. -0.09 -0.45 

the Environmental consumption as f(P 0 ). time series Exponential lag. 

Protection Agency 1963-72. 

and the Council of 
Environmental Policy, 
A Study of the 
Quarterly Demand for 
Gasoline and the 
impact of Allernative 
Gasoline Bases 
(1973) 
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Study Dependant •ariabia Are. and time [quacion form and Elascicity I value of short 
and ~iutJcity astJinatad Othet' varillbfe!l run coefficient 

Shoff run Long run (t - coefficient 
.;-utimfted 
standard enor) 

8. COMMERCIAL DEMAND 

J Ramuy, A Total commercial peti'OI USA annual time Simultaneous -3.8 
Rosche, 8 Allen, consumption as f(P.). series 1945 - 69. equation model. (1968-: -2.8) 
(1974) P4Ju&l teelt 

total ton miles of 
freiQht. No lag. 

C. TOTAL DEMAND 

(i) H S Houthakker. Total peti'OI USAquartetiy Y. -0.08 -0.24 5.76 
P K Vetieger. D consumption per head as time series ExponentiallaQ. 
Sh .. han (1973). t (P,). 1963-12 and 

cross-saction 
(48States) 
pooled 

(ii) H S Houthakker Total pettol DECO. annual Y. -0.47 -0.82 4.42 
and .\4 Kennedy consumption per head as time series. ExponentiallaQ. 
(1974). f(P.). 1962-72 and 

crou-saction (12 
countries Europe. 
Japan and USA 
pooled). 

(Iii) J Fields, G Nolan, Total peti'OI USA annual time Y. 
S Miller, 'Empirical consumption per head as series. A. No lag. A. +0.36 lnsiQniflcsnt 

An.Jysis of the Price f(P.) . 8. ExponentiallaQ. 8. -0.04 in both casas. 
Elutlcity of Demand 
for G .. oliM in 
SeiiiCted Fonign 
Countria and the 

Unitad Statu', Federal 

HIQhWrt 
Administration. US 
Dept of Transport. 
Wulllngton DC. 
July 1973. 

(iv) C Chamberlain. Total pettol coneumption A. USA annual A. Y. P •• a-obtl•• A. -0.06 
Modab ol Guo/Ina pet heed 11 t (P,) tlmesariee 
Det'rllnd, ( uaing data of 
Tran~ Fieldl « •I) 
Svst~~m~~ Center 
CambridQe Ma-. 
(1 973). 

B. Europe annual B. Y. B. -0.12 
tlmeHriee. 

Exponential I eg In 
both~ 
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$11/dr 
Dependent verieble Are• end time Equetion form end Elasticity t velue of short 
end el.sticity a!ltimeted other veriebles run coefficient 

Short run Long run {t • coefficient 
+-imeted 
atandard enor) 

TOTAL DEMAND {continued) 

(v) Wildham at el, Total petrol consumption A. USA annual A. Y, average vehicle A. range of 

How to Seve Gasoline. per head as f (Po) time series and efficiency, vehicle 

public Policy cross-aection. stock per head, % of -0.10to 

AJtarnetives for the pooled. population in rural -0.18 

Automobile. Rand areas. 
eorporation (1974). No lag. 

8. USA annual B. Simultaneous B. -0.37 
time series. equations (5), with 

variables; P u .. d 

can, vehicle 
ownership per 
household, new car 
car demand per 
household, vehicle 
efficiency, vehicle 
miles per household. 
No lag. 

(vi) OECD. Total consumption of A. Projections Based on same A. Not applicable 
Energy Prospects to transpon gasoline as for 1980 sources as DECO (i) - 0.3 
1985 (1974) f (P0 ). total domestic fuel (ii) - 0.3 
(See domestic fuel (i) USA consumption (iii) - 0.3 
consumption above.) (ii) Canada elasticities quoted (iv) - 0.4 

(iii) Europe above. B. 
(iv) Japan (i) - 0.5 

B. for 1985 (ii) - 0.4 
(i) USA (ii i) - 0.4 
(ii) Canada (iv) -0.4 

(iii) Europe 
(iv) Japan 
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ANNEX 2 

Tabulation of estimated price and income elasticities of energy 
demand according to end-user, to fuel carriers, type of model 
and data. 

Source: 0 R Bohi (1981) 11 Analysing Demand Behaviour - A Study 
of Energy Elasticities 11 John Hopkins University Press 
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TABLE 1. SuMMARY OF ESTIMATED PRICE .-\!~ INCOME ELASTICITIES OF RESIDE:--1IAL DEMA.l'ill FOR 
ELECTRICITY BY TYPE OF MODEL A.."'D DATA 

Pria t!lasriciryb [nco~ elasriciryb 

Research sro~dy Sample<~ Short-run Long-run Short-run Long-run 

I. Reduced-Form Models 
A. Static consumption models 

1. Aggregate level data 
(a) Average prices 

Fisher, Kaysen (1962) Time series: states , -0.16 to 0.07 to 
194fr57 -0.24 0.33 

Moore (1970) Cross-section: 407 -1.02 
utilities, 1963 

Wilson (1971) Cross-section: 77 cities, -1.33 n.s . 
1966 

Anderson (1973) Cross-section: states, {-1.07 1.06 
1960, 1970 -1.28 0.67 

CRA (1976) Pooled: states, 1966-72 -1.20 0.48 
Halvor5en (1978) Pooled: states, 1961~9 -1.14 0.52 

(b) Marginal prices 
Lacy, Street (1975) Times series: Alabama -0.45 1.87 

Power Co., 1967-74 
Wills (1977) Cross-section: Mass. -0.08 -0.32 

utilities, 1975 
Halvor5en (1978) Pooled: states, 1961~ -1.53 0.72 
McFadden, Puig (1975) Pooled: states, 1961~9 -0.48 0.99 

2. Disaggregated level data 
(a) Average prices: none 
(b) Marginal prices 

Acton, MitcheU, Mowill (1976) Pooled: monthly, Los Angeles -0.70 0.40 
County, 1972-74 

Hewlett (1977) Cross section: house- -0.14 0.07 
hold survey, 1973 &: 1975 

B. Dynamic consumption models 
1. Aggregate level data 

(a) Ave rage prices 
Houthakker , Taylor (1970) TLlne se ries: U.S. , 1946-64 -0.13 -1.89 0.13 1.94 
Uri (1976) Time series : monthly, U.S., -0.35 2.00 

1971-75 
Griffin ( 197 4) Ti.;·ne series: U .S .. 1951-71 -0.06 -0.52 0.06 0.88 
MourH. Chapman, Tyrrell Pooled: states , -0.1 4 -1.21 0.03 0.30 

(1973) 194fr70 (3 - 0 .14 -1.20 0.02 0.20 
versions) -0.36 -1.24 0.06 0.21 

Gill. Maddala (1976) Pooled: monthly, TV A area , -0.49 -0.57 0.10 0.12 
1962~7 and -0.34 -0.62 0 .12 0.22 
1968-72 

Cohn. Hirst, Jackson (1977) Pooled: states, -0.1 4 -1.16 0.02 0.16 
1951-74 and 1969-74 -0.14 -0.47 0.16 0.56 

(b) Marginal prices 
Houthakker, Verleger, Pooled: states, -0.09 -1.19 0.13 1.63 
Sheehan (1974) 1960-71 (3 -0.03 -0.44 0. 14 2.20 

prices) -0.09 -1.02 0. 14 1.64 
Taylor. Blattenberger . Pooled: states. -0.08 -0.82 0.10 1.08 
Verleger (1977) 1956-72 

2. Disaggregated level data 
(a) Average prices: none 
(b) Marginal prices 

Hew!ert ( 1977) Pooled: household -0.16 -0.45 0 .5. n.s. 
survey. 1973 and 1975 



T A.SLE 1 continu~d 

R~uarch sr.-dy 

C. Fuel shares models 
1. Static \·ersions 

Chern (1976) 
2. Dynamic ve~ior.s 

Baughman. Joskow (1975) 
DOE {1978) 

II. Structural \1ode!s 
A. :\ggr~gate le\·e! data 

1. Ave:age pri~s 
Fisher, Kaysen (1962) 
Anderson (1973) 

2. ~1arginal prices 
Taylor, Blanenberger, 
Verleger (1977) 

B. Disaggregated level data 
1. Average prices: none 
2. ~arginal pri~s 

Mcfadden. Puig, Kirshner (19TI) 
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Si<mpl~ 

Pooled: states, 
1971-72 

Pooled: states, 1963-7: 
Pooled: regions, 
19~75 

T:me ~eries: states. 1946-57 
Cross-section: states. 

1960 and 1970 

Pooled: states, 
1961-72 

Cross-section: house· 
hold survey, 197S 

?ria dasrzcicy" 

Snorr-run Long-run Shurr-rr,m Lon~-rrm 

-0.19 
-0.18 to 
-0.54 

-0.16 

- 0.2.5 

-1.34 

-1.00 
-0.72 tO 

-2.10 

n.s. 
-1.07 
-1.:8 

-0.46 

-0.66 

a.s. 
n.s. 

0.21 

o.:1 

0 .~ 

n.s. 
n.s. 

n.s. 
1.06 
0.67 

1.00 

0.39 

• Obscl"'fatioa ;>eriods are annual ex~p! where indicated otherwise. 
• The estimates given are statisticlly significant at the O.{)j level. An entry of a.s. indicates not significant. A blank space :neans no estimate was 

atte:np~cd OT rej)<ntcd. 
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TABLE .2. Sl.::\1\iARY OF ESTI-'tATED PRICE A'iD I'iCO.\-fE ELASTICITIES 
OF C0-.1:\·IERCIAL DE\iA'iD FOR ELECTRICITY 

Price elasticity" Income elasricity" 

Reuarch study Sample Shon-run Lo"lg-nm Shon-run Long-rut• 

I. Reduced-Form Models 
A. Static consumption models 

A;her and Habermann (1978) Pooled: monthly , - 0.2.5 -1.20 n.s. n.s. 
63 utility 
areas, 1971-76 

Halvorsen ( 1978) Cross-section: annual , -1.16 1.38 
states. 1969 (two -0.56 1.15 
price equat ions) 

B. Dynamic consumption models 
-.tount, Chapman, Tyrrell (1973) Pooled : annual, -0.20 -1.60 0.10 0.80 

states, 1946-70 -0.17 -1.36 0.11 0.86 
(3 versions) -1.18 -1.45 0.72 0.88 

l!'ri (1976) Time series: monthly, n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
u.s .. 1971-75 

c. Fuel shares model 
DOE (1978) Pooled : annual, -0.30 to -0.94 to n.s. n.s. 

10 regions , 19~75 -0.66 -1.54 
II. Structural Models: none 

'Tne estimates given are statistically significant at the 0.05 level. An entry of n.s. indicates not significant. A blan.l< space means no estimate was 
anernpted or reponed. 

T < ~- ~~~=---=>.:;;L;- k~ T -

~- "' .~ '~~ ~- ... ~ .. .. , ....... ,, ..... , 
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TABLE 3. S'C:\1:\L-\RY OF AGGREGATE PRICE A.'iD ~COME ELASTICITIES OF I:'ouCSTRL4.L DDtA.';D FOR ELECTRicm· 

Res~tJrch study Sampl~ 

L Static Consumption Moeels 
Asher, Habermann (1978) TU11e series and Cros:;-~c-

tioo : 
63 utilities, 1971-75 

Halvorsen (1973) Cross-section: sta~es , 1969 
II. Dynamic Consumption :\{odels 

Mcunt, Chapman, Tyrre:.l (1973) Poo led: states , 
1946--70 
(3 versicn.sj 

CRA (1976) Pooled: states, 
19~8-73 

t.:ri (1976) Tune series: moc:r..:y, 
U.S. , 1971-75 

Griffin (197<!) Time series : annual, 
u.s .. 1951-71 

III. Fuel Shares Models 
Baughman, ~rhoot (1975) Pooled: annual, 

states, 1~i2 
DOE (1978) Pooled: annuaL 

states, 196(}-75 

Price da.sriciry 

Siton-rwt Long-run 

-0.20 -0.74 

-l .Z4 

-0.:0 -1.79 
- 0 . .2.1 - 1.82 
-1.36 -1.7.1 
-0. !0 -1.02 

-0.12 

-0.04 -0.51 

-0.11 -1.28 

-0.17 -0.75 

Output dastic:ty 

ShorT-TUn 

o.s. 

0.08 
0.06 
0.51 
O.o7 

0.87 

0 . 5. 

0.68 

0.73 
0.51 
0.65 
o.:-o 

' The ~suma:es g~ven are sUtJStically signif!c:an: .at the O.OS level. All enLry of n.s . incticates ::ot Slg!:.!.ficant. A bl:l..::.k spac: meallS ao esntnate was atteoptec. 
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TABLE ~- COMPARISO!' Of PRICE ELASTICITY ESTL\-l.HES BY C'iDCSTRIA.L CATEGORIES 

Study and sampl~ period 

Energy (1) (2) (3) (4jb r5r (6) 
intertSiYeness FisMr-Kayun Fuhu-Kayunl A.-.duson/CRA Wilson NERA Halvorsen 

Two-digit SIC indusrry in 197~ (1956) CRA(l971J (i971) (1963) (1963) (1962) (1971) 

Food and kindred products 3.21 -0.78 -0.46 -0.36 -1.09 o.e . n.e . -008 
(- 1.9) (- 2.1) (- 1.6) ( -0.5) 

Textile products 5.24 -1.62 -2.08 -0.76 -1.22 -0.63 - 0.42 -0.41 
( -14 .5) (- 5.7) (- 1.3) ( - 5 .5) (- 3.6) 

Pulp & paper products 10.05 -0.97 -2.33 -2.02 -1.48 -0.56 -0.46 -0.:0 
( -4. 7) (- 5.5) ( -4.3) ( - 2.1) ( -0.7) 

Chemicals & products 7.71 -2.60 -1.90 -1.95 -2.23 -0.91 o.e . -0.68 
(- 5.0) (- 6.2) ( -6.5) ( - 4.0) 

Stone, clay, glass 10.67 -1.74 -1.55 -1.82 -1.08 o.e . -0.38 -0.31 
( -1.4) ( -4.8) (- 3.6) (- 2.3) ( -1.2) 

Primary metal products 11.24 -1.28 -2.07 -1.88 -1.51 -0.98 -0.94 -0.83 
(- 6.1) (- 8.1) ( -6.5) ( -10.4) (- 6.1) 

Fabricated metal products 2.33 0.55 -0.42 -0.39 o.e. n.e. o.e. -1.10 
(1.1) (- 1. 9) ( -1.5) (- 3.1) 

Machinery, excluding electric 1.48 -1.33 -0.74 -1.02 -1.16 o.e . -0.72 -0.79 
(- 3.1) (- 2.3) (- 2.7) ( -6.0) ( -7.1) 

Electrical machinery 1.64 -1.82 -0.71 -0.66 -1.76 n .e . -0.76 -0.27 
(- 4.1) ( -2.3) (- 1.9) ( -34.4) (- 3.6) 

Transportation equipment 1.84 0.69 -0.37 -0.51 -1.01 o.e. n.e. -0.43 
(1.1) ( -1.5) ( -1.9) (- 5.3) 

n.e. = not ~timated . t • statistics in parentheses. 
• Energy cost ilS a pere<:nt of value added. From U.S. Bureau of C<:nsus, Artrt/J.al Sur-.y of .\fanufac:urers, !974. 
b t·statistics are not reponed , but the authors repon that all prie<: .:.oefficients listed are significant at the 1 pere<:nt level. 
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TABLE 5 Sl~!.'<f..\RY OF ESTl."'riAn:.D ?RlCE A..'i"D L'iCO:<.!E ELASTICITIES Of RESIDE:-o"TIAL. .-\...\""0 CO:'te'>fERCL\L DL\tA .. \""0 F"Gl 

:'iATt"RU G.-'.5 

I. Red~.:ced-Fo~ \icde!.s 
A. Static CO!!SU:Dption moeels 

1. Aggregate level data 
(avenge prices) 
Cohn. Hirst, Jackson (1977) 

:. Disaggr~gated ievei cata 
(margi."lal ?rices) 
Hewlett (1977) 

Olson. Robeson, Neri (1979) 

B. Dyna..r:tic consumption models 
1. Aggregate level data 

(avenge ;>rices) 
Balestra ( 1967) 

MacA voy, Pin dye\( ( 1973) 

Ber::~dt, Wamm (19TI) 

Taylor, B!attenbeqe:, 
Verleger (1977) 

Cohn, Hirst, Jacbon (1977) 

2. Di.sawegated level dau 
( margi;lal prices) 
Hewlett (1977) 

C. Fuel shares :::1odels (aggregate level data) 
1. Static veniol!S 

Clem (1976) 

2. Dy:l:u::;ic ve;:o;ions 
Baughman, Joskow (!975) 

DOE (1978) 

U. Strutt..Jnl Models 
A. Aggregate level data 

(average ;>rices) 
Allcenon (1974) 

Priu da.sricir)l . 

Sam pi~ 

C:oss-s.::c-..ioo: sratcs, 1955, 
1965, l970, i97~ ( reside~:tial) 

Cross-section: household sur••ey, 
197.5 (residential) 

Shon-rur. 

Pooled: monthly, Sew Yor!( state R: 
customer survey 197~ 
77 (residential and co=crcial 
separate) C: 

Pooled: states, 1951}-
62 (residential • corr-~-ne:cial) 

Pooled: states, 
1964--70 (residential ... commer
cial) 

Pooled: Ontario acd 
British Columbia 
1959-74 (residential + commer
cial) 

Pooled: states 195~ 
72 (residential) 

Pooled: states 1%0--
69, 1969-74 (residential) 

Pooled: household 
sur;ey 1973, 1975 .(residential) 

Pooled: states, 1971-72 
(residential ..- comme:'cial) 

-0.03 

0 .5 . 

-0. 16 

-0.24 tc 
-0.50 
-0.15 
-0.39 

-0 .~ 

Pooled: states, 1~72 -O.lS 
(reside:~tial + commercial) 

Pooled: states, 1960--7~ R: -0.34 
(residential, commercial sepa-
rate) C: -0.32 

C:~-se~ion : states, 1970 (resi-
de::tUi) -0.3 

-2.~ 

-1..5-1 
-2.42 
-2.::3 

-0.45 

-0.17 

-1.04 

-O.iO 

n.s. 

-0.69 

-0 . .18 to 
-1.02 
-0.81 
-0.89 

-0.37 

-1.26 

-1.01 

-0.95 

-1.06 

-2.0 

Sho~·r .. n 

0.003 

!l. S. 

-0.03 

n.s. 

n.s. 
n.s . 

o.os 

n.s. 

n.s. 

: . iS 
1.59 
us 
1.7i 

0.08 

O.i: 

0.62 

n.s. 

O. lJ 

n.s. 

n.s. 
n.s. 

0.07 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

S. Disaw~gated level dau: None 
~~==~~=---.~~~~~~~-----------------------------------~ : Obse:"'atioa perioes uc az:nual exc:.ep~ ... here indicated otl:e~ . 

Tbc en:..c:tates ~"eo uc n.atisucally 1i¢c.ant at the 0 . 0~ le"el. All :et..ry of o..s. ~,dic.ates not 11gm!c.aot. A ~l.lllk 1pace meClS =a est:..""::ate "'"' •r.::::~ted or repC~ 
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TABLE G Sl:\1:\IARY OF 0\-\":-;-PRKE A.'iD CROSS-PRICE ELASTICITIES Of DE-"U:-;D FOR 'iA TCRAL GAS I~ .\1.-\ .-..,l.:F:\CTt:RI~G .\~i"D 

ELECTRIC LIILITIES 

Research rrudy 

'-ianufactunng 
1. Fuel shares mode!s (aggregate data) 

Baughman. Zerhoot (1975) 

DO E (1978) 
2. Static (rwo-digit ) models 

. .<\ndcrson (1971) 

Halvorsen (1978)" 

Electric utilities 
Uri (1978) 

Atkinson , Halvorsen (1976b) 

• Annual . 

Sampl~ 

Pooled : sta tes, 196&--72 

Pooled : states, 1960--75 

Cross -section: states, 1962 (pri
mary metals industnes 

Cross-$ection: states, 1971 

Time series : monthly , U .S., 1972-
76 

Cross-sect ion : power plants 
1972 

-O.G7 -0.81 

- 0.21 -0.45 

- 1.41 

-1.47 

-O.C<i 

-1.43 

Shon-run 

0 : 0.01 
C: 0.01 
E: 0 .03 

n.s. 

0 : 
C: 
E: 

0 : 0 .05 
C: 0.03 
0 : 
C: 

Lo.'tg-run 

0.14 
0.15 
0.34 

n.s. 

0 . .!4 

0.25 
0.35 

0.58 
0.45 

b The ~stimates given are statistically signifiClllt at t.'le 0.05 level. An entry of n.s. indicates not stgnificant. A blank space means oo estimate was artempted or reported. 
c The cross-~rice elasticities are fo r fuels a.s indicated, with 0 for oil, C for coal , and E for electricity . 
d Halvo=n's estimates refer to a weighted average of two~igl! product dasses. 
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TABLE 7 SC\tMARY OF PRICE -~""0 L .... CO~ ELA:STICITIES OF DE:\-fA""D FOR GASOLL"'"E 

Pr'.a dasriclry' lru:anv e!asnc:::.~ 

R~st:arcf: srudy Sam pit: Shon-f".Jn Long·r.Jn Siton-run Lcng·"~ 

I. Reduced-Form ~iodels 
.-\ . Static versions: Aggregate ~ .::~· el data 

Ramsey . Rasche . Allen (1975) Time series: annual, l! .S. , 1947-70 -0.77 1.3-l 
Greene ( 1978) Pooled: annual. states. 19~75 -0.19 0.:!4 
Adams, Gra!:am. Griffin (197.!) Pool.::d: OECD countri.::s, 1955, -0 .~ 0.~ 

1960, 1965, 1969 
B. Stacie ve:;ions: Disaggregaced !eve! data 

Arc!tiba ld. Gillingham (1 978) Cross-section: Consumer Expen- -0.60 0 . .:0 
diture Survey. 19i2-73 

c. Dynamic ve:;ions: .-\ggrepce level data 
Verleger, Shee!:tan (1 976) Pooled: quarterly. -0.14 -0.32 0 . .!5 1.03 

states , 1963-7'2 
Alt . Bopp . Lady (1976) Ti.-ne series: monthly. l! .S. , -0.19 -0.50 0.38 !.OZ 

1968-74 
~tcGillivray (1976) Time series: annual. li . S., -0.:!3 -0.77 

1951-(i9 
Phlips ( 1972) Time series: annual, l'.S., -0.11 -o.6a 0.58 •<J 

1·· 

192~7 

Kouris (1978) Pooled: annual, EEC -0.13 -0.76 0.53 I. 7J 

countries, 195~73 
II . Structur::tl Modc:ls 

Burright. Enos (1975) Time series: annual. l! .S .. 1959-72 -0.41 -0.60 
uto, Rodei(ol:r. Swee:1ey (1976) Time series: annual. U .S., -0.24 -0.36 0.16 0.93 

dates unspeciiied 

1 Tr.e estimates g1ven ue S!g_"..llic-ant u tile 0.0~ level. A blank ;p,.ce rr.eans no e~umate was atter::::pted or re?O"'ed. 
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TABLE 8 
ESTIMATES OF LONG-RUN PRICE AND INCOME ELASTICITIES 
OF DEMAND FOR TllANSPORTATION FUELS OTHER THAN 

GASOLINE 

Fuel 

Truck fuel demand 
Bus fuel demand 
Rail diesel fuel 
Airline passenger-miles• 

Price tlasticiry 

-0.545 
-0.474 
-0.368 
-0.245 

Income elasticity 

1.740 
0.285 
0.144 
1.457 

Sou!QI: DOE (1978, P· 69) . . · d f 1o d factor 
a Commercial jet fuel demand is equal to air pauenaer-milea adJusle or • 1 

· 

TABLE 9 SD·I.\1ARY OF PRICE A~""D r"'COME EL.\STICITIES OF RESIDE~'TIAL A~D CO:O.ntERCL-\L DE\1A~D FOR FTEL Oll 

Research rrudy 

I. Reduced-f orm Models 
1. Dynamic consumption models 

Cohn. Him . Jackson ( !977) 

T3y!or . B lane nbe~ger, Verieger' 
(1977) 

Alt . Bopp . Lady (1976) 

2. Fuel shar:s models 
Baughman, Joskow (1975) 

Chern (1916) 

DOE (1978) 

II. Structural \!ode ls 
Anderson (1974) 

Sample 

Pooled . annual, states , 
!969-74 (~os . 1--1 fuel oil) 

Pooled : annual. states. 
!961-72 (all distiilates 
ar::d 'io . 2 separately) 

T!n:e s~ries : rno::.th.ly, tJ .S .. 1967-
74 (all distillates) 

Pooi~d : annual , states. 
l %&-72 (all fue l oils) 

Pooled: annual. states, 
1971-72 (all distillates) 

Pooled: annual , states, 
19<50-75 (all distiliates; 
res idential and com.rnercial 
se;::arated) 

Pool ed : annual. states . 
19f:>0-70 (all distillates) 

Shon-run 

-0.19 

n.s. 

-0.13 

-0.1 8 

R: -0.7 
C: -0.3 

Income elas:icitY' 

Long-run Shon - r.~. .~ Long.,.. 

- 0 . .51 0 . .50 : .33 

n.s. n .s. n.l. 

-0.27 1.26 1.70 

- Ll 2 n.s. n.s. 

-1.61 :l . S. 

-1.50 n.s. n.s. 
- O.iO 

-1.76 

• The estimates g1ven are it3US [!caily stgnific.a.nt at the 0.0.5 leveL .-\j. entry of n.s . mdic.ates not stgru.ficaot. A blank space means no <:s tunate was atte:np!ed or re?Or.e: 
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T.-\.3L£ I o SC:'>L\!AKY Of OW"·?RlCE A.'D CROSS-?RlCE ELASTICITIES OF DE.\L-\ ..... "D FOR Fl."EL OlL BY .\tA~l . .'F.-\CTt'Rl:'.'G A. 'ill 
ELECTRIC l"T!LITIES 

Own-pnu lltz.sricir,• 

Sump/~ Short·r~n Long-run 

I. ~lanufaeluring De:r.a:;c 
:\ . . ~g~:eg3te le·,e l ~ata 

sa~g~~Jr:. L:rhoct ( 1975) Pooled: annual, states, 
!%.3-i2 (all oil) 

-0.11 -1.32 

DOE (~978) 

8 . Produel c! :~ss data 
Ande~on (!97 1) 

Halvorsec ( i 978) 

II. Electric Utilities 
Uri (1978) 

Pooled: annual, states. 
l9W-75 (di:;tilht::s (D ) 
and res id:..:al (~) se?arate) 

Pooled : acnual , states 
1958, 1962 (pti!::ary 
metals) 

Cross section: annual. states , 
1958, 1962, 1971 
(weighted averages) 

0 : -o.:: -0.5.1 
R: -0. 13 -0.73 

-2. 18 

1958 -1.72 
1962 -o.n 
1971 -::! .82 

-0.10 

Atkinson. Halvo~en (1976'0 ) 

Time series: monti'>Jy, ten 
regions , 1972-76 

Cross-~ctioo : annual, power 
;Jlants, 1972 

-1.50 

'T:1e cstimat:: j.P•en .u: -;tatist!call:.- si~..!.ii..:.:l!lt u :he !) 0~ ie'lci. A ~tan.l space ::nc:ar.:s ~o I!Stiro.atc was ilcte:npted or re;x>rted. 
'T!le crou-price : lastic:~!l:s are for fueis .15 ~dic.acec . With G ~·a: gas . C for coal, .lDd E for e!ectr.city . 

TABLE H SU:\IMAHY OF ESTlMATED PRICE ELASTICITIES OF DE:\1AND FOR 
COAL BY ELECTRIC UTILITIES 

Research study Sample 

Reddy ( 1974) Time series: 
annual, U.S., 
1956-71 

Uri (1978) T ime series: 
monthly, 
regions, 
1972-76 

Atkinson. Cross-section: 
Halvorsen annual, power 
(1 976b) plants, 197:! 

Own-price tla.sticit)l" Cross-price tla.sticit~ 

Short-nm Long-run Short-run Long-run 

-0.46 -0.67 

-0.09 

-1.15 

0: 0.:!6 
G . n.s . 

0 : 0.02 

G : n.s. 

0 : 
G : 

0.38 
n.s . 

0.99 
n.s. 

1 The eslimares given are ~ransricaliv ~•gnrficanl al rhe 0.05 level. An enrry of n.•. mdicares nor 
significant. A blank ~pace means no est&mare was attempred or reponed . 

b The cross-pnce e!asuc&lies are for fu els as indiCa led. wirh 0 for oil and G for ga•. 

Crois-prra da.s:icu~ 

Short·r . .u: 

G : 0.06 
C: O.C1 
E: 0.03 

G: 

G ( l971J 
c (1 971) 
E (1971) 

C: 0.003 

G 
c 

Long-r.u~ 

0 . ~5 

0.14 
0.34 

1.03 
0.63 
0 .7~ 

0.:'6 
1.01 
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TABLE -4-t SL--:\[\HRY OF ESTL~ATED PRICE EL\.STICITlES OF DE:\1A..'Io1) FOR COAL L"' M..\....,1.JFACTIJRL"'G 

Research srudy 

I. Aggregate Lcve! Data 
Reddy (1 974) 

Baughman , Zerhoot 

DOE (1 978) 

II. Product Class Data 
Anderson {1971) 

Haivorsen (1978) 

Sample 

Time series : annual, U .S .. 1956-71 
Coking coal 
Steam ccal 

Pooled: anaual, states , 
1~72 (all coai) 

Coking coal: time series : annual , U.S .. 1960-75 
Steam coal: pooled states, 1960-75 

Pooled: annual, states , 1958, 1962 (primary metals) 
Coking coal 

Steam coal 

Cross-section: annual , states, 1971 (all coal) 
Stone, glass, clay 

Primary metals 

Fabricated metal products 

Own-pria elasticity 

Shon -run Long-run 

-0.25 -0.55 
-0 . ..19 -2.06 
-0.10 -1.14 

n.s . 
-0.28 -0.49 

-1.14 

n.s. 

-2.22 

-1.53 

-2.00 

Cross-p rice elasriczr! 

Shan-run 

0 : 0.01 
G : 0.06 
E: 0.03 

0 
E 
0 
G 

0 
G 
0 
E 
0 
G 

Long-"_j 

0. 14 
0.75 
O.JJ 

3.06 
-1.35 

1.66 
1.03 

0.83 
1.27 
1.9'2 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 

1 The estimate~ given are statistically significant at the 0.05 level. ... n entry of n.s. indicates not significant. A blanlt space means oo estunate was ottempted or repal' 
b The cross-price elasticitie1 are for fuels as indicated , "'ith 0 fOT all, G for gas, and E for e!ectzie1ry. 
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ANNEX 3 

Tabulation of estimated price and income elasticities of energy 
demand according to end -user and fuel carriers. 

Source: D R Bohi and M B Zimmerman (1984) 11 An Update on Econometric 
Studies of Energy Demand Behaviour 11 Annual Review of Energy 
9:105-54 
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?Gas. lMC, AE!ec, . 
ANGas, H. D, W 
(bi-monthly 
o bservations) 

JMC. AE. W. H. G . D 

D. W. H. -\E!ec. Y-1\-fC 
(weighted ave. of 

monthly c bservationst 
!Peak) 
tOtf-peakl 

PF~ui. .\Eke. w. D. G 

:\Elec. W, D. PFuel, 
G . IMC 

(all electric) 
tother) 
(total) 
(all :lectric) 
(Other) 
(total) 

'The ~cnn on ;:oa:e:Hhcscs refers to the unu of observation. T ~ timc-sencs data : C ~ cross-sectional data. P = pooled data . 
• o.s. - not ;ogruticant at the 5°. level 
' ~LE = muimum !ike!ihood esumation: OLS = ordinat) !east square1 . GLS =generalized least >qu~rcs . WLS = wc tgh ted least ;quares . EC =error .:omponents : 

YC a var. able components . RE = random dTccts. FE = fixed dl'ects: Sl' R = seemingly u:: rc!ated ccgrcssors. TSLS = two-stage least ;qua res; [V = instrumental 
vanables. 

• PEiec = pnce of : !ectncuy; .t.PEiec = average pnce of : lcctncny : PNGa.s = pnce 0f natural gas : AP'OGas = average pnce of natural i!a5 . POt! = pncc of oil: 
PGas = pncr of gas.:> tine . ?Coal = pncr of coal, PFuel = pnce <lf local alternative fuel . l ~C = tnframargJ nai charge . -\Elcc = stoclr. of :I cc:nct~ -ustng lpplta r.= . 
-'Gu : stock of pso tinc -ustn g app liances : Auto a stock of ~utomobolcs . Truck ~ stock of truc k; . CPI ~ consumer pnce mdcx : YDtst = :ncome dtstnbuuon : 
POP ~ populat ion ; D = dcmogra~tuc • anables : H = housing Hock and characteristics . W = weather •anablcs . G = geograp hic •1n ables {Including reg~onal 
dummtes l. E • embargo dummy . Em;:oloy • rate of (un)emplo)mcnt . T:u = ompon ta.t on cq•J:pmcnt itock. 

'The authors onterprct ;ong ru n esum«tes as lowe: bound values due to :nduston of houstng s:xk • ana !:lies. 
'-0.41 &nd -0.27 arc reported for peak ~nd olf-pcak months rcspe:tnely. The Juthon' .-cra&cs arc not wetg.~ tcd by month!~ consumption. ~owe,er. 



T1i:He 2 Restden ual na!ural gas 

Study (datel 

Reduc..-d-fcrrn. ;t:ltlc 
D:sagg .. :narg. ;me:: 

91v~h 1 :9~0 ! 

R .!du .... -ec~ fc rm . . j yna!!1..i.; 
..!.~g.. ave. pric:: 

&ier!ein ~~ J.l ; i 98! l 

.\gg... marg. pnce 
a:attenberger eta! (!98 3) 

Redu~-form. end-use 
-\gg.. a'e. pnce 
Har~man & Wenh 'i98li 

......, 5« TJble : ~otes . 

Sample' 

l9 ~ l-76. P ; 
T·..,in Ri, er;. New Je~~

;household) 

!96'-77 : P : ~ . E . ;tares 
(State) 

!961-70 : P : l ;S ts tate) 
1961-74 

~96V-i5 : P : US (state) 
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?rio: e!astictty• 

Short Long 

-•)W 
- 1}. ~2 

- 0.24 
- 0. 22 

- 0.23 -2. 79 
-0.24 ~ '1., 

-J . .. r 

-0.35 -3.44 

- 0.05 -0.]3 
- 0.032' -0.26 

n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s . 

~The fi,g'.He :s il!pc r.ed as - 0 . .32 but :s :1ssumed l:J be .1 ~: ~..:-graph 1..:.:11 "!roor. 

Income ~!asti~' ' Y 

Short Long 

n.s. 
n.5. 

n.s . 

() l! o.-7 
:).06 0.~8 

n.s. 

n.s. 
n.s. 

Regression 
procedure' 

<J LS 

OLS 
EC 

EC-SCR 

vc 

WLS 
FE 
RE 

Other 
van abies• 

W , monthi:. ·Jbse:-.-auo nsl 
W, :;me 

W. C Pl 
W. CPl. ;:me 

PEl~. ?Oil 

AP~Gas, PElec. POi!. W 
~P~Gas . PEiet:. ?Oil. W. gas 

>u pply 

A~G.1s 



R~u·:::d-fvrrr .. dy!lJmtc 
.-\£g .. mar g. ;Jrice 

s:an~nbcrgc:r o::t a.l (1 98.: ·1 

-• Sc:c T~ble l not~ . 

Sarr.p!e• 

79 

-t}. i9 
-•}!3 - O.b2 

r T~e ;l i\;!'e r:pa~ed !0 t!lis :i tudy I)( - 0.6! ~ :s ~:l~O:':SiS\.!:": 1 '•ldlh :he :-:;:"-0:-!.!'C : .~g: -; c~rrk : ~;:t. 

Tabie ~ Commercial .:iectncny 

Q.~i.!~..:.fvrm. 3tJtic 
.l.. g,g.. 1 ... ~. pr.ce 
L~~an tl 978} 

!) ~:s .lgg .• .l '<C:. ;;ric:: 
Hirs; ~~:il l ~9~01 

R::-Juced-Form.. dyn~-nic 
-\~g. . ave. pnce 

L' ri ; l978l 

Seier!e!n et aJ 1 198 !; 

......., See T .1bic i ~etes . 

~ ·.16: -~~ . ? ·. lO r=g;c:Js 
!U!!!i ty l 

:977- "'3 . ( . \1i!l<!SO:.l 
~- ~~t id i ng) 

n . .:i.· 

:1 . .5. 

n . :i . 

n .;:; . 

0.: : 0. -l.! VC PE!o::.: . PG>is. '1-i . ;?a:s ;upply 
O. lO 0.3~ :o •lY:' ?E:o::c. ?G;lS. \li 

!nccm~ ~!asn~ity 

!1.S. 

n-3. 

-0.!5 
!i . 'i . 

l --

R::g:-:s~•~n 
pr .J~edure,; 

SLR 

OLS 
EC 

EC ·SLR 

Other 
·•a;; abies• 

?G.is. D. W. G 

PF:.ds. D. H 

w . E. no. vf cus:.:m~rs 
,;::c ntl:iy vbservatiun.5 ) 

PG.1s. ?Oil 

'T;11! 1 :..1~:or :-~ga:::! s ::;c ; :. -.:~: ~~-.J ~ !'Si. : :::..:. : ~ :.f - :\: ~ J.:: :: ~::::..!:: ! · ~ - :;o .. ~ t.:. ~ -~ -= ':iu::.:~!"C !r~ ·:-r :s ~ ! 'fX"l .- ~ t!"'..! J..S 0 ·~, . 



Tabie S Industrial electricity 

Study idate) 

Rcdu.:=d -fcrm. sta nc 
-\~, :iVe. price 

L:rn:an : i 978) 

.\feRae & Webster (1982) 

Disagg .. ave. p rice 
Kenney & Kershner 

11980) 

Rec t;ced-fo rm. dynamic 
:\gg.. ave. price 

Cn(l97Sl 

Be1e~lein ~1 ai ( 1981) 

Sample• 

196J....)g, p ; 10 :ejpcns 
(u tili;y) 

196.2-73 ; P : Can ada 
(region) 

!96:-76: P ; Cana~a 
196.2-73; P ; Qu~bec 
1962-76 
1962-73 ; P ; Ontano 
1962-76 
1962-73 ; P . prairies 
1962-76 
1962- !3 ; P : 

British Columbia 
196:-i6 

1972 ; C: :-:ew Yor!c State 
(upstate li ;>lant ) 

i 975; C , :\ew York. State 
1978; C ; :""ew York State 

197t- 75 , T .CS 

1967-7?: P : ~ . E . s: at~s 

(st:Jte ) 

Re<!u.;ed -form. end-use 
Di,agg .. ave. price 

Kenney & Kershner ( 1980) 1972 ; C ; New York State 
(u pstate) !plant) 

1975 : C ; New York State 
1978 ; C ; ~ew York State 
1972 ; C : New York State 

{upstate) (plant) 
1975 ; C ; ~ew Yor~ State 
i 978 : C: :-Jew York State 
1972; C ; New York State 

(upstate ) {plant ) 

1975 ; C : New York State 
1978 ; C ; ~ew York State 

80 

Shorc Long 

-0.:: to - 3.5 Z 

- 0A3 

O.L'X} 

- 0 . .54 
- i).~8 

- 0.6: 
- O.i8 
- 0.60 
- 0. !8 

-0.55 
- 0.18 

- L83 

- i. 59 
-! 5.1 

-0.1 ::! -0.1 2 

- 0.10 
-0.12 - 3 55 
- 0 I~ - 2.9i 

-1.09 
-1.34 
-102 

-1.38 
-1.44 
- l.77 

-0.61 

-0 66 
-083 

Income ~!astiaty 

Short Long 

no{ repor:ed 

0.87 

n.s. 
n.s. 
0.'~ 

0.33 

0.39 
0.42 

0.87 

1.00 

1.04 
0.95 
0.89 

0.62 
0.66 
0.62 

0.36 

0.33 
0.30 

_.Sec Table I notes. 
• Reported esttmote of lag coefficien t docs not appear plau!ib lc wd is i n~ooSJste:ll ·.vitb text rderenceo. 

Reg:e-ssion 
procedure' 

~LE 

TSLS 

2SLS 

Other 
variables" 

!'Gas. D . W. G 

PE!ec. PNGas. POi!. 
PLPG. ?CoaL PGas 

tAll irorr. ;inglc ~uatio n ) 

Income = manufacturing 
employment 

Sl'R W. E. no . of customers 
;mo r.thl) observations) 

OLS PGas. POil OLS 

EC 
EC-S C R 

For process heat 

For driving motors 

For lighttng and space 
co nd itioning 



T •Ilk 6 Co=c:rcial ::ac.:ral gas 

Stt.!dy fcateJ 

Reduc:d-fcrm. dynamic 
Agg.. ave. pnc= 

Bcier!ein et al ( 19811 

....... See T~ole ! :'Joles. 

Tal* 1 Industrial natur:ll _p.s 

Study tdate) 

~edu.:=d-for.n. statiC 
Agg.. ave. ;Jrice 

Sam pi'!" 

196i-7i ; P : ~i.E. 

states (state) 

Semple" 

~cRae ~ ·w-~bst~r : 1982) :962-·3 . ? ; 
Canada · ~eg:c n 1 

R:d uc=d-form . .J:·n~·:uc 

Ag,g.~ .l';e . ?r:::: 
3e:c::i!:i:t e! .il 1 i 98 i ~ 

F ~el. ; h:!~e 
A~. ne. ~nee 

c:~~ :-:; & J;..;: : :;~1)) 

: ~6:- ·6 

i '162-- J : ? . o~::::e-: 
t9o:-~:S 

!962-n. P. Onw:c 
:96:--6 
; 962-73 . ? . ;r:1in c!s 
~%2-'76 

:9t;:-"'3 : P ; 
Snush Cv!umbia 

:·r:. :c-.: _? . 

Shon 

n.s. 
-0 . .2!! 
-0 . .37 

~1 

Lvng 

-1.86 
-1.:!7 

?rice e!a.s:iC:ty 11 

5hon Long 

- , ~-. 

- ;_ -~ 

- :.56 

- ~ .-l-6 

- ! J: 

- 1.33 

- •H! -:.40 
" . ' - ~..~ . :, _~ -1.5 1 

- ~16 : - :. ~..+ 

Shon 

n.s. 
a.s. 
n.s . 

Lvng 

Income :lastlcity 

Shon 

o.-s 3.08 
t} 7) :.95 
G. -o :.~ 6 

Rc:~ession 

pnxedure' 

OLS 
EC 

EC-SL'R 

Regression 
procedure' 

T~LS 

OLS 
EC 

EC-SL"R 

GLS 

Other 
vanable:;J 

?E!ec, ?Oil 

Other 
vanabies4 

PE!ec. POi i. ?Ccal. 
PL ?C. ?:"G:lS. ?GJ.S 

POii. PE!c:c 

PO!!. PC,; a!. "!"l-in •4:"J.c . 

.:osts : ·~:r:~r'( ~ct -s ~:J.rel 

···:vt .l1- ·)r -.;!,) ~ ·t!~~ !~ !"L.l ! "" ) 



Study tdate l 

~educed-form. dynamic 
Agg .. :ne. pnce 

El.A. DOE 119801 

•--<~ $« Table I notes. 

TaWe 9 Industrial fuel oil 

Study (date) 

Reduced-form. static 
Aggrega ted 

Sample' 

i9i3-7i;-; cs 

Sam pitt 

\,feRae& W'!bster t l982) l962-73 ; P ; 
C.-anada (region) 

Reduced-form. dynamic 
.-\gzregated 

EIA. DOE ; I 980l 

Fuel -share 
.-\ ggr~ga terl 

Chem & Jus: ; ! 980) 

~See T .lbie ~ ~otes. 

1962-76 
! 961-73; P ; Quebec 
1962-76 
1962-73; P ; Ontario 
1961-76 
1962-73: P ; prairies 
1962-76 
1962-73 ; P ; 

British Columbia 
1962-76 

1973-77 ;-; us 

1971. 19'4. P : 
~ 9 states i state·! 
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Price elasucit:·" Income elast ic!!y 

Short L :> ng Short Long 

-0.7 
-0.7 

Price elasticity~ Income elasticity 

Short L<mg Short Long 

-0.23 

-0.36 
- 0.87 
-0.43 
-1.07 
-0.43 
-1.51 
-0.32 

-0.92 
-0.85 

-0.7 
-0.5 

- i .:il 

-1 .57 

Regressi·:>n 
procedure' 

Regression 
procedure' 

TSLS 

GLS 

Other 
\ariablesd 

P = wh olesale (distillate) 
(residual) 

Other 
variab lesd 

PElec : P'-IGas ; ?Gas: 
?LPG ; PCoaJ. ?011 

P = wholesale (dist tll ate) 
(restdual) 

PCoal. P~Gas. wage. 
manufactur.n g ~osts 
! market share) 

!To tal) 



U..J 

T•bie 10 Gasoline 

.?riC% elastic ty' Income elasticity 

S<uey (d.·uel S-lmple' Sllort wag Sbort 

Redu~-forn1. .natic 
:\gg..Jome:mc 

Gr=e t l979) 196&-i.S: P ; liS (sute) -0.34 0.36 
Bcr.q [1982) !9i2-76. P ; US (state) -0.17 IJ.~ 

R.:Cu.:::d-fcr.n. dynamic 
.~g.. ~omestic 

J( '.lf<!Sl I !980) i %~7i : ? ; liS (state) -0.07 -1..59 0.03 
Ber..:g ! 1982) i97:-76 ; P ; US lsute) Q.S. :u.. -0.18 

-0.15 0.14 0.42 
International 

Dahl (1982) i97~78; P; 
~I countries (country) -0.13 -0.76 0.06 

-0.10 - LOO" 0.10' 

Reduced-form. e::C:-use 
Agg.. static 

Reza & Spiro ( i 979) !969-76 ; T : US lt:S) -0.:!1 -0.33 0.60 

Whe:1ton ( 198:!) 197"1 : C ; :!5 countries -0.74 
Dahl (1979) !936-11; 1947-72: 

1975: T : L'S (l:S) - 0. -:-1 not 
reported 

!Jisagg .. ;tatic 
.-Vcrjbald & Gilli!!g.ham 197:;-73 : C ; metro areas 

t l980) (household. residenual) -0.43 o.:9 
-0.43 0.56 

.-\::h1bald & Gulingham ! 972-73 : C ; metro areas 
(1981) (household. residential) -O.ii 0.:!9 

-0.2:! 0.56 

Agg.. dynamic 
?axson ( 1982) 1975-81 : T : US (t:S) -0. 17 L.ZO 

-0.07 0.9! 
-0.14 0.56 

.--4 Sec Table I oot~ 
• V l.lue of - 0.98 reported en 1ex1 (p. 377) is not consistent wttb reponed lag :::xffiC:ent (p. >76l 
' Yl.luc ofO. I! reponed L!l text lll· 377) IS aot.::onsistentwitll :.hal reported ia the text ID- 376t. 

Long 

0.76 
-0.34 

0.-40 

0.35 
0 . .50 

L-W 

1.:!6 

R~=ssion Other 
procedure• v ariables~ 

LSDV G. auto. •ruck. D 
GEC POP 

EC G. E, ?OP 
OLS CPl. POP 
GEC CPl. POP 

OLS Auto 
Auto now-price countries 

dropped\ 

GLS Auto. D. E. \1PG 
pollution. PAutos 

OLS Auto. \.fPG. T. D. G 

:SLS PAuto. auto. T. 
pollutiOn. \lPG 

GLS Auto. l-.:ar households 
Auto. mul:i...;a; households 

OLS Auto. D. pollution. 
employ, 1-<:ar households 

\iulti-<:ar households 

GLS Auto, employ (!-year adjust) 
Noaauto. employ (! year) 
Total (weighted :nerage) 
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Table t 1 Decomposition of gasoline •.iemand elasticities 

R~...a & Spiro !1 979) 

Wbc::lton 11982) 
25 countric5. aominai 
~S countries. Jc:!atcd 
~2 ~ounlrie$. nollllllai 

Archibald & Gillingham 1!981 ) 
One .;ar 

Multi-car 

Paxson (1982) 

One }'Qt 

Dahl (19791 
MILES eo;cnometrically 

estimated 
( 19~ndatai 

(19~74 <Uta) 
MILES not econometrically 

estimated 
(19*-n <Uta) 

Short-run gas price elut. 

MILES 

- 0.:1 

-0.61 
- 0.16 

-0.14 

-0.08 
-0.2" 

-0.13 

STOCK MPG 

0.16 
0.()(: 

0.21 
0.08 

0.21 

Long-run price :!a.st. Short-run income da.st. Long-r~n income elasL 

MILES STOCX MPG MILES STOCK ~JPG MILES STOCX ~PG 

-0.:!0 -0.13 0.60 i) 83' 0.61 

-0.50 n.s. 0.32 0.54 U 8 -0..21 
-0.54 n.s. 0.33 IH6 1.39 -0.20 
-0.55 n.s. 0.26 0.33 U 3 -0.1~ 

0.13 -0.06 
0.47 - 0.08 

0.56 

'The !igun: of !.44 reported in Reza & Spiro (59). p. 312. JS for total miles traveled . this figure ts adjusted for the change in the 2pital stock to obtain a miles-per
automobile figure and for conststency wnh the other studies. 

• Assumed from statement in text. p HO. 

Table 12 Consensus estimates of price elasticities (in absolute value) 

Elt:ctricity Natural gas Fuel oil Gasoline 

Short/ long Short/long Short/long Short/long 

Residential 0.2/0.7 0.2/0.3 unoertain 

Commercial uncertain uncertain uncertain 

Industrial unccrtam unoertain unl-ertain 

Transportation 0.2/ < 1.00 

·-- --------- - - -- ---·- -
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ANNEX 4 

Analysis and estimation of energy elasticities in South Africa 

Source: 11 The Outlook for Energy in South Africa 11 Dept of Planning 
and the Environment, 1977 
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APPENDIX A : THE USE OF ECONOMETRICS AS AN AID IN THE FORECASTING OF 
ENERGY DEMAND• 

1. Introduction 

Economic and other forecasting can be enhanced through techniques employed 

in econometrics. Owing to the fact that a large number of parameters and 

variables can be included in econometric models the flexibility and meaning-

fulness of forecasts can be substantially increased. It would thus be 

profitable to explore the possibilities offered by econometrics in the 

forecasting of energy demand. The results so obtained could be used as a 

control and a supplement to results obtained by other methods. Some pre-

liminary results of an econometric investigation into the demand for energy 

carriers are subsequently discussed. 

2. The General Framework 

When considering the demand for energy and energy carriers, one should keep 

in mind that it is but one element of a whole complex system of functional 

relationships among interdependent economic variables. Consumers demand 

energy along with many other goods and services in order to satisfy their 

wants, while producers demand energy as an input in the production of 

intermediary and final goods. Neither the consumer nor the producer will 

demand energy regardless of what happens in the world in which he lives • 

• 
There are indeed many factors which influence the demand for energy. As 

production and income per head increase the demand for energy in general 

will also increase. The rate at which this increase takes place will 

depend on many things. It will be influenced by the state of technology, 

by the distribution of income, by relative prices, and many other variables • 

• de Wet, G.L., and Chown, I., Institute for Econometrics, University of 

Pretoria 
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As the world advances on its time path technology, income, production and 

relative prices do not remain unchanged. They will vary along with changes 

in other endogenous variables of the economic system, as well as with 

exogenous factors. These changes will of cource influence the demand for 

energy and energy carriers, while the latter will in turn cause changes in 

the rest of the economic system, including income and prices. 

These considerations urge us to study any of the mutually dependent 

functional relationships in the context of an all-embracing model of the 

entire economy. Such a model will contain as many equations as there are 

relationships among the economic variables and will include the demand and 

supply equations of the various energy carriers. 

Let Y be a vec~or whose elements Yi i=1,2 ••• ,n represent the endogenous 

variables of the economic system. Let X be a vector whose elements 

Xi i=1,2 ••• ,m represent the exogenous variables which bear an influence 

~on the economic system, but are not themselves dependent upon changes in 

the system. A model of the economic system will now be represented by n 

equations in the elements of Y and X, each equation reflecting a specific 

structural property of the economic system: 

fi<Y 1 Y2 •••• Y ,x1 x2 •••• x ui> = o i=1,2 ••• ,n , , n , , m, 

The variable Ui represents the influence of random factors. 

Some of the fi i=1,2 •••• ,n .will reflect direct consumption activities 

such as the demand for motor fuel, while others will reflect productive 

activities, such as industrial or mining production. The latter will 

give rise to an industrial demand for energy carriers, owing to the fact 

that energy is usually quite an important input in the production process. 

Let Y 1 V+ 
denote the total value of 

final consumption, and let Y1 ,Y2 and Y3 denote the demand for electricity, 

petroleum and coal respectively. rurthermore, let ypi denote the total 

value of production in the i-th production sector and YEji the value of 
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the j-th energy carrier required by the i-th production sector. 

Ypi will now be a function of YEji j=1,2 ••• ,q, namely 

Ypi = fpi (YEli, YE2i, •••• YEqi) where q represents the 

total number of energy carriers. 

total value of production is 

If there are W production sectors, the 

w 
! ypi" 

i=1 

The total demand for the j-th energy carrier is 
.- ..::- -

which must be equal to the total supply, YEj" 

w 
I 

i=1 YEji' 

If we let Yd be equal to the total value of intermediary inputs and Ydr 

be equal to the total value of non-energy intermediary inputs, then 

w 
r 

i=1 

w 

q 
r. j=1 

t and Yt = i=1 Ypi - Yd will denote the final value of 

production. 

Our model, which accounts for the interdependence among the various econo

mic variables and explicitly contains the various demand for energy carrier 

equations, now takes the following form. 

y1 y1(Y2,Y3' 

y2 = Y2(Y1,Y3' 

Yn;X1,x2, •••• xm; U1) 

Yn;x1,x2, ••• xm; U2) 

YA = YA \(Y1,Y2·' ••• Yn;X1,X2' ••• Xrn; UA) 

YAH = YAH Y t ·' Y 2-' • • • Y n; x1' x2' • • .xm ; u AH) 

y v = y v ( y 1' " " " " y n ; X 1· " " " "Xm; U v) 

v 
L Yi 

i=1 
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y = ypl (yl' v . ••• ,Ynjxl, . .. 'xm; upl ) pl •••·E11' 

y 
p2 = yp2(Y1' ••• YE12; ••• ,Yn;x1, • • • 'X ; up2) m 

YE11 = YE11(Y1,Y2' ••• ,Yn;xl, ••• ,xm;uEtl) 

YE = YE (Y1,Y2' ••• ,Yn;xl, ... x m' u ) 

qw qw qm 

w 
yt = r y 

pi -Yd 
i=l 

yd 
w q 

YEji Ydr = r .r + 

i~l j=l 

v w 
YEji ·E. = ! J i=l 

Some of the Ypi i=1,2, ••• ,w will represent the production functions of 

energy carriers being produced or extracted domestically, while other 

carriers are of course being imported, represented by some of the other 

Y1 i=1,2, ••• ,n. 

Such well-known relationships as the investment function, the demand for 

money and the supply of labour will also feature in the model. The most 

pro~inent property of the model is the fact that all the variables are 

related to each other, directly or indirectly. 

This model represents the ideal framework within which the demand for fuel, 

coal and electricity or any other energy carrier should ~e studied. When 

faced by the actual task of obtaining empirical results ·, one usually has 

to reduce the ideal situation to manageable proportions, keeping one's eye 

on the availability of suitable data. Certain simplifications were 
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therefore made in the present study as well. The precise way in which 

this was done will be dealt with in later sections. In the meantime, it 

is worthwhile to remember that the sophisticated model serves as a fixed 

point towards which one strives. 

3. The general form of the energy carrier demand functions 

and the aggregation problem 

No matter how many energy carriers we distinguish and how many consumers 

there are, we would find but two general types of energy carrier demand 

functions, namely final demand functions and intermediary demand func-

tions. 1 ) The first relates to consumers and the second to producers. 

The properties of both these types of demand functions are well-

established in economic theory, but it might serve a useful purpose to 

review them briefly. 

3.1 Final demand functions 

The most general property which all final demand functions should display 

is that they are functions of prices and consumers income. When 

one specifies a demand function for the purpose of econometric study it is 

not possible to include each and every price in such a function. The 

minimum number of variables to be included would be the consumer's income, 

the product's own price and the price of its most important substitute 

and/or complement. By studying the circumstances relevant to a specific 

function one would get an idea of what other prices to include in the 

function. If P
1

,P
2

, Pn are representations of final prices andY denotes 

income the final demand for the i-th product will be represented by 

Qi(p1 P2 ••••P·••••P,..iY) 
' ' 1. .. 

1) cf. Samuelson, P A, Foundations of Economic Analysis, 



Of course, not all of the pi i=1,2, ••• n will actually feature in a specific 

formulation of the demand function. 

It is normally required that this demand function be homogeneous of degree 

zero in prices and income so that the same percentage increase in all 

prices and income would leave the amount demanded unaffected: 

Qi(kp,ky) = Qi(p,Y). 

When money illusion is present this property may be violated. 

In the case of a linear demand function the following form would display 

the homogeneity property: 

Qi = a+b1 P1 + b 2 P2 + •••• b Pn + c~ n_ r 

p p p 

n 
where P r 

i=i 
aipi,representing some general price index. 

In empirical work one frequently finds demand functions which are linear 

in the logarithms of the variables: 

b1 b2 

Qi = A( :1) . (~ . . • ... • . (:n) 
The homogeneity property could be retained if the function takes · the form 

b 
p n 

n 
c Y and 

n 

r 
i=1 

Once again, the presence of money illusion may cause 

n 
! bi + C to deviate from 1. 
i=1 

One of the most fundamental properties of final demand functions is that 

the quantity demanded must be negatively related to product's own price, 

unless one deals with so-called Giffen products: 

unless 
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Owing to the unsatiability of consumer wants, income will normally have 

a positive influence on the quantity demanded: 

We shall therefore require our final demand functions to be dependent upon 

prices and income. The quantity demand~d and the own price should in-

fluence each other negatively, while income must have a positive influence 

on the quantity demanded. Unless money illusion exists, the functions 

should be homogeneous of degree zero in prices and in income. These 

properties do assume that the consumer acts rationally and consistently, 

but we have at least no evidence to support the opposite view. 

3.2 The intermediary demand function 

If one assumes that the producer minimises his cost for any given level 

of output, one can deduce the demand for any of his inputs, including 

energy carriers, given the production function. Should the latter be re-

presented by 

the demand for the i-th input will - be represented by 

z . = z. < w
1 

w2 •••• w , x ) 
~ ~ ' ' n 

where X production 

z. i=1, • •. 'n 
~ 

inputs 

w. i=1, • • •' n ~ 
prices of the inputs 

The propert ies of t he input demand func t ion wil~ in genera~ be analogous 

to that of the f i n a l dem a nd function, except f o r some minor differences. 

As long a s Zi i s no t an inferior input we sh a ll have 
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In the case of constant or decreasing returns to scale 

The input demand function will also be homogeneous of degree zero in input 

prices for any given output. 

As was the case with final demand functions one can find several empirical 

forms which will actually display the desired properties: 

zi = b + .A1W1 + A2W2 + ... + A w + dX n n w w w 
n 

where W = r lei wi 
i=1 

zi bW at Wa2 a xd or = ~nn 1 2 

n 
with t ai=t 

i=l 

Once again, owing to practical ~onsiderations only a subset of the 

w1 w2 ••• w will be included when one specifies a form which is actually 
' ' n 

to be used for estimation purposes. 

3.3 The aggreoation oroblem 

The general properties of the final and intermediary demand functions are 

deduced from individual behavioural assumptions and it is not always clear 

whether the same properties can be attributed to the macro functions. 

The latter reflect the result of the simultaneous action of many individual 

subjects and the ·aggregation problem, which deals with the transition from 

the micro to the macro level, is certainly not yet finally settled. Never

theless enough progress regarding insight into the problems has been made 

to allow one to proceed with research at the macro level, as long as one 

keeps an eye for the many pitfalls which may be encountered. 
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In this study, we shall always deal with the demand for a homogeneous 

product, namely one or other energy carrier, so that the problem is one 

of aggregating over individuals. Since most solutions to the aggregation 

problem are particular to the specific form of the functional relation

ship involved, the way in which the difficulty is surmounted in this 

study will be dealt with when we arrive at the estimations themselves. 

4. The demand for energy carriers in South Africa 

4.1 Introduction 

We distinguish three types of energy carriers, namely coal, petroleum and 

electricity, and four subject groups, namely households, industry, mining 

and transport. Although it was argued previously that the demand for the 

various energy carriers should actually be studied in the context of an all

embracing econometric model of the South African economy, it is impossib l e 

to achieve this ideal at present. Such a model does not exist and it 

would certainly take much more than a mere study of energy demand to con-

struct such a model. As we needed the best results possible under the 

circumstances, we proceeded to study the demand for energy within the con

text of a submodel consisting of demand and supply equations for the 

various energy carriers. Vari ables which would be determined elsewhere 

in the complete model, such as income, population and prices other t h an 

those of the energy carriers, ~re considered as exogenous to the submodel 

and therefore treated as being predetermined. Making these simplifica-

tions, the price and quantity of energy can be determined by simul

taneously solving these variables in the following s y stems 

Q Q(P,A) 

P P(Q,B) 

where the first equation represents the demand for energy and the seco nd 

equation its supply. Q and P are the quantity tr a ded a nd the price 

respectively, while A and B are t he sets of oth er (predetermined ) vari a b l es 
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entering the demand and supply equations. Par practical considerations 

an even furt~er abstraction from reality proved necessary. Owing to the 

very special circumstances which surroun~ the supply of each type of 

energy carrier and the fact that the construction of the su~ply function 

would indeed be a study in its own right the supply of each carrier was 

considered to be infinitely elastic at a given price. As a first approxi-

mation it is certainly not too unrealistic to think of the price of 

energy carriers in our country to be fixed at levels on account of factors 

which have little to do with purely economic considerations. Broadly 

speaking, the prices of fuel, for example, are determined outside the 
. :·, 

country. Once the price is fixed we can usually obtain as much of the 

energy carrier as we whould like to have, as long as we are prepared to pay 

the price. It should be mentioned, however, that we intend to look into 

the supply question more closely in future. 

With the price being predetermined our model now takes the following form 

Q Q(P,A) 

P = P, where P = P represents the supply function in t~e form of an 

exogenously determined price. 

One does of course lose a certain amount of information through the lack 

of complete interdependence; yet our results indicated that one may still 

gain much insight into the demand for energy despite the simple nature of 

the model. 

4 .2 The form of the estimated demand func~io ns 

The functions which have been estimated so far are al_ linear in t~e 

logarit~ms of the variables, which is the form used in many similar studies 

abroad. T~ey usually contai~ the own price, the price of a substitute 

or complement, income or production and an approximation of it, and the 

lagged value of the dependent variable as explanatory variables, while t~e 

quantity demanded is the dependent variable . 
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=lnA+:3q_ 1 lnP
1

t +a2 _1_lnP2t +b1 __ 1_lnXt 
1-kL 1-kL 1-kL 1-kl 

where L is the lag operator 

b2 
Q where b 2 = k 

t-1 
o r Qt 

It is well known that a Koyck lag in the explanatory variables may be the 

result of at least two possible behavioural structures. One such struc-

ture would be a true geometrically declining influence of the explanatory 

variables on the dependent variable, while another would be a dependence 

upon expected values of the explanatory variables, these expected values 

being determined by a geometrically declining series of observed values. 

4.3 Aggregation of the demand function over individuals 

If we assume that the parameters are more or less the same with regard to 

all the individual units demanding a certain energy carrier, we can easily 

aggregate in terms of geometric averages and obtain 

where 

the superscript G indicates that one deals with the geometric average of 

the relevant variables. 1 ) The variables P
1 

and P
2 

are of course exogenous

ly determined and the same for all individuals, so that they can be treated 

as constants in the present problem. As long as the variable~ are nor-

mally distributed in their logarithms, which is indeed a natural assumption 

in our case, a proportionate relationship exists between geometric and 

1) 
arithmetic means, so that we may write 

1) Klein, L R, Macroeconomics and the theory of rational behaviour, 

Econometrica, April 1946 



Q = quantity demanded 

P1 ,. own price 

P2 z price of substitute 

X z income (in the case of final demand) 

production (in the case of intermediary demand) 

Q 
-1• one period lag in quantity demanded. 

We note that the function does meet the requirements which we set out in 

the general discussion of demand functions. The presence of all variables 

except a_
1 

was adequately explained then, so that we need to elaborate here 

only as far as a_
1 

is concerned. 

The most straightforward interpretation of a_
1 

would be that it represents 

the influence which previous standards of living or levels of production 

have on the present demand. A more sophisticated explanation would be 

that it represents the presence of a Koyck lag in the logarithms of the 

other ex~lanatory variables. 

i i 
<D a1 k <D a2l< CO 

=A. 1T p1t . • TT p2t .• 1T 
i=1 -~ i=1 -~ 1=1 

b l<i 
1 

xt . -l. 

b k2 
1 

X t-2 • • • 
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where A indicates that we deal with arithmetic averages and 8 is the pre

vious constant A multiplied by the factor of proportion between geometric 

and arithmetic averages. 

Owing to the homogeneity property of our functional relationship, we may 

even get rid of the arithmetic averages and work with total values. If 

there are T individual subjects . qy~r which we aggregate we have 

T T where X and Q represents the total values, summed over all individual 

subjects. Using this relationship and the fact that 

T T QA.T o = I o. = 
i=1 ~ 

we finally find that 

T a1 a2 T b1 T b2 l-b1-b2 
Q B.P1 P2 (X ) (0_

1
) .T 

1) C:rarr.er, J s, Ernpir:.cal E::on~r:1et=ics, Ncrth-Hclland, A:;~ste.::-d=.m, 1971, 

p. 180. 
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1-b -b Incorporating the term T 1 2 into the constant term, we have 

Apart from the constant term,in which we are at any rate not much interes

ted, the parameters of the aggregate function are exactlf those of the 

individual functions. We may proceed thus to estimate at the macro level. 

4.4 Emoirical results 

Although further research is still being carried out, it may serve a useful 

purpose as far as the gaining of insight into the structure of energy 

demand in South Africa is concerned, to present some of the better results 

already available. 

4.4.1 Households 

Electricity 

lnE:t~ -1.40+0.82lnEt-l -0.30lnPc:t+0.37lnP st+O. 31 lnNt 

(0.51)(0.04) (0.14) (0.16) (0.18) 

R2 = 0.9984 

o.w. 1.93 

Period of fit: 19 34-19 73 

E ... = demand for electricity by households ... 

PEt :: price of electricity paid by households 

Pst price of coal paid by households 

Nt = total population of the RSA 

Petroleum products 

(0 .42) (0.06) (0.05) (0 .15) 
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2 R = 0.9962 

o.w. = 1.39 

Period of fit: 1934-1973 

ot = demand for petroleum products by households 

eot = price of petroleum products paid by households 

N = population of the RSA 

We have not yet succeeded in obtaining presentable results regarding the 

household demand for coal. This ought not to be surprising, because the 

distribution of income, rather than the absolute level, should be of prime 

importance in this case owing to the fact that a relatively large amount 

of coal consumption by households is accounted for by the lower income 

groups. In fact, one might even argue that the distribution of income 

should feature in the two functions which we do present above as well. 

We are therefore exploring these and other possibilities. 

In the meanwhile, one may make some important observations. In all the 

electricity and petroleum demand functions that we tried out the own 

price effect was invariably negative, a fact which conforms to basic theory . 

It will also be noted that the form of the function suggests a Koyck type 

of geometrically declining influence by the explanatory variables, giving 

substance to the theory that consumers do not react once and for all after 

a price or income change. 

A very important result, which is also borne out by the other less accep-

table attempts not actually shown here, is that the own price elasticities 

of the household demand for electricity and petroleum products are signi -

ficantly smaller than one. This implies that a one per cent increase 

in the price of these two energy carriers will lead to a considerably less 

tha n one per cent decrease in the demand for the carrier . As this property 

is also displayed by the estimations not shown here it may be regarded as 

quite reliable . 
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It will be noted that we have no incomelvariable in the equations. It is 

very difficult to obtain figures which are reliable over the whole es-

timation period. We were compelled, therefore, to find approximations 

for personal disposable income. It appeared that total population has 

about the same variability as disposable income. Nt must thus be re-

garded as a substitute for income. Once again, the regression results 

are in accordance with basic theory, income having a positive influence on 

demand, but we note again the low value of the elasticity. 

One would observe that there are no price variables other than the own 

price, P
0

t in the demand function for petroleum products. This does not 

come as a surprise, because motor fuel comprises most of this item and 

there is no real direct substitute for it. 

4.4.2 The Industrial Sector 

Electricity 

(0.15) (0.17) 

R2 = 0.9931 

o.w. = 2.64 

Period of fit: 

(0.18) 

1934-1972 

(0.05) 

Et = quantity of electricity demanded by Industrial 

PEt = price of electricity paid by Industrial Sector 

Pst .. price of coal paid by Industrial Sector 

Pot .. pt"ice of petroleum pt"oducts paid by Industrial 

Coal 

lnSt s 0.42- 0.45lnP ~0 .75ln9 +0.21 lnNBBPt 
.St Ot 

(0.23) (0.59) ( 0.22) (0.20) 

Sector 

Sector 
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(0.11) (0.54) 

R2 • 0.9651 

o.w. = 1.98 

Period of fit: 1935-1972 

St = quantity of coal demanded by Industrial Sector 

P = price of coal paid by Industrial Sector 
St 

POt= price of petroleum paid by Industrial Sector 

NBBP = Industrial sector's contribution to GNP . s :-

Petroleum 

lnOt = -0.19 - 0.24lnP 0 t + 0.28lnNBBPt + 0.83ln0t-l 

(0.16) (0.12) (0.13) (0.09) 

R2 = 0.9893 

o.w. = 1.64 

Period of fit: 1934-1972 

As was the case with households, one notes once again the low value of 

the own price elasticities, while the functions turn out to be in accor-

dance with basic demand theory. 

4.4.3 Transport Sector 

Electricity 

lnEt = -0.46 - 0 .28lnPE); +0. 35lnP St+O. 26lb Spton+O .68lnEt-l 

( 0 • 3 7) ( 0 .18) 

R2 = 0.9895 

D.W. = 1.32 

(O.J.9) 

Period of fit: 1935-19 72 

(0.16) (0.10) 
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quantity of electricity demanded by Transport Sector 

price of electricity paid by Transport Sector 

P price of coal paid by Transport Sector 
St 

Spton .. railway tonnage 

Railway tonnage is taken as a'measure of the production level in the 

transport sector. 

Coal 

lnSt = 0.11 + 0.22lnPEt + 0.06ln Spton - 0.27lnPSt 

(0.20) (0.15) ( 0 .10) ( 10.18) 

+ 0.94lnSt_1 

(0.07) 

R2 = 0.9414 

D.W. = 2.12 

Period of fit: 1935-19 72 

st quantity of coal demanded by Transport Sector 

PEt = price of electricity paid by Transport Sector 

Pst = price of coal paid by Transport Sector 

Spton =railway tonnage 

4.5 The use of the oresent model 

The fact that all the demand functions are linear in the logarithms 

permits us to read the elasticities of demand with respect to the various 

prices, income and production directly as the price coefficients in the 

logarithmic form. It was noted above that the price elasticities are 

invariably smaller than one, suggesting a highly price-inelastic energy 

demand structure. Yet the own price effects are always negative, so that 

an increase in the price must lead to a dec=ease in the demand, however 

small it may be. 
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If we take the demand functions for the Industrial Sector, we can clearly 

observe the substitution effects among the various carriers. 

lnEt • -0.23 - 0.06lnPEt + 0.39lnPSt + 0.84lnEt-l 

lnSt • 0.42- 0.45lnPSt + 0.7SlnP0 t + 0.21lnNBBPt 

+ 0.52lnSt-l + 0.4SlnPSt-l 

lnOt = -0.19 - 0.24lnP
0

t + 0.28lnNBBPt + 0.83ln0t-l 

Should the price of petroleum increase one will get a decrease in the 

amount of petroleum demanded and an increase in the amount of coal de

manded, indicating a substitution of coal for petroleum as an energy 

carrier. When the price of coal rises one gets a decrease in the demand 

for coal and an increase in the demand for electricity, leading to a sub

stitution of electricity for coal. 

It is interesting to note that an increase in the price of electricity 

will lead to a very small decrease in the demand for electricity (the 

price elasticity of electricity is a meagre 0,06), while no increase in 

the demand for coal or petroleum takes place. This is the case because 

PEt does not figure in any of the other two demand functions. As a matter 

of fact, none of the various regressions which were investigated showed up 

with the effect of Et being significantly different from zero. A possible 

explanation may be that once a firm uses electricity it is reluctant to 

switch back to more primitive forms of energy carriers. For this reason 

an increase in the electricity price does not lead to an increased demand 

for coal or petroleum and it leads to a very small decrease in the amount 

of electricity demanded. It is most probable that the firm uses its 

electricity more effectively rather than switching to other energy carriers 

when the price rises. 

The coefficients of the income and production variables or their approxi

mations are invariably positive, implying that the demand for all types of 
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of energy carriers increases as the world progresses on its time path with 

income, population and production steadily increasing. 

Although the structure of the model within which the demand func-

tions for the various energy carriers were estimated is at this stage 

quite simple, we achieved reasonable success in forecasting exercises. 

If one obtains predictions about prices, income and production from else-

where, long-term EDP projections for instance, one may use them period 

for period, together with the last period's predicted value with respect 

to the ·dependent variable, to predict the demand for each future period. 

One may also repeat the exercise, varying prices and income in order to 

study the effect of all possible future levels of these variables on the 

demand for each energy carrier. The formula to be used is simply 

where the superscript f denotes a predicted. value. 

Such an exercise was carried out ex post in the case of ho~seholds for 

the period 1934-1972. The actual observed values of the exogenous values, 

namely prices, income and production in each year, were used as inputs 

together with the previous period's predicted value for demand. 

The predicted values of the dependent variable, namely quantity demanded, 

were then compared with the actual observed values in order to assess the 

accuracy of the model's predictive performance. Although the prediction 

error accumulates rapidly in such an ex post prediction 1 ) the forecast 

values follow the general fluctuating pattern, especially during the early 

years. (See Figure 1 and Tablet.) 

t) Klein, L R, A Textbook of Econometrics, Prentice-Hall, ~nglewood Cliffs, 

N J, p. 278. 
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TABLE 1: HOUSEHOLDS 

Prediction error: 

J ~ r (xi-yi)2 
' 

Years ot • 2.36 + o. 71 ot_1 -0.23 ?bt Observed 
+ 0.83 Nt values i•1 

xi = estimated value 

yi • actual value 

1934 424,00 424,00 o,o 
1935 461,85 4 75' 00 13,150 

1936 492,63 546,00 38,867 

1937 538, 76 627' 00 60,021 

1938 587, 74 664,00 64,465 

1939 634,34 714,00 6 7' 777 

1940 680,04 703,00 62' 5 78 

1941 680,16 721,00 59,957 

1942 6 70,41 728,00 59,666 

1943 658,66 667' 00 56,323 

1944 658,83 664,00 53,457 

1945 666,25 6 70' 00 50,982 

1946 735,56 722' 00 48,968 

1947 821,46 825,00 4 7' 058 

1948 894,97 964,00 48,955 

1949 962,93 1 052,00 52,590 

1950 994, 70 1 095,00 56,759 

1951 1 020,64 1 142,00 62,438 

1952 1 046,69 1 181,00 68,440 

1953 1 082,51 1 251,00 77,018 

1954 1 122,11 1 302,00 85,165 

1955 1 181,27 1 382,00 93,949 

1956 1 183,42 1 465,00 109,678 

1957 1 2 70' 39 1 59 7' 00 127, 0 60 

1958 1 356,28 1 739, 0 0 14 6 , 8 83 

19 59 1 4 29,30 1 84 9 , 00 166 , 606 

1960 1 536,92 2 0 2 7' 0 0 189 , 54 6 

1961 1 650,98 1 84 6 , 00 1 89 , 751 
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'rABLE 1: HOUSEHOLDS (CONTINUED) 

Prediction error: 

J ~ r (X • -y . ) 2 

Years O.t • 2.36 + 0. 71 Ot_1-o .23 Pbt Observed ia1 l. l. 

+ 0.83 Nt values xi • estimated value 

yi • actual value 

1962 1 766' 58 1 938,00 189' 12 7 

19i3 1 899,87 2 195,00 193' 750 

1964 2 045,33 2 370,00 199,503 

1965 2 205,01 2 558,00 206,245 

1966 2 3 76,40 2 777,00 214,995 

1967 2 541, 70 2 910,00 221,207 

1968 2 724,19 3 029,00 224,112 

1969 2 927,22 3 24 7' 00 227,404 

1970 3 192,99 3 529,00 231,111 

1971 3 3 75,63 3 776' 00 23 7, 2 79 

1972 3 533,81 3 808,00 238,323 

1973 3 677,42 3 977,00 240,089 
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ANNEX 5 

Price and income elasticities of electricity demand in South Africa 

Source: South African Journal of Science, vol 82, June 1986 
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Price and income elasticities of electricity demand 
in South Africa 

Anastassios Pouris 
::- --

Energy elasticities, although important for policy formulation and forecasting, have 
not been .examined in a South African context. In this paper a model of electricity 
dema~d IS developed which indicates that the demand is price elastic and is only 
margma~ly affected by changes in economic activity. These findings suggest that 
foreca:~mg models cu~re~tly used tend to overestimate the long-term demand for 
electrzclty and that przce IS a useful tool for energy policy implementation. 

IDENTIFYING the factors affecting the 
demand for electricity and quantifying their 
effects are important for energy forecasting 
and policy. Accurate forecasts can prevent 
scarce capital from being invested in idle 
capacity, or conversely electricity 'black
outs' to interrupt the country's economic 
activity. In addition, the identified factors 
can be evaluated and used as instruments 
for the implementation of energy policy 
(e.g. in regard to conservation, exploitation 
of indigenous resources, etc.). 

energy conservation and improvements of 
the forecasting models currently used stem 
from these findings. 

The model 
The assumption made for the develop

ment of the model is that the demand for 
electricity is a function of current economic 
activity and current and past electricity 
prices only. Persistently low or high elec
tricity prices should have a strong influence 
on the demand in the long run. Higher elec
tricity prices would, in general. induce con
sumers to switch to more efficient equip
ment, set into motion electricity saving 
technological progress, and possibly lead 
to substitution of electricity for other fac
tors of production (labour, capital, etc.). 
The explicit incorporation of other factors 
such as habits, preferences, climatic con
ditions and competitive pricing of other 
fuels, which may have an impact on elec
tricity sales, may be neglected in an econo
metric analysis of electricity demand as a 

·result of the special conditions prevailing 
in South Africa. • For example, variation 
in temperature may affect the demand for 
electricity exhibited by the residential sec
tor. Residential consumption, however, is 
only a small portion of the total demand. 
Similarly, any variation in the price of coal, 

the most important primary fuel in South 
Africa, would be reflected at least partial
ly in the price of electricity. Most of the 
electricity in South Africa is generated by 
coal-fired power stations, and legislation 
determines that Escom should provide elec
tricity at the lowest possible cost and 
operate, as far as practicable, at neither 
profit nor loss (Electricity Act 1922). 

In line with this serdfissumptions;-tne
following function has been tested empiri
cally: 

£, = f{Q,, P,, P,_ 1, ••• , P,_., e,) (1) 

where£, is the electricity sold in year t; Q, 
is the gross domestic product in year t 
deflated to 1975 prices; P, is the average 
electricity price in year t deflated by the 
consumer price index (base 1975); and e, is 
an error term. 

The estimated version of Equation (1) 
has been structured in a percentage change 
form. Under such formulation the constant 
term should capture any existing autono
mous growth parameter. In addition, the 
transformation of variables into percentage 
changes rather than levels also ensures that 
the expected multicollinearityt and serial 
correlation among the independent varia
bles are lessened and the resulting elastici
ties are more robust. 

A general distributed lag formulation of 
the type: 

n 

E, = L: a; P, _; + Q, + U, 
i=O 

(2) 

has been adopted and no restriction has 
been imposed on the impact of lagged 
prices. This formulation has the disadvan-. 
tage of reducing the number of observa
tions because of the presence of lagged 
variables. However, it does not violate any 
of the assumptions of the regression model 
and it is not restrictive to predetermine the 
impact of past prices, as the usual incor
poration of Koyck's transformation in the 
model does. The Koyck lag formulation is 
one of the most popular approaches9

-
12 in 

the estimation of elasticities, as it results 

Price has been recognised in the energy 
literature as one of the most important fac
tors affecting the demand for electrici
ty .1

-
3 In South Africa, however, electrici

ty forecasts are usually based on some form 
o.f trend extrapolation, or on a functional 
relationship between the demand for energy 
and the level of economic activity.4

-
6 Both 

approaches neglect the impact of price on 
the demand for electricity and have been 
criticized in a recent survey7 as being in
adequate and inappropriate for 'energy 
planning, policy making activities and 
forecasting in a fast-changing environ
ment'. An isolated attempt to investigate 
the effects of price on the demand for elec
tricity in South Africa8 assumed a priori a 
geometrically declining influence of price 
on the demanded quantity (Koyck' s for
mulation), neglected the long-term price 

---elasticity-of·demand-and,-on-the basis of
the short-term, statistically insignificant 
elasticity, concluded that an increase in the 
price of electricity leads to a meagre de
crease in the demand. 

• -Operational considerations suclus thj: limited ~n the loss of only one joint observation and 
number of reliable observations, ~;~!able __ _ It reduces the number of parameters to be 

In this article an econometric model of 
the demand for electricity is developed in
corporating the long-term effects of price 
on the demand. An ac!ditional novelty is 
that no restrictive assumptions are made 
about the form of the influence that price 
has on the demand. The model indicates 
that the demand for electricity in South 
Africa is price elastic and that changes in 
the economic activity affect only marginally 
the demand for electricity. Important im
plications for electricity pricing policy, 

degrees of freedom and multicollinearity among estimated. However, it creates serious esti
the independent. variables, limit the number of mation problems (bias, consistency, etc.) 
explanatory vanables that can be included in a and, more importantly, it assumes that the 
regression. impact of past prices declines successively 

t Multicollinearity is a term used in econome
trics to denote the linear relationships among in
deper.dent variables in linear regressions. When 
multicollinearity is present, the precision of 
estimation falls so that it becomes difficult to 
disentangle the relative influence of the various 
independent variables. In general, however, 
multicollinearity will conet.-al the presence of only 
the less strong effects. The use of lagged time
series prices inevitably leads to multicollineari· 
ty, as the same time series with the change of 
only two data (the ilrst and the last) is used many 
times. 

in a geometric way. Undoubtedly that is not 
the case with the adjustment in energy con
sumption. While, in the short run, a change 
in the price of electricity could affect the 
use of electrical appliances, the bulk of ad
justment will take place sometime in the fu
ture, depending on the time required for 
new, more efficient machinery to be de-

Mr Pouris is in the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, University of Cape Town, Ronde
bosch 7700, South Africa. 
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veloped, the age profile of the electricity 
using durable goods, and the growth in the 
demand for electrical equipment. t 

The number of lagged prices contained 
in the regression was kept generous in order 
to capture any long-term effects. Fourteen 
annual lagged prices and a contempora
neous one were included in the regression. 
However, the number of lags was restricted 
ad hoc to 14, in order to conserve adequate 
data for the regression. The inclusion of 15 
prices inevitably causes multicollinearity 
despite the appropriate transformation of 
the variables. To overcome this problem, 
the number of lagged prices was reduced 
in a stepwise manner after enforcing the 
variable denoting the changes in economic 
activity• in the regression. 

The stepwise regression procedure, 
outlined by Draper,14 is a standard techni
que embodied in all BMDP statistical soft
ware. The procedure is valuable for selec
ting the minimum number of variables ne
cessary to predict a dependent variable 
when other predictors can be ignored. The 
-important property of the stepwise regres
sion is that each predictor gets credit for 
some variance, which several subsequent 
variables might be able to predict, plus any 
variance which only this particular variable 
can predict. Additional explanatory vari
ables are added until their ability to 
'predict' or 'explain' additional variance in 
the dependent variable is exhausted. 

In estimating elasticities the procedure 
will give reliable estimates of the size of the 
total variance that can be explained by the 
total lag structure. However, attention 
should be paid to the fact that the size of 
the coefficients of the individual lags is only 
indicative, as variance that could be ex
plained by other excluded variables is in
corporated in the coefficients of the lags 
that are finally included in the regression. 
All variables in the model were estimated 
in natural logarithms and hence differences 
in logarithms represent rates of change in 
absolute values. As all variables were ex
pressed in logarithms, the coefficients 
represent elasticities. 14 The estimated ver
sion of Equation (1) has been applied to 
data covering the period 1950-1983 .' The 
results were as follows: 

E, - £, _1 

0,075 + 0,178 (Q, - Q,_,) 
(I ,49)_ 

0,097 (P, P,_, ) 
(- 2,55) 

0,125 (PH P,_ J 
(- 3,59) 

0,304 (P,_ 6 P ,_7) 
(- 7 ,19) 

0,484 (P,_ 9 - P ,_IO) . 
(-4,12) (3) 
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R2 = 0,89; F-ratio = 21,52; standard er
ror of estimate = 0,0099; serial correlation 
ofresiduals = -0,14; degreesoffreedom 
= [5;13]; /-ratios in parenthesis. 

These results indicate that the price of 
electricity can explain up to 89o/o of the 
changes in electricity demand with a first 
year impact (i.e. short-run price elasticity) 
of - 0,097 and a long-term (14 years) price 
elasticity of - 1,01 (sum of price coeffi
cients). The high ratios, quoted in paren
thesis, also indicate high statistical reliabili
ty. In other words, it can be said with con
fidence that a doubling in the real price of 
electricity would reduce in half the demand 
for electricity assuming all other factors be
ing equal or constant. 

The estimated short-term income elastici
ty is found to be 0,178.1 This figure 
represents the short-term impact and can 
be interpreted as representing the effects of 
capacity utilization on the demand for elec
tricity. The constant term has a value of 
0,075, implying that the demand for elec
tricity exhibits an autonomous growth of 
7,5% per year. The nature and character 
of this autonomous growth are not con
spicuous. It can be argued, however, that, 
at least partially, this growth stems out of 
the enlarged market share of the Electrici
ty Supply Commission (approximately I% 
per year during the period under examina
tion) and the enlarged share of electricity 
in total energy usage (approximately 3o/o 
per year during the period under examina
tion). Other factors such as displacement 
of other forms of energy by electricity, 
other forms of production, etc. can also be 
considered as contributing to the size of the 
autonomous growth. 

Conclusions 
Price and income elasticities of electricity 

demand, although ~ important for energy 
forecasting and energy policy implementa
tion, have not been examined in a South 
African context. In this article an effort was 
made to estimate the impact of price and 
income changes on the demand for electri
city, placing emphasis on the long-term ef
fects of price changes. Analysis revealed a 
long-run price elasticity of demand of 
-1,01, a short-run price elasticity of 
-0,097, a short-run income elasticity of 
0,178 and an autonomous growth of the 
demand for electricity of 7,5% per year. 
- Important policy implications stem from 

these results. First, price appears to have 
a sizeable impact on the demand for elec
tricity. Price can, therefore, be used as a 

t An analysis and model of the way that im
provements are diffused in a system is provided 
in ref. 13. 

• BMOP statistical software, convened for use 
on Sperry 1100 series computers by the Uni
versity of Utah Computer Center, has been used. 
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policy instrument for the manipulation of 
demand and promotion of conservation. 
The current policy of determining the price 
of electricity according to its production 
cost removes a powerful instrument from 
the hands of policy-makers: In addition, 
although the current pricing system con
strains the monopolist producer to make 
abnormal profits openly, it does not sup
port the consumers' interests. The mono
polist can always represent profits as costs. 
Moreover, the lack of the profit incentive 
undermines competition and, in combina
tion with the legislatively imposed mono
polistic market structure, impairs produc
tivity, innovativeness and efficiency. The 
myth that electricity generation is a natural 
monopoly is increasingly being challenged 
abroad, 15 so it should be recognised that 
only additional competition in the genera
tion stage could result in downward pres
sure on rates; price should be used as a 
policy instrument. 

Longer-term forecasts and planning 
should also take into account the detected 
impact of price changes on the demand for 
electricity. With increasing electricity 
prices, the omission of price from the set 
of determinant variables in forecasting will 
cause the overestimation of the long-term 
demand. As a result scarce capital would 
be invested in idle capacity with adverse 
repercussions for the price of electricity, 
Escom's financial position, the national 
balance of payments and the country's eco
nomic growth. Forecasts which exclude 
price effects can only be useful under the 
restrictive assumption of a stable or slow
ly changing environment. 

A caveat should be mentioned here. 
Long-run energy price adjustments appear 
to be ten times greater than adjustments oc
curring over the immediate period after the 
price change. In other words, conservation 
motivated by price rises can continue to in
crease for many years after prices stop ris
ing. Therefore, utilities opting for equili
brium in the short term will fmd themselves 

t The data sources are as follows: Annual GOP 
figures deflated in 1975 prices are obtained from 
various issues of International Financial 
Statistics, published by the International 
Monetary Fund. Electricity sold by Escom in 
MWh and the annual average price of electrici
ty in South Africa are obtained from Escom An
nual Repons. The average price of electricity was 
deflated to 1975 values using the consumer price ::--~···· -·· 
irider. a5 "given by the-Department of Statistics, 
Pretoria. 

§ It is possible that multicollinearity distons the 
size of the income coefficient. However, in the 
first step of the regression when only the changes 
in the GOP were regressed on the changes of elec
tricity sold, the coefficient received a value of 
0,52. As new independent variables were intro
duced in the regression, the coefficient was 
gradually reduced to 0, 178. The income elasticity 
of demand for electricity in any case remains well 
below unity. 
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with an overcapacity in the future, while 
utilities opting for long-run equilibrium can 
face capacity shortages in the short term. 
A policy accommodating both short-term 
requirements is required. 

Another important finding is that the 
electricity demand exhibits an autonomous 
growth of7,511Jo per year, if price and GOP 
remain constant. It is important to iden
tify the factors determining this growth. It 
is suggested that, at least partially, this 
growth stems out of the enlargement of 
Escom's market and the greater share of 
electricity in total energy consumption. 
However, as Escom has no competitors and 
the share of electricity in the total energy 
usage approaches saturation levels, the 
autonomous growth will be curtailed in the 
future. 

It should be emphasised that socio-eco
nomic studies do not possess the robustness 
of science. Past behaviour is not always a 

Excessive enrichment of water bodies with 
plant nutrients, such as phosphorus and 
nitrogen, has undesirable effects on the 
structure and functioning of freshwater 
ecosystems and results in serious water 
quality problems for potable and recrea
tional use. Phosphorus is usually the 
growth-limiting plant nutrient in fresh 
water, and because it is the easiest to con
trol, legislation was introduced in 1980 to 
limit the orthophosphate concentration in 
effluents discharged to seven sensitive 
catchments to 1 mg per litre. Local 
authorities and industries in the catchments 
were given five years (that is, until August 
1985) to comply with the standard. 

The uniform phosphorus standard has 
been criticized' on the grounds that the 
capacity of certain water bodies to absorb 
increased phosphorus loads without expe
riencing a deterioration in water quality is 
ignored, with the result that the standard 
may in some cases be enforced where it is 
not required, whereas in other cases it may 
not be stringent enough to prevent excessive 
eutrophication. The Directorate of Water 
Pollution Control, realizing this, is pre
pared to issue permits for phosphorus con
centrations in effluents to exceed the stan
dard in cases where it can be shown that 
enforcement will have little or no effect on 
the quality of the receiving waters. How
ever, the Directorate is also considering the 
introduction of additional phosphorus 
control measures in catchments where the 
1 mg P/1 standard is likely to bt' insufficit:nt 
to protect water quality. 

The Water Research Commission 
(WRC) funded an initial assessment, car
ried out jointly by the Institute of En
vironmental Sciences of the University of 

The authors are at the National Institute for 
Water Research, CSIR, P .O. Box 39S, Pretoria 
0001, South Africa. 
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good guide for the future. However, high 
long-term price impact represents the cur
rent international 'paradigm', the favoured 
scientific belief. Forecasters, researchers 
and energy policy authorities should take 
into account and consider the usefulness of 
pricing as a policy instrument. 
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New developments in the control 
of eutrophication 

D.C. Grobler and D.F. Toerien 

the Orange Free State and the Hydrological 
Research Institute of the Department of 
Water Affairs, of the impact the phospho
rus standard is expected to have on the 
trophic status of 19 reservoirs in sensitive 
catchments. A modification of a simple 
steady-state eutrophication model, which 
was developed for water bodies in North 
America and Europe, was used for the ini
tial assessment. A report entitled Impact of 
Eutrophication Control Measures on the 
Trophic Status of South African Impound
ments, which is available from the WRC, 
concluded that responses to the introduc
tion of the phosphorus standard can be ex
pected to range from insignificant to sig
nificant. For example, in some cases the 
contribution of the point sources (control
led by the standard) to the total phosphorus 
load is negligible compared with the con
tribution of non-point sources. In others 
the reservoirs are already so overloaded 
with phosphorus from point sources that 
introduction of the standard will be insuf
ficient to cause a notable response. 

There is some uncertainty associated with 
these predictions, partly because the effects 
of the highly variable hydrology charac
teristic of semi-arid regions were ignored 
iil the steady-state modelling approach 
adopted in the assessment. Nevertheless, 
the Directorate of Water Pollution Control 
decided to postpone implementation of the 
phosphorus standard in those catchments 
where its impact was predicted to be small. 
This decision will result in large savings to 
local authorities and industries and should 
be welcomed in the present restricted eco-
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nomic climate. An exception was made in 
the case of the Vaal Dam catchment, where 
the standard will be enforced, despite pre
dictions that it will have little effect on the 
water quality of the impoundment, South 
Africa's most important water resource. 
This was done to avoid any risk of dete
rioration in its water quality. 

The next phase of the research, also 
funded by the WRC and carried out joint
ly by the CSIR's National Institute for 
Water Research (NIWR) and the Hydro
logical Research Institute, is directed at 
refinement of the eutrophication modell
ing approach. A Reservoir Eutrophication 
Model (REM model), which avoids the 
steady-state assumptions and accom-" 
modates the effects of hydrological 
variability on the trophic response of reser
voirs, has been developed. The REM model 
consists of sub-models for simulating 
phosphorus export contributed by point 
and non-point sources and runoff from 
catchments, the fate of phosphorus in 
reservoirs and their trophic status. The 
model is now being implemented on a 
microcomputer and will in future be used 
for predicting the effects of phosphorus 
control measures on the trophic status of 
South African reservoirs. 

The NIWR is also carrying out research 
on Hartbeespoort Dam which emphasises 
the functioning of the reservoir as an 
ecosystem and has led to the development 
of an ecological model of the reservoir. It 
is hoped th:~t the REM 2-!ld ecosystem 
models will prove to be valuable tools for 
water resources managers faced with the 
challenge of protecting and improving the 
quality of our water resources at the lowest 
economic, social and environmental costs. 

I. Pretorius W.A. (1983). Should the phosphate con
centration in sewaae efnuenrs by resrricted? 
IM!ESA I, 23·29. 
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ANNEX 6 

The price elasticity of electricity demand in South Africa 

Source: Modified extract of the paper by A Pouris. In print 
Applied Economics, UK 
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THE PRICE ELASTICITY OF ELECTRICITY DEMAND 

IN SOUTH AFRICA 

The term price elasticity of demand is coined by Alfred Marshall 

(1885, 1890), and refers to the percentage change in quantity demanded 

divided by the percentage change in price. It is a convenient way of 

summarising how changes in price or quantity consumed affect each 

other and it is valuable in a wide variety of applications involving 

forecasting and pricing decisions. For example, an estimate of the 

price elasticity of demand would make apparent the effectiveness of an 

excise tax in reducing gasoline consumption or the necessity to 

include price as an explanatory variable in a forecasting model. 

In the energy field a variety of studies have been published providing 

estimates of energy elasticities. Bohi (1981, 1984), reviewing more 

than 80 studies, concluded that energy elasticities in general and 

electricity elasticities in particular, are different than zero. 

In South Africa, electricity forecasts are based on some form of trend 

extrapolation or on a functional relationship between the demand for 

electricity at~d the level of economic activity (Kotze et al 1985, 

Norman 1977). Such approaches neglect the impact of price on the 

demand for electricity and as it was argued in the previous chapter 

are inappropriate for energy planning, policy making activities and 
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forecasting in a fast changing environment. 

In this chapter, the long run effect of price on the demand for 

electricity in South Africa is estimated, and the forecasting and 

policy consequences are outlined. First the modelling approach and 

the model specification are discussed. Then the results are presented 

and the chapter ends with concluding remarks and policy implications. 

MODELLING APPROACH 

An unconstrained distributed lag model is adopted for the estimation 

of the effects of price changes on the demand for electricity. In 

such a model, the independent variable or variables are lagged 

consecutively up to some preselected number of periods, eg (Yt ,. b + 

without restrictions. 

+ a Xt ) and the coefficients are estimated 
n -n 

This model was one of the first distributed lag 

models to be estimated econometrically. Subsequently, it lost favour 

because each lagged term uses up a degree of freedom and therefore 

larger samples are required for reliable estimates. The model came in 

favour again with Granger's and Sims' (Granger 1969, Sims 1972) works 

on causality. They suggested that causality between two variables X 

and Y can be tested by examining the statistical significance of the 

group of coefficients of the unconstrained distributed models which 

incorporate lags of either the independent and/or the dependent 

variables. A variety of causal relationships have been examined with 

this method and been reported in the literature. Some of the 

relationships investigated include the r~lationships between money and 

prices (Sargent et al 1973), wages and prices (Mehra 1977), wholesale 

and consumer prices (Silver et al 1980), exports and growth (Jung et 

al 1985), . etc. This modelling approach therefore provides the first 
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step for a test of one way causality of the effects of price changes 

on the demand for electricity. 

The unconstrained distributed lag model is conceptually preferable to 

the simple contemporaneous correlation based models that are usually 

employed to investigate the electricity price-demand relationship. 

While electricity consumers may adjust the rate of utilization of 

their electricity using equipment immediately after a change in the 

price of electricity, (eg. switch off the lights) the bulk of the 

adjustment will take place sometime in the future depending on the 

rate of rotation of the capital stock, the success of the price 

induced innovative activity, the consumers' habits and expectations 

etc. Contemporaneous correlations ignore such lagged adjustments and 

consequently provide limited information. The model is also 

preferable to models using Koyck's (1954) transformation, as it does 

not require the strong assumption of geometrically declining price 

i~pact on the demand neither the largest response to occur in the 

first period. The Koyck-lag mechanism has gained popularity in 

electricity demand literature (mainly due to its simplicity) despite 

its restrictiveness (Grilicher 1967). Among the serious restrictions 

and shortcomings imposed by Koyck's transformation are: the assumption 

.of identical adjustment elasticities of the independent variables in 

the model, the introduction of serial correlation in the residuals 

even if they are independently distributed in their original form and 

the introduction of bias due to the presence of the lagged dependent 

variable. Most importantly, researchers (Coghlan 1978, Boughton 1981) 

have found Koyck' s lag mechanism to hP. partly responsible for the 

conclusion reached in several studies that the money demand function 

is structurally unstable. Transferring this finding to the research 

on electricity demand functions, which also have been criticized as 
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unstable (Dept of Energy 1977, Sutherland 1983), we can infer that 

Koyck's transformation may be a source of instability in the 

electricity demand functions as well. 

The disadvantages of the unconstrained model are that it requires the 

estimation of many coefficients, its definition of causality (when it 

is used as a causality test) is not equivalent to many philosophical 

notions of causation, and the length of the lag has to be balanced 

against the number of control variables that are required · to be 

included in the model. If a long lag length is incorporated in the 

model, the number of control variables is usually restricted in order 

to conserve degrees of freedom. 

As far as the degree of aggregation is concerned, the national level 

of aggregation is adopted. Such an aggregation would capture the full 

effect of a change in electricity price on the demand for it. A 

sectorial aggregation usually hides the more esoteric interactions 

taking place among different sectors of the economy (Sweeney 1984). 

Increasing electricity prices can increase the relative price of 

commodities embodying higher than average electric energy intensity 

and motivate substitution away from these commodities, thereby 

reducing electricity demand in the economy. If, however, the 

substituted and substituting commodities belong to different sectors 

and are modelled separately, the price induced impact will not be 

defected as such. An example is the substitution between 

transportation and telecommunication services. As electricity prices . 

rise, transportation costs may rise relative to telecommunication 

costs, firms may substitute telecommunication for transportation and 

overall electricity demand in the economy decreases. If transport and 

telecommunication are modelled separately, the price effect through 
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the structural change will not be detected. This interaction implies 

that the sum of the weigh ted elasticities, of all individual 

industries or sectors, would be smaller that the elasticity of the 

entire economy and therefore sectorial analyses will give elasticities 

for the total economy which are biased downwards (Taylor 1977). 

In addition it can be argued that the higher level of aggregation 

could provide more stable relationships. Ehrenberg (1975) has argued 

that the advances of physical sciences are to a great extent due to 

the fact that simple relationships (laws) are attainable because they 

typically describe the aggregate behaviour of many million entities. 

This suggests that success in finding laws in the social sciences is 

most likely in the fields where the behaviour of a large number of 

objects is aggregated. 

Within this framework, the following general model is formulated: 

n 

Et ·a +~bi Pt-i + ct vt + ut (2) 

where Et is the demand for electricity 

pt is the price of electricity in period t 

vt is a vector of other relevant predictors 

ut is the random error term 

a, bi, ct are parameters 

At this point a decision has to be made concerning the length of the 

lag (n) to be consid~reci and the predictors to be included in the 

vector V t. Inevitably, the decision has to be a compromise between 

the availability of data and econometric considerations. 
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Annual averages are the only readily available data on price and 

consumption of electricity in South Africa. Therefore annual time 

increments and average prices had to be used. In addition, the 

credibility of data deteriorates for the period prior to 1950. The 

Electricity Supply Commission (ESCOM) generated only 71% of the 

electricity consumed in the country during the year 1950 and the 

proportion was even lower in the preceding years. The rest of the 

electricity was produced by individual municipalities and different 

companies (eg mining companies) and data from these sources are not 

available. The time coverage, therefore, is restricted to the period 

1950-1983 although longer time-series would have been desirable. 

All variables were expressed in first differences in order to lessen 

serial correlation in the residuals. The existence of lags in the 

regression is expected to cause multicollinearity and therefore the F

statistic would have to be used to detect the significance of the 

group of coefficients. As the F-statistic is affected by serial 

correlation in the residuals, it is important that the assumption of 

serially uncorrelated residuals be accurate. 

With these considerations, it was decided to use a lag of 12 years 

(n•12). A longer lag would be desirable as it has been suggested that 

the "rate of adjustment to the long-run levels of energy utilization 

is slow enough for the price changes to have an impact on energy 

demand for the next twenty years" (Landberg 1980). However, the need 
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to conserve adequate degrees of freedom for the regression led to this 

decision. 1 

Concerning the explanatory variables to be included in the vector Vt, 

changes in the Gross Domestic Product, changes in weather conditions 

(temperatures) and changes in the price of fuels competing with 

electricity are the traditional variables incorporated in the models 

of electricity demand and were initially considered. The GDP is 

usually incorporated in this kind of analysis in order to account for 

the effects of varying economic activity, growth in population etc on 

the demand for electricity. Gross Domestic Product is preferred to 

Gross National Product as the former does not include the net factor 

of income originating in overseas enterprises and investments. Real 

GDP (deflated) is used in the analysis in order to account for real 

economic activity net of monetary considerations. 

1 A statistical approach in the choice of the length of the 
lag to be considered, is to use the "Final Prediction Error" 
(FPE) criterion. The FPE criterion for a total of n lags on 
the independent and lagged dependent variable is defined as 
FPE ~ [(T + n + 1) / (T -n -1)] [SSR / T] where T is the 

~fl~ber of observations and SSR is the sum of squared 
residuals. If FPE( ±1 ) > FPEG )' then the n+1 lag is dropped 

from the model fH Akaike ~1tting Autoregressions for 
Prediction" Annals of the Institute of Statistical 

Mathematics pp 243-47, 1969). 

However, this technique is also ad hoc in the sense that it is 
not supported by economic theory. There is also the 

possibility that the FPE criterion will prematurely terminate 
the selection process just because one lag is not important 

while subsequent lags are. In addition, if the FPE improves 
with the incorporation of very long lags the process would 
have again to be terminated in an ad hoc basis in order to 
conserve adequate degrees of freedom for the regression and 

estimation of SSR. 

On the other hand, in demand analysis it is essential to 
specify the period of adjustment. "It is vain to search for 

the elasticity of demand" (H S Houthakker, "New Evidence on 
Demand" Econometrica 33(2), 1965). Therefore we can specify 

that the effort in this chapter is to estimate the 12-year 
elasticity of electricity demand. 
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Changes in temperatures are incorporated in studies examining the 

demand for electricity in order to account for seasonal variation in 

the demand, mainly for the heating of the residential sector. 

Variation in temperatures has less explanatory power in studies using 

annual data from countries with small residential sectors. Obviously 

there is a larger temperature variation between seasons than between 

years and industrial and mining electricity demand is less sensitive 

than residential demand on the variation of temperature. In addition, 

when aggregate data are used there is the possibility that variation 

in one sector of the economy is neutralised by opposite variation in 

other sectors. Lower temperatures, for example, could increase the 

demand for electricity in the residential sector (eg for heating) but 

could decrease the demand in the mining sector where electricity can 

be used to cool underground mining areas (Dept of Planning and the 

Environment, 1978). In South Africa the residential sector consumes 

only a small part of the total electricity consumed in the country. 

It has been reported that the residential and the agricultural sectors 

combined consume only 17% of the country's total electricity 

consumption (Venter et al 1986). In addition, the variation of the 

annual mean temperatures is negligible. The standard deviation of 

annual mean temperatures has been reported (Weather Bureau 1965), to 

0 0 be 0.76 F (over 100 years) and 0.88 F (over 56 years) for the Cape 

Town and Johannesburg areas respectively. The average temperatures 

0 0 over the same periods were 62.7 F and 60.2 F respectively. Presumably 

such a small variation in temperatures cannot explain adequately any 

part of the variation in the demand cor electricity. On these 

grounds, temperature was dropped from the set of explanatory 

variables. 
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The prices of competing fuels are often incorporated in demand 

functions to account for the rational consumer who observes prices and 

substitutes one fuel for another. This process assumes that different 

fuels are substitutes and can easily replace each other. This 

theoretical conjecture, however, is not easily acceptable in the case 

of electricity and as Stone (1945) has argued, specific factors, 

peculiar to a given commodity in a given epoch, and social factors 

controlling changes in tastes and habits, are of paramount importance. 

Conjectures stemming from theoretical economics should not blindly be 

accepted. Doubts about the explanatory value of the price of 

competing fuels in electricity demand functions have also been cast by 

Bohi (1981), who, reviewing the relevant literature, concluded that 

"Cross price effects (of competing fuels) are found to be 

insignificant, and where significant, are typically small". 

The reasons for the insignificant effect of changes in the price of 

competing with electricity fuels are as follows: Firstly, electricity 

has unique characteristics. It is the cleanest of all fuels for the 

end user, it is versatile, easily transferable, susceptible to 

fractional use, and offers precision of a kind that it is difficult or 

impossible for fossil fuel processes to match. These unique 

characteristics cast doubts about the ability of other fuels to 

replace electricity. 

Secondly, rational consumers will observe not only the price of the 

fuel as such but will also take into account the expenditure to 

utilize this fuel. Thus the ra t e of substitution towards or against a 

fuel is constrained not only by the relative cost of different fuels 

but also by the relative cost of technologies utilizing different 
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fuels and the availability of such technologies'. Since the fuel cost 

is generally a relative low proportion of overall costs (Thomas et al 

1982), marginal changes in the relative price of electricity are 

unlikely on their own to stimulate a change in production process. A 

solution would be to incorporate the relative costs of different 

technologies in the demand function. Unfortunately data availability 

precludes this solution. 

Finally, a peculiarity particular to the South African energy system 

which weakens the importance of the prices of fuels competing with 

electricity, is the fact that the price of coal (the most important 

and the only indigenous primary fuel in South Africa) is in an 

indirect way legislatively linked with the price of electricity. Most 

of the electricity in South Africa is generated by coal-fired power 

stations (98% in 1983 according to ESCOM's Annual Report) and 

legislation determines that ESCOM should provide electricity at the 

lowest possible cost and operate as far as practicable at neither 

profit nor loss (Electricity Act 1922). As coal cost is approximately 

25-30% of the final price of electricity, any variation in the price 

of coal would be reflected at least partially in the price of 

electricity. In order to verify this conjecture we estimated the 

correlation coefficient between the price of electricity and the price 

of coal over the period 1950-1983. 

coefficient was found to be 0.989. 

The estimated correlation 

For the above reasons we decided not to use changes in the price of 

coal as explanatory variable. Instead, the consumer price Index is 

used as a general surrogate and the price of electricity is expressed 

in constant (deflated) Rands. The Consumer Price Index incorporates 

not only changes in the price of coal but also changes in the price of 
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wages, capital, etc. Therefore the index would account for changes in 

the prices of different factors of production, different fuels and 

general level of living. 

THE ELECTRICITY DEMAND MODEL AND THE EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

Based upon the foregoing discussion, the estimated electricity demand 

function takes the following form: 

n 

E t = a + ~ b i P t-1 + C t W t + U t (3) 

where Et denotes the change in the electricity sold from 

previous year in GWh 

Pt denotes the change in the average price of 

electricity from the year t-1 to the year t in 

constant 1975 c/KWh; 

Wt denotes change in the Gross Domestic Product in 

millions of constant 1975 Rands. 

Ut is the random error term 

a, bi, Ct are parameters to be estimated 

Data for the consumption of electricity (GWh sold by ESCOM) and the 

price of electricity (average price charged by ESCOM) for the period 

1950-1983 were obtained from the "Annual Report of the Electricity 

Supply Commission 1983". The GDP in 1975 prices was obtained from 

various issues of the "International Financial Statistics" and the 

Consumer Price Index from various issues of the "South African 

Statistics". All data are listed in Appendix 1. 
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TABLE 1 Estimated Characteristics of the regression 

n 

E =a+Lb P +C W +U 
t 0 i t-i t t t 

VARIABLE 

Intercept 

p 
t 

p 
t-1 

p 
t-2 

p 
t-3 

p 
t-4 

p 
t-5 

p 
t-6 

p 
t-7 

p 
t-8 

p 
t-9 

p 
t-10 

p 
t-11 

p 
t-12 

w 
t 

Multiple 

Multiple 

F-ratio 

R 
2 

R 

ESTIMATED 

COEFFICIENT 

3413.61 

-59.83 

1024.22 

9242.74 

-4840.07 

12526.46 

-6569.94 

-8353.31 

22536.23 

-28092.70 

6686.68 

-19636.93 

-22271.68 

-10700.66 

0. 71 

0.9823 

0.9650 
* 11.82 

Serial Correlation 

of residuals 0.0038 

Degrees of Freedom [14,6] 

STANDARD 

ERROR 

3975.99 

3846.67 

5270.94 

5723.11 

4779.87 

4470.28 

8423.26 

19749.85 

24304.79 

24399.06 

12449.62 

13283.48 

10065.92 

0.69 

t-STATISTIC 

-0.01 

0.26 

1. 75 

-0.84 

2.62 

-1.47 

-0.99 

1.14 

-1.15 

0.27 

-1.57 

-1.67 

-1.06 

1.03 

* F-ratio is statistically significant at the 0.01 level. 
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The results of the regression are listed in Table 1. A high 

coefficient of determination (R
2

) and a high F-statistic indicate that 

the group of independent variables have significant explanatory power. 

The coefficient of determination indicates that 96.5% of the change in 

the dependent variable is explained by changes in the values of 

independent variables. The calculated F-statistic is 11.82 with 14 

and 6 degrees of freedom and it is significant at the 0.01 level of 

significance. The serial correlation of residuals is 0.0038. The 

high F-statistic and the low serial correlation in the residuals 

indicate that the hypothesis that prices affect the demand for 

electricity should be accepted. 

The large standard errors of the estimated coefficients in conjunction 

with the high values of R
2 

and F-statistic indicate the presence of 

multicollinearity. This was expected as a variable is likely to be 

correlated with its lagged values. Multicollinearity precludes 

obtaining reliable estimates of the individual coefficients but 

2 interest here is in the sum of coefficients (long-run elasticity) • 

As shown by Maddala (1977), the sum of the lagged coefficients is not 

highly sensitive to the length of lag selected, even though the 

individual coefficients are highly unstable. The total impact is 

given by the sum of all coefficients, b
0 

+ b1 + b2 + ... + bk. The 

long-run price elasticity can then be calculated by multiplying the 

price response by the ratio of the price to the quantity sold (Bohi et 

al 1984). 

2 The long run price elasticity of demand has been estimated 
similarly by Griffin (1974) and Sutherland (1983). 
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3 The average electricity sold during the period under examination was 

52699 GWh and the average real price was 0. 976 c/KWh. Therefore, 

using the response ( -48506) derived by regression (3), the 12-year 

price elasticity of electricity in South Africa is estimated to be -

0.90 

THE DEMAND FOR ELECTRICITY IN THE YEAR 2000 

To show the impact of the estimated elasticity, the demand for 

electricity for the year 2000 is estimated under two alternative 

assumptions. The first is that the real price of electricity remains 

unchanged as in the year 1983. The second assumption is that the 

price increases and becomes 30 % higher, that in 1983, and its full 

effect materializes by the year 2000. 

The forecasting model has the form: 

Q Pb we u 
t = a t-12 t e (4) 

or the equivalent: 

ln a + b ln pt-12 + c ln wt + u (5) 

where Qt is the demand for electricity in period t 

pt is the average real price of electricity in 

period t 

wt is the real Gross Domestic Product in period t 

3 The average electricity sold and the average real price, due 
to lagged formulation, correspond to 1963-1983 and 1950-1983 

periods respectively. 
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b is the 12-year long-run price elasticity of 

demand 

c is the income elasticity of demand 

u is the error term 

The GDP is assumed to have a constant growth of 5% per year in real 

terms and the previously estimated price elasticity of demand is used 

as an extraneous estimator. 

The choice of a growth of 5% is made in order our forecasts to be 

comparable in this aspect with the assumptions of the studies reviewed 

in Chapter 1, and therefore the price effect could become immediately 

apparent. 

The technique of extraneous estimators is used by economic 

statisticians in order to overcome the harmful effects of using highly 

collinear time series observations on regression and correlation 

estimates, and in order to obtain "structurally" more accurate 

estimates of income elasticities of demand (Kuh et al 1957). 

When multicollinearity makes impossible to disentangle the relative 

influence of the various independent variables, the extraneous 

estimator technique suggests the use of prior knowledge of the size of 

some of the coefficients in order to estimate the rest of them4 • In 

this case the extraneous information is the price elasticity of 

electricity demand. In order to utilize this prior information, the 

price elasticity of demand is multiplied by the time series of 

4 
While a variety of techniques use this concept, the 

rationale is fully explained in each of the following sources: 
(i) Durbin, 1953; (ii) Stone, 1954; and (iii) \vold et al 1953. 
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aggregate price and the prod.uct is subtracted from the time series of 

the annual quantity demanded to form a new dependent variable. The 

new dependent series is then regressed against the time series of the 

Gross Domestic Product to obtain an estimate of the income elasticity 

of demand. 

Following Wold (1953) we use absolute series (not differences) and we 

did not remove any trend effect. Such formulation yields essentially 

long run estimates (Kuh et al 1957) and therefore the structure is 

commensurable with the structure yielding the extraneous estimator 

(long run). 

5 The regression gives a statistically significant estimate of the 

long-run income elastic! ty of demand of 1. 64 6 with a multiple 

correlation coefficient of 0.92 and an F-ratio of 95. 

With the estimated parameters of the model, the predicted demand for 

electricity for the year 2000 are 226 386 GWh and 178 732 GWh for 

unchanged (as in 1981) and increasing (30 percent higher than 1983) 

prices respectively. The effect of the price elasticity of demand is 

profound from these figures. 

5 
ln Qt- (-0.9) ln pt-12 = -5.73 + 1.64 ln wt + u 

(9.7) 

where Qt is the demand for electricity in period t 
Pt is the average real price of electricity in 

period t 
Wt is the real GOP in period t 

t-statistic in parenthesis 
6 The magnitude of the income elasticity of electricity demand 
is comparable with the elasticities estimated by Houthakker & 
Taylor (1970) (1.9), Federal Energy Administration (1976) (1 
to 1.63), and Lacy & Street (1975) (1.87), who also used time 

series analyses. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The purpose of this study has been to investigate the effects of price 

changes on the demand for electricity in South Africa, with emphasis 

on the long-run impact. 

The long-run (12 years) own price elasticity of electricity demand is 

estimated to be -0.90. Taking into account the fact that more than 

70% of the electricity in South Africa is consumed by the industrial 

and mining sectors, the estimated elasticity is in accordance with 

Bohi's (Bohi et al 1984) conclusion (from his extensive review), that 

the empirical evidence indicates that the long-run elasticity on 

industrial demand appears to fall somewhere between -0.5 and -1.0. 

Important implications for South African energy policy formulation and 

forecasting electricity demand stem out of this finding. 

Firstly, price can be used as a policy instrument for the manipulation 

of demand and promotion of energy conservation. Determining the price 

of electricity according to its production cost (the current policy) 

removes a powerful instrument from the hands of policy makers. In 

addition it is doubtful whether the current policy serves the 

interests of the consumers. Enforcing the monopolistic utility to 

sell its product without profits, does not necessarily mean that the 

consumer pays the lowest possible price. The monopolist can present 

profits as costs and inevitably inefficiency builds in a system where 

costs are rewarded and profits through savings are not allowed. 

A second implication of the non-zero price elasticity of electricity 

demand concerns the forecasting of, and planning for, the long-term 

demand. As discussed in Chapter 1, all electricity forecasting models 
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used in South Africa, explicitly or implicitly, assume a zero price 

elasticity of electricity demand. Such models are deficient in fast 

changing environments. For example, with increasing electricity 

prices, the omission of price from the set of determinant variables 

will cause the overestimation of the long-term demand by the model. 

As a result scarce capital would be invested in idle capacity with 

adverse repercussions for the price of electricity, the utility's 

financial position and the country's balance of payments. In an 

environment of falling prices, demand will be underestimated, 

generating capacity will not . be built and black-outs could constrain 

the country's economic activity and growth. Forecasts which exclude 

the price effects can only be useful under the restrictive assumption 

of a stable or slowly changing environment. 
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APPENDIX 1 

YEAR ELECTRICITY SOLD AVERAGE PRICE GROSS DOMESTIC CONSUMER 
BY ESCOM (GWH) OF ELECTRICITY PRODUCT 1975 PRICE 

(C/KWH) PRICES (R MILL) INDEX 

1950 6910 0.2741 7 745 34.4 
1951 7456 0.2922 8 585 36.9 
1952 8080 0.3115 8 818 40.2 
1953 8732 0.3542 9 276 41.6 
1954 9676 0.3808 9 895 42.4 
1955 10964 0.4139 10 451 43.7 
1956 12019 0.4285 10 996 44.5 
1957 12763 0.4478 11 483 45.8 
1958 13602 0.4733 11 737 47.4 
1959 14724 0.4951 12 197 48.1 
1960 16094 0.5079 12 605 48.8 
1961 17013 0.5155 13 123 49.8 
1962 18121 0.5164 13 843 50.4 
1963 19500 o. 5177 14 959 51.1 
1964 21247 0.5101 16 039 52.4 
1965 23143 0.5076 17 062 54.5 
1966 24554 0.5254 17 857 56.5 
1967 26657 0.5467 19 339 58.4 
1968 28885 0.5550 20 216 59.6 
1969 31505 0.5565 21 528 61.5 
1970 34890 0.5545 22 630 64.1 
1971 38040 0.5772 23 747 67.7 
1972 41648 0.6108 24 038 72.1 
1973 46578 0.6484 25 049 78.9 
1974 52558 0.6822 26 949 88.1 
1975 57869 0.7950 27 370 100.0 
1976 63355 1.0360 27 742 111.3 
1977 67125 1.5353 27 743 123.6 
1978 72780 l. 7887 28 366 136.2 
1979 80582 1.8980 29 432 154.1 
1980 87539 2.0242 31 767 175.3 
1981 93844 2.2811 32 044 201.9 
1982 96135 2.8038 30 877 231.6 
1983 98251 3.3606 30 441 260.2 

SOURCES: Electricity Sold and Average Price of Electricity from the Annual 
Report of ESCOM 1983. Gross Domestic Product from various issues 
of the International Financial Statistics, IMF, and the Consumer 
Price Index from various issues of the South African Statistics, 
Statistics Office, Pretoria 
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